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Abstract

The advantages of contemporary particle injectors are high bunch charges
and good beam quality in the case of normal conducting RF guns and
increased repetition rates in the one of DC injectors. The technological edge
of the concept of superconducting radio frequency injectors is to combine the
strengths of both these sides. As many future accelerator concepts, such as
energy recovery linacs, high power free electron lasers and certain collider
designs, demand particle sources with high bunch charges and high repetition
rates combined, applying the superconductivity of the accelerator modules to
the injector itself is the next logical step. However, emittance compensation
— the cornerstone for high beam quality — in case of a superconducting
injector is much more challenging than in the normal conducting one. The
use of simple electromagnets generating a solenoid field around the gun’s
resonator interferes with its superconducting state. Hence, it requires novel
and sophisticated techniques to maintain the high energy gain inside the
gun cavity, while at the same time alleviating the detrimental fast transverse
emittance growth of the bunch.

In the case of the ELBE accelerator at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf, a superconducting electron accelerator provides beam for several
independent beamlines in continuous wave mode. The applications include
IR to THz free electron lasers, neutron and positron generation, to Thompson
backscattering with an inhouse TW laser, and hence, call for a flexible CW
injector. Therefore, the development of a 3.5 cell superconducting electron
gun was initiated in 1997.

The focus of this thesis lies on three approaches of transverse emittance
compensation for this photoinjector: RF focusing, the installation of a su-
perconducting solenoid close to the cavity’s exit, and the introduction of a
transverse electrical mode of the RF field in the resonator. All three methods
are described in theory, examined by numerical simulation, and experimen-
tally reviewed in the particular case of the ELBE SRF Gun II at HZDR and
a copy of its niobium resonator at Thomas Jefferson National Laboratory,
Newport News, VA, USA.
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Overview of the Contents

As summarized in the abstract, this thesis studies several emittance compensation schemes for
the particular case of a superconducting radio frequency (SRF) particle injector in simulation
as well as in experiment. The text is split into five major parts which consist of several topical
chapters. Part I of this work does serve as a introduction to the topic. Within that context,
chapter 1 motivates the use of superconductivity in the field of accelerator physics in general
and in particular for particle injectors. This is done by presenting the vast advantages of the
technology. At the same time, the limitations are described, giving the link to the challenges for
the compensation techniques presented later on. In addition, an overview of the existing SRF
injector projects in the world is given, followed by a short presentation of the ELBE accelerator
at HZDR and the history of the local SRF Gun program up to today. The subsequent chapter 2
introduces definitions of the fundamental beam characteristics and beam dynamics theory, such
as phase space, trace space, and the normalized RMS emittance. Later, the main sources of
emittance are illustrated by the example of the ELBE SRF Gun. Chapter 3 of the theory part
describes the background of emittance compensation in general and introduces the concepts
studied in this work.

The extensive part II of the thesis deals with the character of experimental setups used for
the later presented measurements. At first, chapter 4 gives a short summary of the operational
conditions at the ELBE facility. Chapter 5 focuses on the drive laser of the injector and
the different types of photocathodes which were used throughout the studies. The injector
itself with important aspects of its cryomodule, the integrated superconducting solenoid as an
emittance compensation tool as well as the cathode tuner are subject of chapter 6. In chapter 7
the characterization of electron bunches in the diagnostics beamline of the ELBE SRF Gun
project is described with a focus on the emittance measurements. In particular, the specifically
developed data evaluation tool is discussed. The relevant components of the TE mode test setup
— the last compensation scheme which was studied — are analyzed in chapter 8.

Part III covers parameter studies for the specific case of the ELBE SRF Gun beginning with
a description of the used numerical tools in chapter 9. Chapter 10 discusses scans of the relevant
initial input parameters for the bunch generation and introduces RF focusing, while chapter 11
concludes the results of a detailed study of the impact of the solenoid on beam dynamics. In
chapter 12 theoretical predictions for the compensation by the TE mode, examined in this
thesis, are given.

Part IV provides an analysis of experimental results gained with the fully operational SRF
Gun at ELBE in chapter 13 and details of tests with a second 3.5 cell cavity at JLab in chapter 14.
While these last results for the TE mode only cover RF measurements, the injector studies

1



2 Contents

serve as experimental verification of the introduced schemes. Therefore, many comparisons to
theory and the presented results of simulation are given.

In closing, the results of the presented work are summarized in chapter 15 of part V, while
chapter 16 gives an outlook with special focus on the near and intermediate future of the ELBE
SRF Gun project.



Part I.

Theory
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Chapter 1.

Motivation

1.1. Superconductivity for Particle Accelerators

The progress of science is always linked to advances of its experimental instruments. The
relationship between physics and technology is one of strong reciprocity. New scientific
theories and phenomena have often enabled the development of new technical devices, while
breakthroughs in engineering allowed for the experimental exploration of priorly uncharted
areas of physics. The discovery of the standard model Higgs boson is one of the latest major
examples of this interaction in the field of accelerator physics [1, 2].

The acceleration of charged particles in general has become a tool of tremendous relevance,
not just in elementary particle physics, but also in nuclear physics, photon sciences, bio and
solid state physics, medical applications such as cancer treatment, as well as in many areas of
material sciences. On the hardware side, this field of research can be divided into two main
areas, detector development and accelerator technology itself. While detectors determine how
well a certain number of signals can be resolved — and at which frequency — from each other,
noise, and background, accelerators set the scope of the resolution in the first place. As they
define all the particle beam’s attributes — its energy, intensity i.e. quantity as well as quality
—, the physical resolution of any accelerator based experiment depends on the potential of the
machine behind it.

The first scientific accelerators utilized simple electrostatic fields to accelerate charged
particles. A plain ray tube was the basis for the experimental discovery of the first known
elementary particle — the electron — by J.J. Thomson in 1897. Contemporary research is
directed towards future accelerators generating the energy gain of the particle beam in the
wakefields of laser induced plasma1. The current state-of-the-art technological approach in
accelerator physics is based upon radio frequency (RF) standing2 electromagnetic waves,
excited inside metallic resonators. Here, the application of the physical phenomenon of
superconductivity has enhanced the capabilities of the technology.

1This topic is also being researched at the PENELOPE laser at HZDR.
2In certain cases traveling waves are used instead of standing ones.

5



6 Motivation

1.1.1. Advantages

As superconductivity has brought quite a few advantages to accelerator physics, it has pushed
the frontier of reachable beam energies over the last decades. The relation of

p[GeV] = 0.3 · B[T] · r[m] (1.1)

gives a good estimate of the magnetic field strength needed in the dipoles of a circular machine
of radius r to control a particle beam of momentum p. The (currently) largest accelerator in
the world, the LHC at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, has a design beam energy of 7 TeV of
both its proton beams and a bending radius of about 2.8 km. Hence, fields of about 8.3 T are
required in each of its dipole modules1. Such fields are impossible to generate with normal
conducting electromagnets at any reasonable size. Superconducting (SC) wires on the other
hand, used to wind the magnetic coils, make it possible to produce such fields in the area of
the high vacuum beam pipes. In addition, they offer the advantage of maintaining these fields
without any further cooling due to resistive heating being necessary. Figure 1.1 shows a cross
section of one of the LHC dipoles and gives a schematic of the fields generated with the chosen
coil geometry2 [4]. The superconductor used for these wires is niobium-titanium (NbTi), which
has to be cooled by liquid helium to enter its superconducting state. The same material is used
for the SC solenoid built into the ELBE SRF Gun II cryostat, compare section 6.2.

Fig. 1.1.: On the left, a cross section of the inner part of an LHC superconducting dipole module, on
the right, the schematic field distribution of the magnetic coils around the neighboring beam
tubes, taken from [4].

Dipoles are, of course, not the only superconducting magnets in use in the LHC and
in particle accelerator physics in general. Depending on the field and spatial requirements,

1Recent upgrades extend the energy of each proton beam to 8 TeV, resulting in dipole fields of more than
9.5 T being necessary for operation.

2Even before the LHC, superconducting magnets were used in particle accelerator physics, see for example
[3].
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superconductors are also being deployed for quadrupoles, sextupoles and other, higher order
magnets along with all kinds of correction coils. Just on top of that, especially in the example

Fig. 1.2.: Picture of a high-temperature super-
conductor 13 kA current lead for the
LHC dipoles [5].

of the LHC, superconducting technology is fur-
thermore utilized for the current transport to the
magnet cryostats itself, bridging the different di-
mensions from the supply facilities to the magnet.
In this particular case, a connection lead made out
of a high temperature superconductor — Bi-2223
tape — was applied to connect the large, normal
conducting copper cables to the comparatively
thin, low temperature SC NbTi wires. Such a
transition, from normal to superconducting for
currents of up to 13 kA, is shown in figure 1.2
[6].

For the actual particle acceleration, the mo-
mentum gain of the charged particles happens
inside resonators. These are metallic cavities in
which high frequent electromagnetic fields are
oscillating. Inserted particle bunches, when syn-
chronized correctly to the phase of the field, are
being pushed towards the other end of each accel-
erating structure. Depending on the application,
the initial particle energy, and the intended energy
gain of the individual accelerator module, single
cell or multicell cavities are deployed. Besides
for the acceleration of heavy ions, elliptical cell
shapes — compare figure 1.3 — are commonly
used for the acceleration of electrons and protons.

Such cavities can in theory be manufactured
with all kinds of materials and are designed for
frequencies of some tens of MHz up to several
GHz. As a good conductor1 is necessary in order
to keep the power losses in the resonator walls
at an acceptable level, copper is the material of
choice in the normal conducting case. To illus-
trate the concept of dissipated power in this case,
one may consider the simple model of a plane
wave, alternating in the y-z-plane, from the point
of view of a conductor in the positive octant (R+). Applying Maxwell’s equation and Ohm’s
law for the current density (~j = σ · ~E) in the conductor, assuming that the wavelength is large

1σ � 2π f ε, i.e. good conductivity
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compared to the electron’s mean free path, gives

∆~E = i · 2π fµ0µrσ~E (1.2)

∧ ∆~j = i · 2π fµ0µrσ~j (1.3)

for the general description of the field with the frequency f [7]. The field’s z-component can
hence be written as

Ez = Ez0 · e−x·
√

i2π fµ0µrσ (1.4)

∧ jz = jz0 · e−x·
√

i2π fµ0µrσ. (1.5)

With

√
i =

√
1
2

+ i ·

√
1
2

(1.6)

the wave equation can be divided into two terms, one describing the oscillation, the other the
decay of the field inside the conductor. With

δ =
1√

π fµ0µrσ
(1.7)

⇒ Ez = Ez0 · e−iδ−1 x · e−δ
−1 x (1.8)

∧ jz = jz0 · e−iδ−1 x︸︷︷︸
oscillation

· e−δ
−1 x︸︷︷︸

decay

, (1.9)

δ describes the “skin depth” to which the electrical field penetrates the conductor [8]. Integrating
the current density, returns the actual current in the conductor,

I =

∫ ∞

0
jz(x) dx (1.10)

=

∫ ∞

0
jz0 · e−x

√
i2π fµ0µrσ dx (1.11)

=
jz0√

i2π fµ0µrσ
, (1.12)

which can be used to deduce the surface resistance via Ohm’s law,

⇒ Rs = Re

{Ez0

I

}
(1.13)

= Re


√

i2π fµ0µrσ

σ

 (1.14)

=
1
δσ

. (1.15)
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Correspondingly, the surface resistance in a resonator, which determines the dissipated
power due to resistive heating, is proportional to the square root of the field’s frequency:

Rs ∝ f
1
2 (1.16)

If a superconducting metal is used for the resonator structure, its resistance, which is
indeed zero for the case of a DC field, is non-zero in the presence of an alternating (AC)
field. This is due to the fact that the superconductor can be described as a two fluid model
in which, for any temperature below the critical temperature Tc, a combination of normal
and superconducting electrons can be found [9]. The density of normal conducting charge
carriers decreases for decreasing temperature and reaches zero for T = 0. So, for non-vanishing
temperatures there are always some normal conducting electrons left in the superconductor. In
an AC field an internal field proportional to the change of the magnetic field is generated inside
the superconductor:

~Eint ∝
dH
dt

= H · ω (1.17)

This field in turn generates a current density proportional to the number of normal conducting
electrons,

jint ∝ Eint · ne− . (1.18)

The dissipated power relates to this current density as follows,

⇒ Pdiss ∝ Eint · jint (1.19)

⇒ Pdiss ∝ ω
2 · H2 · ne− (1.20)

with Pdiss =
1
2
· Rs · H2 (1.21)

⇒ Rs ∝ ω
2 · ne− . (1.22)

As, according to the two fluid model, the number of free — i.e. non-Cooper-paired — electrons
depends on temperature as

ne− ∝ e−
∆

kBT , (1.23)

(with ∆, the energy gap of the superconductor’s Fermi level) the surface resistance of a
superconductor in an alternating field is proportional to the square of the frequency of this
oscillation and to e−

1
T . Hence, superconductors become less efficient for high frequencies

(> tens of GHz), where normal conducting cavities — compare equation 1.16 — become more
attractive (again).

The surface resistance of niobium, the superconductor used for most contemporary SC
accelerators, including the ELBE SRF Gun cavities and all other TESLA-like resonators, can
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be described by

Rs = 2 · 10−4 ·
1
T
·

(
f [GHz]

15

)2

· e−
17.67

T (1.24)

in an RF field of frequency f according to [10] — neglecting the residual resistance Rres. The
minuscule remaining resistive losses of an SC cavity are, however, much smaller than in the
normal conducting case. For instance, at a frequency of 1.3 GHz, the one commonly used in
TESLA cavities — see figure 1.3, the surface resistance of a copper version of such a cavity
would be in the order of several mΩ, while the one for niobium is in the range of a few nΩ

[8]. This results in the circumstance that from certain field gradients on, the power dissipated
in a normal conducting cavity equals and eventually exceeds the actual beam power output.
Whereas in an SC cavity, once cooled down and kept in the refrigerated state, the inserted RF
power is transferred almost exclusively into beam power [11].

Fig. 1.3.: An example nine-cell cavity of the TESLA type — the 1.3 GHz design, based on pure niobium
resonators, has defined the contemporary standard in high energy electron acceleration [12],
picture from [13]. Usually these cavities are operated in the π-mode — see figure 16.2 in the
appendix.

One should mention that, very different from the NbTi wires used for SC magnets, SRF
cavities require niobium of rather high purity. The reason for this is that on the one hand
the strong flux pinning of NbTi allows for high current densities in the presence of strong
fields in SC magnets, but on the other hand it also causes an intense magnetic hysteresis,
which should be avoided in any case for resonators. The cavity’s geometry is designed to
prevent such high magnetic fields on the metal surface during operation, as they would limit
the superconductivity1. The figures of merit to describe the cavity’s quality and the quality of
its material, are the residual resistance ratio (RRR) and the quality factor for cavities Q0:

RRR is defined as

RRR :=
resistivity (T = 300 K)

residual resistivity (T → Tc)
, (1.25)

so the ratio of the resistance of the superconductor at about room temperature to its resis-
tance just before entering the SC state. Typical values for niobium used for accelerator
cavities are RRR ≈ 250 − 300 [14].

1Therefore, the shielding of any external field during cool down is of fundamental importance, see section 6.1.2
and 6.2.1.
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Q0 — the intrinsic quality — is defined as the ratio of the stored energy, Es, and the power
dissipated per RF cycle, times the circular frequency, ω, of the field,

Q0 :=
Es

Pdiss
· ω. (1.26)

It indicates how long the energy remains in the cavity, or — in other words — how much
power loss has to be compensated in order to maintain a certain field. Q0 values typically
reached by niobium cavities can be as high as 1010 − 1011 [10]. Values for the ELBE SRF
Gun II cavity were measured to be in the range of 1010 and 5 · 109 for peak accelerating
fields of 25 MV/m respectively [15].

Due to the very low surface resistance, even in an RF field, and those high quality factors,
superconducting resonators also allow for larger apertures and have less wall impedance than
their normal conducting counterparts, resulting in an increased beam stability.

In conclusion, the fundamental advantage superconductivity offers for accelerator technol-
ogy lies in the minimization of the wall losses. Once the required beam energies are large
enough that it pays out to operate a liquid helium driven refrigerator, the RF power needed to
generate accordingly large beam power is much less in the SC case. In addition, the resistive
heating of normal conducting resonators demands immense water cooling, increasing with
the applied fields and repetition rates, therefore, reducing the duty cycle the machine can be
operated at. As a consequence, normal conducting accelerators are usually operated in pulsed
mode. Superconducting structures, on the other hand, allow for continuous wave mode (CW)
operation, enabling increased average beam currents. The ELBE accelerator is a prime example
of such an application, as it delivers electron bunches at a quasi continuous wave repetition
rate of 13 MHz, no matter if fed by the SRF Gun or its thermionic alternative. So, although the
particle beam itself is cut into bunches, the RF inside the cavities is not ramped up or down.
[16, 17]

1.1.2. Limitations

While superconductors provide the persuasive advantages for their use in accelerator physics
mentioned above, they — especially the SC resonators — also bring certain limitations.
These have a strong influence on the circumstances under which SC modules can be installed
and operated. The basic reasons for these restrictions can be explained by the BCS-theory
of superconductivity, proposed in 1957 by John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and John Robert
Schrieffer [18]. In a, for the sake of brevity, simplified picture of this theory, the aspects of
superconductivity affecting their use in accelerators can be explained by looking at the nature
of the so-called “Cooper pairs” of electrons. These are formed by an attraction generated
through the interaction of electrons and phonons in the superconducting metal (or material).
Below a specific (critical) temperature, the energy of the paired state gets lower than the Fermi
energy, hence, turning it into a bound state. As a large number of the fermionic electrons in
the solid body form this boson-like paired state, they condense in an energetic ground state,
causing a gap to higher levels in the energy spectrum. This particular gap is responsible for
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the superconductivity as a phenomenon itself, as it does not allow for any small excitations —
such as scattering — during charge transport by the Cooper pairs.

T/Tc

B/Bc J/Jc

critical

surface
1

1

1

(0) (0)

(0)

Fig. 1.4.: The critical surface of a superconductor, the region below the surface, limited by the critical
temperature, magnetic field, and current density, marks the circumstances under which the
material stays in the superconducting state [19]. According to [10] the critical field is about
Bc ≈ 200 mT for niobium.

Thermal excitation of the electrons represents the most common reason for Cooper pairs to
break. A superconductor above its critical temperature is simply not superconducting anymore1.
Therefore, SC accelerator structures have to be installed inside complex cryostats, which have
to be supplied by costly helium plants. As a consequence, the operation of such an accelerator
requires mastering the additional field of cooling technology. Another reason for the breakdown
of superconductivity are magnetic fields. Cooper pairs tend to minimize the electromagnetic
free energy in the SC by expelling any magnetic flux of external fields. At a certain level, these
fields get too strong, the Cooper pairs gain energy and break apart. The exact critical field at
which superconductivity is lost depends on the temperature of the solid body and the present
current, as shown in figure 1.4.

As any electrical current, flowing through the conductor, induces a magnetic field according
to Ampere’s law, there is also a critical current density, again depending on temperature and
external magnetic fields, at which the superconductor switches back to its normal conducting
state. In the case of an RF cavity, this causes the theoretical limit for the field gradient at a given
temperature, if shielded successfully from all external fields2. One advantage here is created

1This is almost always true except for very rare cases with the superconductor under high pressure or other
special circumstances.

2The predictions for this particular limit for niobium cavities are between 55 and 60 MV/m.
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by the high frequencies at which the accelerating fields are excited, as the corresponding field
vortices take about 10−7 s to form inside the conductor, much slower than one GHz wave with
a frequency above 109s−1, therefore enabling higher critical fields. Nevertheless, the more
commonly observed limitations for the performance of SC cavities are given by field emission
and quenches caused by impurities and imperfections of the resonator’s surface. Field emission
describes the effect of electrons tunneling out of the conductor surface under the presence of
strong electric fields. Such fields are typically found at geometrical deviations of the smooth
cavity surface, such as scratches or dust particles. The emitted electrons absorb the energy
of the excited RF field, causing the quality factor Q0 to drop immediately. A quench is the —
initially local — transit of the superconductor into the normal conducting state. This can also
be induced by deformations of the smooth surface or impurities of the used material, which
cause the fields in a spatially limited area — the quench spot — to rise above their critical
level. As these spots turn normal conducting, they generate ohmic heating, increasing the
temperature of their entire surrounding and hence eventually the whole superconducting cavity.
The consequence is a total quench i.e. breakdown of the SC state in the resonator at a certain
gradient. [14, 20]

Because of these practical performance limits observed in SRF structures, an increased
focus has been put on improving both, manufacturing and postprocessing techniques of SC
cavities in the accelerator physics community in the last decades. Besides the intense work
with bulk niobium, methods of doping the material with non-magnetic impurities, in order
to increase the quality factor, are investigated [21]. The postprocessing procedures, studied
and improved by many laboratories around the world, include electrolytic polishing, etching,
high pressure pure water rinsing, high power and helium processing — also as in-situ methods
—, and specific mechanical polishing in so-called “cavity tumblers”. Before and after such
treatments, the cavities are examined with temperature maps, second sound, and X-ray scanners
in test cryostats, as well as with optical inspection under room temperature. [22, 23, 24]

With all this effort spent to get SC accelerator structures to work well and efficiently, the
concept of materials referred to as “high temperature superconductors”, which can be operated
above liquid helium temperature, has become very attractive for high energy physics. Yet,
although raising a lot of interest in a large field of research and applications, these materials
are in general (still) too brittle for magnet coils and especially tuneable cavities, required by
accelerator modules. Thus, studies on the future of these material designs already excluded
them from the use in the Superconducting Super Collider planned during the 1990ies in the US.
Although the analysts back then predicted a larger impact on magnet design, for example in the
case of medical applications of magnetic resonance imaging in the near future and thereby, a
return of the option for accelerator magnet technology, this prognosis has still not become true
today. Most MRI magnets are still made out of conventional superconductors1. [25]

1Nevertheless, other possible applications, such as offshore power plants, are also pushing the technology
development. This alternative approach is therefore clearly not off the table, yet this discussion is beyond the
scope of this particular work.
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1.2. Superconducting RF Injectors

Utilizing the advantages of superconductivity in accelerating, focusing and bending elements of
a particle accelerator brought a large progress to the field. The next logical step is to extend this
use to the very particle generation and initial injection of an accelerator. As a side effect, the
good vacuum conditions inside an SC cavity help increase the lifetime of the typically sensitive
photocathodes used in RF photoinjectors.

The first proposal of this concept was published in 1989 by a group from the University of
Wuppertal, who were supported by C.K. Sinclar from the Continuous Electron Beam Accel-
erator Facility (CEBAF) at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, Newport News,
Virginia, USA (hereafter referred to as JLab), F. Ebeling and T. Weiland from Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, and U. Klein and H.P. Vogel of the former In-
teratom GmbH in Bensberg, Germany [26]. A more detailed analysis of this first study can
be found in [27], which focuses mainly on the preparation of photo cathodes for such an
SRF injector, but actually bears the subtitle “Studies on the Feasibility of a Superconducting
Photoemission Source of High Brightness”. Figure 1.5 presents one of the prototype design
sketches for the injector type discussed in this thesis.

Fig. 1.5.: Sketch of the second design for an SRF injector given in [27] (p. 30). The concept already
includes an elliptical cavity, cryostat and a solenoid for bunch focusing. Furthermore, a
specially shaped correction cavity is appended.

Up until today, there are several studies of the combination of an SC resonator and a
photoemission source — most of them still ongoing — throughout the entire community of
accelerator physics. Some of these structures are proof-of-principle projects, while others
are linked to specific accelerator proposals. The most important ones are summarized in the
following.
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One widespread approach is to combine an elliptical cavity and a normal conducting cathode,
usually coated with an alkali compound1. Besides the ELBE SRF Gun I and II themselves,
which will be discussed in more detail later on, there is for example the 704 MHz, 0.5 cell gun
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, USA (BNL). The electron source
is supposed to feed an R&D Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) for several future Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) projects. Currently, it is in a gun-to-dump commissioning phase, as
schematically displayed in figure 1.6, using a copper cathode. [28]

Fig. 1.6.: The BNL ERL concept, the gun is currently in the gun-to-dump commissioning status, courtesy
of W. Xu [28].

In combination with a larger 50 MeV ERL project, the bERLinPro, a concept for an 1.6 cell
SRF gun was proposed at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB), Berlin, Germany in 2008.

The cavity, shown in figure 1.7, has a TESLA shape2 and hence, operates at 1.3 GHz. For
this design two input couplers are used to deliver up to 230 kW RF power into the resonator.
The latter one also features an additional choke filter in between the 0.6 cell and the cathode
cooler, much like the ELBE SRF Gun, to avoid RF leakage to the cathode. Considering the
handling and most of all the exchange of the normal conducting photocathodes in the installed
gun, HZB benefits from the experiences of the HZDR SRF Gun project. To allow for an
exchange of cathodes between the two centers, a collaboration to develop a corresponding
transport system was established. [30]

A more recent project was initiated at Kō Enerugı̄ Kasokuki Kenkyū Kikō, also known
as KEK in Tsukuba, Japan. Similar to the HZB injector, two RF input couplers are supposed
to deliver about 200 kW to a 1.5 cell cavity operated at 1.3 GHz. As a matter of fact, the
current concept of the bERLinPro Gun is planned to eventually be upgraded with two coaxial
couplers engineered at KEK. An interesting aspect of the KEK electron source is its transparent
photocathode, which will be irradiated from the rear end during operation. [31]

One of the oldest experimental realizations of an SRF gun is located at Peking University
(PKU) in Beijing, China. Quite alike to the ELBE SRF Gun, it features a 3.5 cell TESLA

1See section 5.2.1.
2Compare figure 1.3.
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Fig. 1.7.: The bERLinPro 1.6 cell gun with only one input coupler inside its helium vessel, the high-
lighted red segment depicts a stiffening ring between 0.6 cell and full cell. The choke filter
is located between the tube for the cathode cooler on the left and the 0.6 cell, courtesy A.
Neumann [29].

cavity. The individual characteristic of this injector is a DC gap just in front of the cathode,
being responsible for the initial acceleration of the electrons. This gap, with a design voltage
of 100 kV, obviates the use of a choke filter at the entrance of the gun’s half-cell, but lacks an
enhanced suppression of space charge effects during the bunch generation, therefore causing an
increase of transverse emittance. The future plans for this injector are to supply a local 30 MeV
ERL-FEL facility at PKU. [32]

Fig. 1.8.: The SRF Gun cluster concept of
Helmholtz in Germany, different
tasks for the SRF Gun development
are covered by different institutes,
“Unis” referring to universities.

A special case of an SRF photoinjector project
is the all superconducting gun at DESY. The moti-
vation for this 1.6 cell design, again with a TESLA
shaped, 1.3 GHz cavity, is to develop an alternative
injector for the Free electron LASer in Hamburg
(FLASH), or the European X-ray Free Electron
Laser (XFEL) respectively. Both machines are
already operating or designed to be operated in a
high bunch charge pulsed mode with normal con-
ducting RF injectors. The idea for the combination
of an SC cathode, the material of choice here is Pb,
and the SC resonator is to enable CW operation at
low to medium bunch charge with a long lifetime
of the photocathodes. The main challenge for this
concept is the successful insertion of the cathode
material, while maintaining the unspoiled state of
the cavity. As the primary focus in accelerator

physics at the Hamburg site of DESY is on the installation and commissioning of the XFEL,
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for the time being, other institutes started supporting this project1, in part within the framework
of the SRF Gun cluster of the Helmholtz Association, see figure 1.8. Solutions in the form of
arc deposition and laser cleaning of the lead, as well as a niobium cathode stalk and improved
cavity treatment were worked out. In addition with a recent lowering of the required beam
specifications, these aspects have led to encouraging results2.

Another approach for a superconducting RF injector is the use of an SC quarter wave
resonator structure (QWR) with a normal conducting photocathode, see figure 1.9. The
advantages of this version of an SRF gun are the relatively low frequencies at which such a
QWR is excited, in combination with the compactness of the design and the ability to operate
it at temperatures of up to 4.5 K. The company Niowave Inc. in Lansing, Michigan, USA,
gathered a lot of experience in up to turn-key manufacturing of corresponding gun modules.
In a collaboration with the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey, California, USA,
the first US-based SRF injector was developed. The 500 MHz resonator, which is supposed to
drive the NPS FEL, delivered its first beam in June 2010, operating at 4.2 K [34]. The so far
lowest frequency SC QWR cavity is the second SRF gun concept pursued at BNL, which aims
to deliver high bunch charges for electron cooling to their RHIC. The proof-of-principle 4.5 K
cryostat, including the 112 MHz resonator, was also manufactured and tested by Niowave. [35]

Fig. 1.9.: The 200 MHz quarter wave resonator of the Wisconsin University SRF Gun with a supercon-
ducting solenoid in front of its exit [36].

As a third project of Niowave, this time in collaboration with the University of Wisconsin
(UW) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), both USA, a 200 MHz QWR SRF
injector — figure 1.9 — was built for the use at the 2.2 GeV X-ray/VUV (vacuum ultraviolet)

1In particular: BNL, JLab, HZDR, HZB, and NCBJ.
2The highest field on the cathode ever seen in an SRF gun of 60 MV/m was recently achieved at DESY [33].
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FEL at the UW Synchrotron Radiation Center (SRC). The first beam was delivered in July
2013. The unique feature of this electron source is its self-inflating bunch mode, which is using
a hemispherical laser pulse shape to generate an ellipsoidal electron bunch of constant charge
density via space charge forces [37]. Due to funding budget cuts UW SRC was shut down in
summer 2014. According to [38] the operational SRF gun cryostat has been “mothballed” for
prospective use in other experiments. Yet, the future of the injector remains unclear.

1.3. The ELBE Accelerator at HZDR

The ELBE accelerator, the name originating from the abbreviation Electron Linear accelerator
with high Brilliance and low Emittance, is a compact, multipurpose radiation machine at the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR). The design energy of 40 MeV is generated
by two consecutive accelerator modules, each containing two nine-cell TESLA cavities [16].
The first electron beam was delivered in May 2001 and is used ever since 2005 to supply either
electrons, photons, neutrons, or positrons to corresponding user experiments.

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)
(i)

(g)

(f)

(h)

(k)
(j)

Fig. 1.10.: Layout of the ELBE accelerator at HZDR as of 2005 with the main accelerator hall including
the SRF Gun and diagnostics beamline (a), a radiation cave for a bremsstrahlung source after
the first linac (b), another cave for electrons and X-ray production after the second linac (c),
TELBE, the THz facility (d), a positron target (e), a neutron time-of-flight target (f), two FEL
undulators (g) with several optical labs and a connecting tunnel to the High Field Lab, and
the DRACO laser (h), studying electron photon interaction (h). The PW laser PENELOPE
is located at (j), while the drive laser of the SRF Gun is in a separate lab at (k).

The large selection of primary and secondary beamlines of ELBE is shown in figure 1.10.
A section dedicated to a bremsstrahlung gamma ray beam, which is located behind the first of
the two linacs, is served in a separate radiation cave. In another experimental cave, electrons
which are accelerated by both linacs are used for the generation of monochromatic X-rays.
On the other side of the machine, supplying one of the two permanent magnet undulators,
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photons with a wavelength range from 5 to 250 µm can be generated and guided to five optical
user laboratories. The FEL beam can also be sent to the neighboring Dresden High Magnetic
Field Laboratory via a connecting tunnel. The latter one belongs to another research institute
of HZDR, which investigates material properties and behavior in extreme magnetic fields.
Hence, giving the unique opportunity to study both, the influence of a high magnetic field and
irradiation by a small bandwidth IR beam on a sample at the same time. Directing ELBE’s
electron beam on a liquid lead target allows for the production of synchronized photons and fast
neutrons of energies up to En = 10 MeV. These can be used in time-of-flight measurements of
nuclear processes. Furthermore, pulsed, monoenergetic positrons can be created with ELBE
electrons at another setup to investigate material defects. All these user beamlines — except for
a special, parasitical generation of electrons in the main selector dipole — are operated one at a
time, allowing for user maintenance and modification of inactive experimental beamlines. [17]

From 2010 on, ELBE has undergone a major upgrade extending its secondary beam
portfolio. One of the advancements was the installation of the THz at ELBE (TELBE) facility,
which is currently in translation from testing to user phase. It combines a broadband CDR/CTR1

and a narrowband, electromagnet undulator source for wavelengths from 100 µm to 3 mm [39].
As a second part of the upgrade, two large laser systems were installed. The DResden lAser
aCceleration sOurce (DRACO) is a Ti-sapphire laser with a power from 150 TW to about 1 PW.
It is used for direct interaction with the ELBE electron beam in Compton Back-Scattering
(CBS) experiments and optical undulators. The other laser, the 1.5 PW diode pumped Petawatt,
ENergy-Efficient Laser for Optical Plasma Experiments (PENELOPE), which is still under
development, is located next to it and supposed to research the laser plasma acceleration of
ions. [40]

1.3.1. Motivation for an SRF Injector

The large variation of beamlines and experimental setups at ELBE calls for an electron source
with a high flexibility in its beam parameters. In addition, one of the main advantages of the
accelerator, its CW operation mode, requires such a source to run at quasi-CW repetition rates.
Currently, the main source of the ELBE accelerator is a thermionic DC gun. It extracts the
electrons out of a heated cathode with a pulsed grid and accelerates them within a triode setup
to 250 keV. The initial pulses of 500 ps are compressed down to 2.5 − 5 ps at the entrance of
the first cavity via a subharmonic buncher in the injector section. This way, bunch charges
of 77 pC at a repetition rate of 13 MHz are provided, resulting in an average beam current of
1 mA2. The transverse emittance behind the first linac was measured to be 10 mm mrad (RMS)
with a FWHM energy spread of 55 keV [41].

As the secondary beams at ELBE, such as neutrons and positrons, directly benefit from an
increased bunch charge, an RF injector becomes attractive. Beamlines like THz, FEL and CBS
additionally require very short pulses with a low transverse emittance, as the brilliance of any

1Coherent Diffraction/Transition Radiation
2In recent test runs, bunch charges of 100 pC and more were realized, aiming for a beam current of 1.6 mA.
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light source is defined as

Bγ =
# γ

s mm2 mrad2
· 0.1 % bw

(1.27)

(# γ =̂ number of photons, bw =̂ bandwidth of the central frequency) which is — for an
accelerator driven source — directly related to the beam’s brightness1, which is again related to
the transverse emittance [42]

Be− ∝
1

εx εy
. (1.28)

A CW source with the qualities of an RF gun is therefore the ideal injector for ELBE. Conse-
quently, the development of an SRF gun started at HZDR in parallel to the design phase of the
main accelerator in the late 90ies.

1.3.2. The Drossel Gun

In 1996 a collaboration of the HZDR2 and the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP) in
Novosibirsk, Russia, was founded — referred to as Drossel — to persue the development of
an SRF injector for the ELBE accelerator project in Dresden. Based on the Wuppertal ideas
[26], a concept for the realization was worked out. In order to benefit from high quantum
efficiencies of semiconductor photocathodes, the combination of a normal conducting cathode,
a specially designed SC gun cavity, and a set of three TESLA booster cells was envisaged. The
first physical problem that had to be tackled, was to avoid the extensive heating of the cathode
during operation, predicted by A. Michalke [27]. This heating is caused by thermal conduction
from the outside of the cryostat, the laser beam itself hitting the cathode’s surface, as well as
RF dissipation on the normal conducting cathode body inside the SC resonator. Therefore, a
customized cathode cooler, dealing with these problems, was built in the first place. It featured
an independent liquid nitrogen circuit and a coaxial RF filter [43]. In addition, a first gun
cavity, made of RRR = 250 niobium, was fabricated. The resonator was assembled out of half
a TESLA cell and a specially cone-shaped back plate to maximize the accelerating field at the
cathode for RF focusing, see figure 1.11. In between the conical back plate and the cathode
cooler, a choke filter — also superconducting — was placed to help suppress RF leakage
towards the photocathode. The cathode cooler itself was isolated from the superconductor to
alleviate further heat load for the helium system. To prevent multipacting between cathode and
cavity, a DC voltage of several kV was applied. This voltage also supported the initial focus of
the electrons after emission [44].

Rinsing, etching and first vertical tests of the cavity were performed in a cooperation with
DESY in Hamburg. Using an improvised cathode replacement, a Q0 of 4 to 5 ·109 was achieved

1Brightness and brilliance basically being two words with one meaning, describe a concept that works for
both, particle and photon beams.

2Back than referred to as the ForschungsZentrum Rossendorf (FZR) and later ForschungsZentrum Dresden
(FZD).
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Fig. 1.11.: Design of the first Drossel gun cavity which utilized a TESLA cell end cup and an individually
designed niobium cone with a choke filter [45].

for a gradient of Ec = 31.8MV/m at the cathode [45, 46]. Installed in a horizontal cryostat
at HZDR, as depicted in figure 1.12, a Q0 of about 1 to 1 · 108 for a cathode gradient of
Ec = 22MV/m was measured [44].

Fig. 1.12.: Conceptual scheme of the Drossel gun cryostat [44], compare figure 1.13 for a photograph
of the actual test setup.

Another challenge for this SRF gun project was to meet the requirements of the drive laser.
Aiming for CW operation, a high repetition rate system, delivering sufficient power in the UV
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range, was needed. The Max Born Institute in Berlin (MBI) developed an appropriate system1

and set it up at HZDR [47, 48]. With the help of this laser and a short beamline, added to the
cryostat, see figure 1.13, the experimental Drossel gun generated its first beam in the summer
of 2002. 900 keV electrons with bunch charges of up to 20 pC were emitted by the half-cell
resonator, which was cooled down to 4.2 K by liquid helium from a dewar vessel [44].

Fig. 1.13.: The Drossel gun module with a short test beamline at HZDR in the main accelerator hall of
ELBE.

1The drive laser system utilized for SRF Gun II, which is described in section 5.1, is an advanced evolution of
this first laser.
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1.3.3. The ELBE SRF Gun I and II

Gun I

After the successful running of the Drossel gun over several weeks, the focus of the injector

Fig. 1.14.: Manufacturing drawing of the 3.5 cells of the
ELBE SRF Gun I cavity [49].

development at HZDR was put on the
construction of a full scale 3.5 cell
electron source, the ELBE SRF Gun I.
The actual design phase started in 2004
[47, 50]. A subdivided tuning system,
accounting for the individual stiffness
of the half-cell on the one hand and the
TESLA cells on the other hand, had to be
developed. The shape of the half-cell it-
self was again optimized for manufactur-
ing. It basically consisted of two cones,
one with an 1◦ angle at the cathode side
and the other one with a 6◦ slope on the opposite end, connected by a circular arch, compare
figure 1.14. For the realization of RF focusing with a retracted cathode1, a cathode tuner, which
is translating the entire cathode cooler along the beam axis, was designed. This approach to
find alternatives to a surrounding electromagnet for the emittance preservation in the SC cavity
was accompanied by the first simulation studies of introducing an additional RF mode into the
resonator by K. Flöttmann, D. Janssen and V. Volkov in [52, 53], see section 3.3.2.

Considering the exchange of the normal conducting photocathodes, a system of several
vacuum chambers and manipulators, shown in a 3D CAD image in figure 1.15, was constructed.
The system, which is — with small modifications — still in use for the SRF Gun II, contains
a maximum of six cathodes, which can individually be transferred into the gun via a vacuum
sluice. The gun module, also shown in figure 1.15 and in the picture in figure 1.16, is a
modification of the cryomodules of the ELBE linacs, containing a thermal liquid nitrogen and
a magnetic µ-metal shield.

The RRR = 300 niobium resonator for the ELBE SRF Gun I was manufactured by ACCEL
Inc., a company that was later split up into two corporations, the one still producing SC RF
cavities being Research Instruments (RI), in Bergisch Gladbach. It was then sent to DESY
for postprocessing and vertical testing after a first warm tuning at HZDR. As the first results
of the tests at DESY were not satisfying, the cavity had to be treated again, which pointed
out difficulties of the application of the standard TESLA cleaning procedures for this specific
gun resonator design. The cathode tube in particular, impeded proper rinsing of the half-cell
and even more of the choke filter. This caused design improvements for the 3.5 cell cavity of
SRF Gun II. Nevertheless, as the result for the maximum gradient improved, the cavity was
transferred to HZDR and installed. The RF power transfer into the resonator went over its
main RF coupler antenna, which is accompanied by two Higher Order Mode (HOM) couplers

1Compare [51] and section 6.3.
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[54]. To test and characterize beam operation, a diagnostics beamline1 was developed by the
Berliner Elektronen Speicherring-Gesellschaft für SYnchrotonstrahlung (BESSY, as of 2009
referred to as HZB) as a contribution to the extended SRF Gun collaboration. The beamline
contains several screen stations as well as a quadrupole triplet and a 180◦ dipole [55, 56, 57].
For emittance compensation and beam focusing, a large normal conducting solenoid was, as
shown in figure 1.16, added just in front of the gun’s cryomodule.

Fig. 1.15.: Three dimensional CAD drawing of the ELBE SRF Gun I with RF connection and cathode
exchange system, through the half-transparent rear part of the cryomodule the location of the
3.5 cell resonator can be seen [54].

The first electron bunches were extracted from a copper cathode in November 2007 [58].
After installation of the cathode exchange system, the first beam with a Cs2Te cathode was
subsequently generated in May 2008. During these operations a mistake in the pre-tuning of
the resonator was determined. The resonance frequency was therefore different from the linacs
of ELBE. Consequently, the cryostat had to be dismantled, to allow for a correction of the
tuning, before the injector was connected to the main accelerator in 2009. The (worldwide)
first beam of an SRF gun into an accelerator was produced in February 2010. The cavity’s
quality factor measured for the horizontal operation with a cathode was roughly 2 · 109 for
an average accelerating gradient of Eacc = 5 MV/m [58]. For higher gradients, field emission
rapidly increased the helium consumption of the module. Unfortunately, the cavity’s quality
deteriorated after a series of cathode exchanges in 2011. Yet, it was still capable to reach a

1See section 7.1.
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gradient of 6.6 MV/m in pulsed mode for a first lasing operation with the ELBE FEL beamline
in April 2013 [59]. Although this was not done in CW, the repetition frequency operated in a
macro pulse mode with 13 MHz pulse trains. In early 2014, the gun module was detached from
the beamline and replaced by the SRF Gun II. Its niobium resonator is planned to be cleaned
again at DESY Hamburg in 2016. Depending on the outcome of the subsequent tests, it may
return to HZDR as SRF Gun III.

Fig. 1.16.: The ELBE SRF Gun I installed in the ELBE hall and linked to the helium supply line: The
gun module is connected to the diagnostics beamline with its three quadrupoles and several
diagnosis screen stations. Furthermore, the large (blue) solenoid was mounted just outside
the cooled cryostat.

Gun II

The facility chosen for the production, postprocessing and early testing of the 3.5 cell cavity
of the upgraded version of the ELBE SRF Gun, was JLab in Newport News, USA. Two
resonators were ordered at the same time, one regular RRR = 300 for Gun II and a large grain
niobium one with a modified coupler section for studies of the TE mode1. During the use of
Gun I an increased sensitivity of the resonator for Lorentz force detuning, helium pressure
fluctuations, and microphonics — compared to the linac’s cavities — had been observed. As a

1Further details in section 8.
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consequence, an additional stiffening ring was introduced in between half-cell and choke filter
for the new cavities to enhance the rigidity of the weakest link of the gun cavity, the half-cell.
Furthermore, considering the experiences with Gun I, the cathode tunnel into the cavity was
widened. The intention for this was to facilitate the rinsing during postprocessing. To avoid
unfavorable impact on the RF damping towards the cathode cooler, so against beam direction,
the last 4 − 5 mm of this tube in the half-cell remained at the old radius of 11.9 mm. The
rinsing technology itself was also improved with a fitted nozzle head. Finally, considering the
resonator design changes, the NbTi mount of the half-cell’s RF pickup antenna was simplified
for improved handling during clean room assembly. [60, 61]

Fig. 1.17.: Photograph of the cavity string, including the SC solenoid and its horizontal and vertical
stepper, taken in the ELBE clean room before insertion into the cryostat in the right part of
the picture.

The experiences with Gun I also affected the cryostat design for Gun II. For example,
the input and output of the liquid nitrogen system were separated to improve level metering.
Moreover, the integration of a compact superconducting solenoid, whose design and setup are
discussed in more detail later on, led to an extension of the entire steel tank by about 10 cm. The
solenoid is placed after a stainless steel cone that connects the larger diameter of the niobium
cavity to the thinner beamline. The photograph in figure 1.17 shows the entire cavity string
with solenoid before insertion into the cryomodule. Not shown in that picture is the helium
reservoir tank, which hosts a level meter and an electric heater. These two are used, connected
by a control loop, to maintain a stable consumption of a maximum heat load of 50 W. This
system, tested with Gun I, had to be extended to supply the solenoid with superfluid helium too.
[61]

A major change with respect to the RF characteristics of the Gun II cavity is the change of
the tuning of the half-cell. For Gun I this was set to a distribution that the maximum field in
the half-cell reached 60 % of the peak field in the full TESLA cells, whereas for Gun II this
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value was increased to 80 %. This results in a larger field at the cathode and hence a stronger
RF focusing. The RF performance itself was measured in vertical tests at JLab, with a final
result of Q0 ≈ 8 · 109 for Eacc = 14 MV/m in 2013 [62].

Fig. 1.18.: The ELBE SRF Gun II in the ELBE hall: The cathode exchange system had to be removed
in order to exchange Gun I and Gun II. The new cryomodule is connected to the same
diagnostics beamline as Gun I with the difference that the large normal conducting solenoid
is replaced by the SC solenoid inside the gun cryostat.

After installation at HZDR in May 2014, values of Q0 ≈ 5 · 109 for Eacc = 10 MV/m were
achieved [15]. First beam was delivered in June the same year [63]. The gun module was
connected to the diagnostics beamline, as shown in figure 1.18, where the emitted electron
bunches can be characterized. Lacking a cathode exchange/transfer system, the commissioning
took place with a copper cathode installed during the clean room assembly of the cavity string.
With this cathode, bunch charges of around one pC, giving a beam current of 10 to 20 nA in the
100 kHz mode at a transverse emittance of not more than 0.5 mm mrad were investigated in
[64].

As of late 2014/early 2015, the cathode exchange system was re-erected behind the new
gun module. Unfortunately, the first Cs2Te cathode inserted into the injector in February 2015
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caused a contamination of the cavity, limiting its acceleration gradient to about 7 MV/m in
CW operation [15]. After the cathode had been replaced by the earlier used copper one, slow
improvements of the resonator’s quality through RF training were observed in the following
months. The stable CW field was thereby increased to about 8 − 8.5 MV/m. Nevertheless, as a
consequence of these experiences with semiconductor cathodes, the research and development
of bulk magnesium cathodes for the SRF Gun was started at the ELBE facility.



Chapter 2.

Particle Beams – Emittance

2.1. Characteristics of Particle Beams

When describing (charged) particle beams, there are certain characteristics defining the beam’s
quality. Depending on the nature of the application or experiment the beam is intended for,
they are of raised or lower interest.

Energy The energy of the accelerated particles is a very basic attribute of every directed
beam. In particle physics, for example, it determines if or if not the threshold for the
production of a new particle is met. In general, conceiving a particle accelerator as a
sort of specialized microscope, the definition of the de Broglie wavelength defines its
resolution and hence, justifies the need of high energies i.e. particle momenta:

λ =
h
p

(2.1)

with the Planck constant h and the particle’s momentum p. To resolve a certain wave-
length of interest, a corresponding particle momentum of

p · c ≥
1.238 GeV fm

λ
(2.2)

is required [65]

Energy Spread The energy spread δE = ∆E
E , which is equivalent to the uncertainty in mo-

mentum δp =
∆p
p , sets the corresponding resolution of the experiment. In RF structures,

such as the ELBE SRF Gun or the ELBE linacs, the longitudinal extend of the particle
bunches, which is linked to the temporal extend via the velocity, predominantly induces
the energy spread, because of the oscillating fields. Different parts of the bunch see
different phases of the accelerating field, resulting in accordingly different energies along
the bunch.

Transverse Extent and Divergence Every beam track is described by an ideal or central
trajectory. Deviations from this track are quantified by their absolute displacements,
∆x and ∆y, and the angles by which the trajectory differs from the ideal one, ∆x′

29
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and ∆y′, yielding the beam’s radius and divergence. These attributes get combined
in the emittance which also defines the angular resolution of scattering experiments
[65]. Furthermore, the beam’s emittance directly influences the beam’s brightness, see
equation 1.28. Additionally, the beam’s transverse emittance is of particular importance
for the entire beam transport. The maximum emittance value a transport system is able to
transmit is usually referred to as admittance or acceptance. Therefore, to minimize beam
loss and facilitate good transport within the beamline element’s tolerance, compensation
of emittance growth is necessary.

Longitudinal Extent As mentioned above, in every particle accelerator based on RF accel-
eration the bunch length directly influences its energy spread. Hence, to achieve an
increased energy resolution, shorter bunches are favored. In general, optimizing the
accelerator’s beam dynamics for bunch compression is of greater meaning when con-
sidering the intensity of beam-beam interaction i.e. collision experiments as well as the
output of FELs, where — again via the link to the energy spread — the bandwidth of
the generated photons is determined by the bunch length. Consequently, a lot of effort
is spent to compress the particle bunches along the beamline. The techniques applied,
include specially designed cavities (e.g. buncher cavities) in the low energy regime and
magnetic chicanes1 for relativistic particle beams [66]. Fixed target experiments are,
due to their nature, less dependent on longitudinal pulse dimensions. Therefore, bunch
compression is of lower priority here, when it comes to optimizing the beam.

Beam Intensity The beam intensity is defined by the bunch charge i.e. the number of particles
in each bunch, the duty factor or duty cycle of the machine, and the beam’s size at the
target or experiment. A quantity to describe the beam intensity is the luminosity, which
corresponds to the number of particles per time per area [42]

L =
dN
dt

1
σ
. (2.3)

The conception and order of magnitude is very different for fixed target experiments and
particle colliders.

In case of the ELBE accelerator, which is a CW machine, operating at 13 MHz,
the intensity in terms of luminosity varies for the multiple applications described in
section 1.3. This is why rather than intensity, generally, the average beam current is
regarded, which is given by

Ī = Q · f , (2.4)

with the bunch charge Q and the operation frequency f .

1The ELBE accelerator contains two four-bending-magnet chicanes.
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2.2. Emittance

In its most general form, emittance describes the geometrical attributes of the emission of
any particle or light source. In the case of particle bunches delivered to an experiment by an
accelerator, their emittance is a key aspect of the beam quality, as explained in the previous
section. Also prior to the actual experiment or interaction, the emittance plays an important
role for the beam handling along the machine.

2.2.1. Six Dimensional Emittance – Trace Space

The mathematical definition of the emittance of a particle bunch is the six dimensional volume
which all its particles combined, occupy in phase space

ε = C ·
∫

V

∫
V′

d3xd3 p. (2.5)

(Depending on the definition, the factor C equals 1
π3 .) In other terms, it represents the product

of the spread in position-space and momentum-space. Commonly defining the z-direction as
the main beam direction, particle accelerator physics often refers to the trace space rather than
phase space to describe the transverse motion in the particle bunches. Here,

x′ =
dx
dz

=
px

pz
(2.6)

and y′ =
dy
dz

=
py

pz
(2.7)

are used instead of px and py. The transverse deviations are given with respect to the reference
trajectory of the beamline. The longitudinal deviation, which is given by

z′ = γ−2 ·
∆pz

pz
(2.8)

and z itself, refers to an ideal particle, which is supposed to travel at the barycenter of the
bunch with an average momentum. According to Liouvilles’s theorem, the local density of the
particles in phase space is invariant along their trajectory under the influence of conservative
forces described by a corresponding Hamiltonian, which causes the total volume in phase space
to be conserved.

As the description of trajectories in phase space of 108 and more individual particles1 is
rather complicated, experimental accelerator physics usually works with particle densities.
Depending on the individual particle distribution of a bunch, these densities are derived from
corresponding, for example Gaussian, distributions. In 6D phase space, these densities can then

1A bunch charge of 100 pC corresponds to about 6.25 · 108 electrons.
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be described by an enveloping ellipsoid σ-matrix

σ =



σ11 σ12 σ13 σ14 σ15 σ16

σ12 σ22 σ23 σ24 σ25 σ26

σ13 σ23 σ33 σ34 σ35 σ36

σ14 σ24 σ34 σ44 σ45 σ46

σ15 σ25 σ35 σ45 σ55 σ56

σ16 σ26 σ36 σ46 σ56 σ66


(2.9)

and the equation

1 = ~x t · σ−1 · ~x, (2.10)

where ~x, a six dimensional vector from the origin to the edge of the ellipsoid, is defined as

~x =



x

x′

y

y′

zrel

δ


. (2.11)

x, x′, y, and y′ are the transverse extent and divergence, while zrel gives the longitudinal position
with respect to the central (ideal) particle, and δ the02 relative momentum deviation from the
same [65].

2.2.2. 2D Projection

A single experimental measurement of a beam’s emittance technically covers only one part
of its total emittance, either the momentum (or energy) distribution along the longitudinal
extent of the bunch, or the one of the transverse components. In the relatvistic case, such a
singular part of the phase space is not conserved [67]. Due to its central meaning for the beam’s
brilliance, as described before, this work mainly focuses on the transverse emittance. Yet, the
impact of the transverse manipulation i.e. compensation on the longitudinal phase space will
also be discussed in the proceeding chapters. The measurement of one of the components of
the transverse emittance — εx and εy — yields the projections of the total emittance on the
corresponding subspace. This is why one refers to it as the projected emittance. Neglecting the
correlations between the different components of the phase space1 as given in equation 2.9, it

1This assumption is only partly true, as there are certain correlations between longitudinal and transverse
emittance during the time dependent acceleration in an RF cavity. Nevertheless, it is helpful as it simplifies the
mathematical analysis and the deviation is reasonably small [67, 68].
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can be described by a two dimensional matrix:

σx =

 σ11 σ12

σ12 σ22

 (2.12)

2.2.3. Courant-Snyder Notation

The matrix of equation 2.12 can be expressed in the Courant-Snyder notation

σx = εx · T = εx ·

 β −α

−α γ

 , (2.13)

where α, β and γ1 describe geometrical attributes of the phase ellipse, as displayed in figure 2.1.

x

x'

φ

√ε/γ

√ε/β

√εγ

√εβ

Fig. 2.1.: A basic example of a two dimensional beam phase ellipse in trace space with the highlighted
geometrical parameters referred to as Courant-Snyder or Twiss1 parameters.

Depending on what is supposed to be illustrated, the ellipse can be interpreted differently.
One can look at it from the point of view of a single particle which travels at its edge trough
phase space, or regard it as the projection of the phase space behavior of the collectivity
of a bunch of particles expressed by its area. One can also distinguish between the optical
functions α(z), β(z) and γ(z) given by the machine — defining its acceptance — and the ones
of the beam’s envelope itself, which is accordingly discussed in more detail in the appropriate

1These parameters are often referred to as “Twiss parameters”. According to [65] this is actually a historical
misunderstanding, as H.S. Snyder introduced them first.
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literature [65, 69]. The ellipse itself is given by

ε = ~x t · T−1~x, (2.14)

with ~x =

 x

x′

 [42], or the simpler notation for its area

ε = γx2 + 2αxx′ + βx′2. (2.15)

2.2.4. RMS and Normalized Emittance

In addition to looking at densities rather than individual particles, for practical use, the projected
emittance is most commonly given by its RMS value derived from discrete measurements

εrms =
√
〈x2〉〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2, (2.16)

where the root-mean-square deviations

〈x2〉 =
1
N

∑
i

(x̄ − xi)2 (2.17)

∧ x̄ =
1
N

∑
i

xi, (2.18)

— analogues for x′ — replace the total deviations. Based on the assumption of a roughly
symmetric bunch with a central position and angle, this description leads to some identities in
combination with the Courant-Snyder notation:

〈x2〉 = βε (2.19)

〈x′2〉 = γε (2.20)
〈xx′〉 = −αε (2.21)

Introducing the covariance matrix of the beam, the RMS emittance can be calculated taking
the square root of its determinant

σx :=

 var(x) cov(x, x′)

cov(x′, x) var(x′)

 (2.22)

with

cov(x, x′) = cov(x′, x) = 〈xx′〉 (2.23)

⇒ εrms =
√
〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2 =

√
det(σx). (2.24)
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Since the absolute magnitude of the divergence in transverse direction vastly varies during
accelerations, a normalization is necessary to be able to compare the emittance for different
energies i.e. momenta of the beam. This is done by scaling with the relative velocity β = v

c and

the Lorentz factor γ =
(
1 − β2

)− 1
2 , resulting in the definition of the normalized, RMS emittance

εn,rms = βγ ·
√
〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2. (2.25)

Until explicitly stated otherwise, this definition will be consistently used in the following
chapters when discussing results of either simulation or experiment1.

2.3. Emittance Sources in Case of the SRF Gun

Shifting the focus from the description of the general beam characteristics to the particular case
of the projected emittance of an SRF photoinjector, one can perceive several main contributors
to it, such as thermal emittance, space charge effects and RF induced emittance. Each of
these effects play a different role at different stages of the bunch’s generation and its initial
acceleration in the injector. However, it is, in the most cases, impossible to experimentally
distinguish their individual contribution when measuring the transverse emittance of a gun’s
beam. Therefore, a theoretical discussion of their nature as well as an estimation of their impact
by theory and/or simulation in advance is advisable.

2.3.1. Thermal Emittance

Thermal emittance describes a contribution to the transverse emittance which emerges during
the photoelectric extraction of the electrons, so at the very beginning of the bunch generation.
For this reason, it is often also referred to as “intrinsic” or “initial emittance”. In the context of
emittance compensation, it has the meaning of a lower limit i.e. initial offset for the achievable
minimal (projected) emittance. It mostly depends on two factors, the extent of the illuminated
area on the cathode on the one side, and the momentum and angular distribution of the electrons
in the active cathode material on the other side. So, besides the laser spot size, it is determined
by the characteristics of the chosen cathode material. Therefore, it has a strong connection
to the quantum efficiency (QE)2, quantifying the yield of the electron output. The physical
processes on the microscopic level during electron extraction are commonly described using
the three-step-model, introduced by Spicer et al. [70]. In a short version, this model subdivides
the extraction in three stages, the initial direct or non-direct energy transfer from the incoming
photon to an electron or electron-hole pair, the migration of that electron to the material’s
surface, and eventually, the transition of it from the surface into the vacuum.

1Furthermore the variables β and γ will be used in the following with their meaning of the relativistic
parameters as stated here. Until declared otherwise — like in the case of Courant-Snyder parameters — their
meaning will always remain the same.

2Compare section 5.2 for a detailed introduction and discussion of quantum efficiency.
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As mentioned above, the chosen cathode material has a direct influence on the thermal
emittance. In the case of the ELBE SRF Gun up to today two types of photocathodes have
been in use as explained further in the later sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. They represent the most
commonly used (normal conducting) materials in SRF injectors well. Regarding the intrinsic
emittance, their contribution is as follows:

Cs2Te Cathodes

Being a semiconductor, Cs2Te has an energy gap between its valence and conduction band.
This gap of 3.3 eV plays an important role for the extraction and the thermal emittance.
Together with the electron affinity of Cs2Te in vacuum of 0.2 eV it defines the threshold
energy of 3.5 eV, which is at least required to get an electron out of the material. Having
an energy of about 4.73 eV, the photons of the ELBE SRF Gun laser fulfill this condition1.
According to Flöttmann in [71], the dominating peak in the state density of the conduction
band of Cs2Te, which is responsible for the electron emission, is found at 4.05 eV2. Hence,
electrons successfully overcoming the barrier to the vacuum, have a spare kinetic energy of
Ekin = 4.05 eV − 3.3 eV − 0.2 eV = 0.55 eV. As the process is dominated by the so-called
“non-direct” energy transfer, where the incoming energy is shared by the electron-hole pair, this
value is independent of the exact photon energy. The energy state distribution is therefore the
decisive part of the process.

Assuming an isotropic emission of the electrons, Flöttmann ends up with an estimate for
the upper limit of the theoretical thermal emittance of Cs2Te of

εth
n,rms = σx ·

√
2 Ekin

3 m0c2 (2.26)

≈ 0.43 mm mrad · r [mm], (2.27)

where σx corresponds to the transverse RMS bunch size, m0 to the rest mass of an electron,
and r to the radius of the bunch given a uniform intensity distribution. Figure 2.2 gives a
representative overview for the different radii of the scope of the ELBE SRF Gun.

As a last feature, one should mention that the degeneration of the cathode material in an
injector causes an increase of the electron affinity of the surface. This reduces the surplus
of kinetic energy of emitted electrons and hence, decreases their thermal emittance. Such a
degeneration may be caused by poor vacuum conditions in general or specific residual gases,
meaning that although an overall low pressure may be achieved, high partial pressure of specific
gases may still be overproportional harmful to the cathode.

1At energies larger than double the gap energy i.e. 6.6 eV, electron-electron scattering starts to reduce the
total electron yield.

2The next higher state density maxima at 4.9 eV and 5.4 eV are out of reach of the excitation energy of the
UV photons.
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Metal – i.e. Mg and Cu – Cathodes

In a metallic cathode all energy states up to the Fermi level are filled with electrons. Hence,
one figuratively speaks of the “electron gas”. The state density is described by a Fermi-Dirac
distribution. Following the three-step-model of the photoelectric effect introduced above, a
further phenomenon becomes relevant, the Schottky effect. As a combination of the applied
large fields in the cavity and the image charge at the cathode’s surface, it generates a potential
barrier change for the transition of electrons into the vacuum. As a result, the metal’s work
function φw is altered, yielding the effective work function

φeff = φw − φSchottky (2.28)

= φw − e

√
eEcath

4π ε0
(2.29)

= φw − 0.03797 ·

√
Ecath

[
MV
m

]
eV, (2.30)

Ecath being the accelerating field on the cathode [72]. Any photon with an energy above
this value is able to excite an electron close to the Fermi level and equip it with sufficient
momentum to leave the solid state body. In case this excited electron scatters with other
electrons during its travel to the surface, it might drop below the threshold value again and
lose the ability to cross the potential barrier. Furthermore, only certain incident angles are
allowed for a successful extraction to avoid reflection of the electron at the metal’s surface
and provide sufficient momentum perpendicular to the barrier. The scattering of electrons and
phonons plays a negligible role for a metallic conductor. Eventually, the contribution to the
total emittance in terms of thermal emittance, considering the variation by the Schottky effect,
can be expressed by

εth
n,rms = σx ·

√
~ω − φeff

3 m0c2 . (2.31)

In this equation ~ω is the energy of the laser photons, while σx and m0 equal the bunch’s RMS
radius and the electron’s rest mass. [72, 73]

Besides magnesium cathodes used for the high bunch charge operation, a copper cathode
was installed in the ELBE SRF Gun II during its commissioning phase. Inserting the work
functions of

φCu
w = 4.65 eV (2.32)

φ
Mg
w = 3.66 eV (2.33)

from [74] into equation 2.31 together with equation 2.26, yields the theoretical prediction of
the thermal emittance contribution of all used cathodes types displayed in figure 2.2. Although
having order of magnitude different QEs, the thermal emittance contributions of Mg and Cs2Te
are roughly the same.
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Fig. 2.2.: The theoretical emittance contribution prediction for all cathode types used in the ELBE SRF
Guns as a function of the spot diameter: The values are according to equation 2.26 and 2.31
for an average accelerating gradient of the ELBE SRF Gun of 8 MV/m.

In their paper on thermal emittance [72], Dowell and Schmerge mention a deviation between
the theoretical prediction and the results of experimental approaches to determine the (sole)
thermal emittance of a bunch of about a factor of two. They argue that there are several
aspects the theoretical model ignores so far which might yet be hard to implement. These
are for example the roughness of the cathode’s surface, which changes the local field and
introduces an additional angle during the emission process. In general, the mechanism of the
microscopic electron emission is not fully understood and covered in simulation codes yet,
which is also caused by the difficulty to perform experimental measurements in the vicinity
of an RF injector’s cathode. Dedicated studies of thermal emittance in DC injectors offer the
opportunity to gain more knowledge in this field [75].

For the sake of completeness, one should mention that thermal emittance shares a weak
dependence on temperature with the quantum efficiency, as explained in section 5.2. Lower
temperatures have the benefit of decreasing the thermal emittance but also the disadvantage of
lowering the QE. The absolute change however, is rather small [72].

2.3.2. Space Charge Effect and Other Sources of Emittance

Besides the thermal there are several other contributors to the bunch’s emittance, which unfold
their influence during its propagation through the injector’s cavity and the beamline beyond. A
major one1, which is also the main target of the compensation techniques, is the (linear and

1Compare figure 2.4.
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non-linar) space charge effect. It is based on the Coulomb repulsion of the charged particles and
therefore grows with the bunch’s charge density. Hence, short and thin bunch structures, which
are otherwise favored for achieving a small emittance, become more delicate with increasing
charge, compare figure 3.2 and the corresponding discussion.

To describe the elemental aspect of the direct space charge effect on the transverse distribu-
tion of a particle bunch, one can utilize a simple model [65]. Assuming a cylindrical electron
(or particle) bunch with homogeneous distribution, each particle in the ensemble experiences
the radial electric field of

Er = q ·
ρ

2 ε0
· r, (2.34)

where q is the charge of a single electron, ρ the electron density, and ε0 the vacuum permittivity.
This field induces a transverse expansion of the electron cloud. At the same time, a magnetic
field in azimuthal direction is generated by the movement of the bunch along the beam axis

Bϕ = q ·
ρ

2 ε0
· β

r
c
. (2.35)

The latter field causes a force opposed to the earlier introduced widening of the bunch. The
combined radial force due to these two fields, which are depicted in figure 2.3, is given by

Fr = q ·
(
~E + ~v × ~B

)
r

(2.36)

=
q2ρ

2 ε0
r
(
1 − β2

)
. (2.37)

Neglecting any other accelerating and/or focusing forces in the transverse domain, the direct
influence of the space charge effect results in an equation of motion as follows:

Fr = mγ
d2r
dt2 (2.38)

= mγ
(
dz
dt

)2 d2r
dz2 = mγv2

z r′′ (2.39)

with equation 2.37

⇒ r′′ =
q2ρ

2 mγv2
zε0
·
(
1 − β2

)
r. (2.40)

Two conclusions can be drawn from these considerations. The first being that in the relativistic
case of β→ 1 the transverse Coulomb repulsion is compensated by magnetic focusing1. For

1Besides the compensation by the magnetic force at higher energies, another counter effect to the space charge
force may be generated by reverse space charging of residual gas in the beam pipe. However, this effect is hard to
be estimated since it strongly depends on the present conditions in the gun.
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the second — introducing the characteristic current1

I0 =
4 πε0mc3

q
(2.41)

— it is found that the beam expansion is proportional to the beam current (scaled by the
characteristic current) as

r′′ =
I
I0

2
β3γa2 ·

(
1 − β2

)
r, (2.42)

with the beam radius a.

(2.43)
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Fig. 2.3.: Illustration of the transverse space charge forces in the model of a homogeneous cylindrical
shaped bunch — drawing according to [65].

As a matter of fact, when the direct space charge force vanishes for high beam energies,
wake fields, which generate a head to tail or even bunch to bunch interaction, become more
important. These fields originate in the movements of mirror charges in the beam pipe walls
which are induced by the moving bunch charge itself. Therefore, they become especially
relevant in areas of quickly changing beam pipe diameters. In principle, they can be regarded as
an indirect space charge effect. They are present at lower energies as well, yet mark a negligible
contribution when compared to the direct space charge effect. [65]

Besides the direct linear space charge effect discussed above, there are also higher order
effects which contribute to the emittance. These effects do usually strongly dependent on the

1Also referred to as Budker or Alfven current.
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bunch’s dimensions. To determine their impact, numerical tracking codes1 [42] are used. These
codes utilize large numbers of pseudo particles to compute their interaction with each other
and the fields in the accelerator. The accelerating RF field itself, although primarily pushing
towards the beam direction, does additionally feature aspects of a transverse lens for the bunch.
In the π-mode2 of the ELBE SRF Gun the field in each first half-cell serves as a focusing lens,
while in the second half of each cell it represents a defocusing one. This is one of the reasons
why the installation of a solenoid after the gun is necessary to maintain a proper beam diameter.

In the complete picture of the injector, the RF contribution and the space charge effects are
coupled. As the transverse space charge expands the bunch, it enhances the effect of particles at
increasing distance from the center experiencing stronger RF focusing or defocusing. The same
is true for the longitudinal dimension. The extent of the bunch here, initially caused by the laser
pulse length, gets enlarged by longitudinal space charge influence, amplifying RF contributions
to the emittance. Along the bunch, different segments meet different phases of the RF field,
causing them to receive individual modulations of their phase space(s). This so-called “slice
emittance” — referring to the electron bunch as the composition of several transverse slices —
results in a continuous increase of the projected emittance of the entire bunch over time. This
effect can again be intensified by a non-homogeneous charge distribution along the bunch due
to a temporal laser pulse profile i.e. typically a longitudinal Gaussian distribution. In other
words, the correlation of space charge forces and the altering RF fields cause a fragmentation of
the bunch into independent longitudinal slices, which does not actually affect the 6D emittance,
however, increases its projection on the transverse plane, and is therefore deteriorating the
beam quality.

Theoretical estimates for the projected emittance contribution by space charge effects as
well as the RF fields in a laser driven electron source can, for example, be found in the studies
by Kim [77]. Applying the functions describing the physical interactions in simulation codes
allows to quantify their effect. Figure 2.4 gives an overview of tracking results for the transverse
emittance for Gun II over the first one and a half meters. By including and excluding the
different effects, their impact is compared. The lowest (purple) curve excludes both, the intrinsic
thermal emittance and space charge effects. Hence, it represents the sole impact of the RF field.
Comparing this result to the next higher (yellow) and the second from top (red) line, gives an
impression of the ratio of the impact of these two effects. In this case — a bunch charge of
100 pC was tracked — the space charge effects clearly dominate.

Further smaller contributions to the projected emittance arise from aberrations in the RF
field as well as in applied magnetic lenses. In the case of the ELBE SRF Gun I and II this
includes the installed normal conducting or SC solenoid respectively. These imaging errors
are of chromatic — meaning they are induced by momentum differences in the bunch — and
geometric/spherical nature. The latter effect can consequently be alleviated by reducing the
beam’s transverse dimensions at the position of the lens(es). A theoretical analysis of these
effects is done by Dowell in [73].

1For the simulations presented later on the code package Astra [76] was used, compare section 9.
2Compare figure 16.2 in the appendix.
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Fig. 2.4.: Results for tracking a 100 pC bunch through the ELBE SRF Gun II with Astra. The different
curves represent the outcome for different emittance altering effects which were manually
turned on or off according to the legend. The lowest line represents the RF contribution only.
The parameters of the simulation are given in table 16.1 in the appendix.

In summary, several sources add to the projected transverse (and longitudinal) emittance
of the beam generated by an SRF photoinjector. Some of these can be compensated, as they
induce correlations in the bunch’s particle distribution, by the measures presented in the next
chapter. Others may only be kept as low as affordable by design or corresponding choice of
materials. In the larger framework of operating an entire accelerator, the goal of the injector
section is to deliver optimized beam conditions to the next accelerating module in order to
eventually deliver the best possible beam to the target. Usually, this means to match the
injector’s phase space to the machine’s invariant beam envelope, as discussed in more detail
in the next chapter. Concrete beam dynamics considerations for the ELBE accelerator in its
current state are, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. Such studies are conducted in [78]1.

1This work does among other effects investigate the influence of wake fields on the bunch after the injector
due to abruptly changing beam pipe radii in the current diagnostics stations.



Chapter 3.

Emittance Compensation for the ELBE
SRF Gun

3.1. Invariant Envelope

The term of emittance compensation, although being commonly used in the accelerator physics
community, can be misleading with regard to its physical meaning. Emittance in general
does not describe a quantity or attribute which could be (entirely) compensated by certain
means. On the contrary, as stated by Liouville’s theorem, the total bunch emittance is always
conserved. So, what is actually described by emittance compensation, is the dedicated use
of beam dynamics to manipulate the bunch’s phase space in order to decrease the projected
emittance in trace space of its entire structure, meaning all its slices. Hence, it is also referred to
as emittance optimization or reduction. The expression compensation is motivated by the fact
that the increase of transverse emittance in trace space, caused by phenomena like space charge
effects or the RF field, can in parts or in the best case completely be compensated by proper
beam handling. One has to add that thermal emittance remains as a residual contribution.

A central point of the beam dynamics optimization is the invariant envelope. The beam
envelope curve, which describes the oscillations of the transverse extent of the bunch along the
beamline, is introduced by Lawson in [79] as σ(z) with

σ′′ +
qEacc

mc2β2γ
σ′ + Kr σ −

κs

β3γ3

1
σ
−

(
εn,rms

βγ

)2 1
σ3 = 0. (3.1)

While q again equals the electron charge and m its mass, Eacc gives the average accelerating
gradient. The impact of the radial focusing (or defocusing) forces, Fr, is given by the third
term in equation 3.1 with

Kr = −
Fr

rβ2γmc
. (3.2)
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Defocusing by space charge is covered by the subsequent term with the beam perveance

κs =
I

2 I0
(3.3)

— compare to equation 2.42. At last, the 1/σ3 term describes the defocusing caused by the
intrinsic emittance. Depending on this last contribution and the previous one, one distinguishes
between an emittance and a space charge dominated beam. With increasing bunch charge the
transition from the first to the latter case takes place.

The invariant envelope describes the setup specific solution to equation 3.1 which maintains
a small beam extent and achieves an emittance compensation by aligning the phase space
angles of the bunch’s transverse slices, as depicted in figure 3.2. A detailed theoretical study for
the case of an RF injector can be found in [80]. Serafini and Rosenzweig, authoring this paper,
presume a quasilaminar beam, meaning the trajectories in each slice do not cross each other,
while the slice to slice interaction can be neglected. This represents a valid assumption for space
charge dominated bunches and does match the case of the ELBE SRF Gun for charges & 50 pC.
The invariant envelope is then described by an equilibrium state of the focusing and defocusing
forces, given by

σ̂ =
1

Eacc

√
Imc

3 πε0γ
. (3.4)

cathode

gun

solenoid

e-  beam
envelope

accelerating
track

...

Fig. 3.1.: A scheme of a proper beam envelope development in the injector section: After the extraction
from the cathode the transverse extent gains in the subsequent cavity cells. By an appropriate
focus via a solenoid at the gun’s exit, the bunch is focused to a minimum just in front of the
next accelerator module. Here, the focusing kick in the first cell and relativistic energy boost
maintain the small transverse dimensions of the beam.

The goal of the injector section in terms of emittance optimization is to reach a minimum
of the envelope curve before the bunch enters the next accelerating module of the machine. In
the framework of Serafini’s and Rosenzweig’s model, a successful phase space manipulation is
comparable to a plasma oscillation of the emittance, starting with a minimum at the cathode and
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performing exactly one oscillation before entering the first cavity of the subsequent booster linac,
see figure 3.1. Along the further beamline the envelope continues to undergo further oscillations.
As it describes the transverse extent of the bunch, its curve represents the projection of the
bunch’s phase ellipse1 on the x− or y−axis respectively. Therefore the oscillations correspond
to the rotation of this very ellipse in the transverse phase (or trace) space.

The picture of the bunch as consisting of several, to a certain extent independent, slices

t

px

x

px

x

t

Fig. 3.2.: Illustration of the slice emittance: The different trans-
verse slices of the electron bunch move independently
in phase space. This causes an increase of the pro-
jected emittance (upper part) in case their ellipses are
misaligned. If these slices are realigned (lower part),
the projected emittance can be reduced significantly
without changing the actual emittance of the bunch.

perpendicular to its time or longitu-
dinal axis, elucidates the meaning
of the projected emittance of this
composition. Due to their temporal
differences as well as their differ-
ent transverse extent, these slices
undergo different phases of the RF
field. As a consequence, they gain
different amounts of energy dur-
ing their acceleration and differ-
ent kicks in the transverse plane,
as discussed in the previous chap-
ter. Their phase space ellipses ro-
tate at different speeds, causing a
misalignment of slice phase space
angles along the bunch as illus-
trated in the upper part of figure 3.2.
One way to reduce this effect by
design of the beam parameters is
to shorten the initial bunch length
i.e. the laser pulse and reduce its
diameter, which also decreases the
impact of aberration. Yet, this im-
provement on the one side is a dis-
advantage in terms of space charge
effects as it enhances the charge
density, resulting in a similar nega-
tive impact on the emittance as the
RF induced growth itself2. For the
goal of the equilibrium state of the
envelope, this intrinsic behavior of
the bunch in the gun implies that
beam dynamics tools, which help
to realign the transverse slices (lower part of figure 3.2), have to be implemented. Such tools
are either electric or magnetic beam lenses.

1Compare figure 2.1.
2Because of this connection, laser parameters of RF photoinjectors typically represent a tradeoff between both

sides.
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As stated above and depicted figuratively in figure 3.1, the injector section is supposed to
deliver the beam envelope’s waist and emittance minimum to the first cell of the accelerator’s
subsequent linac module1. Caused by the strong RF field in this cell, the bunch experiences
a focusing kick towards the beam axis as it enters the cavity. Taking into account the energy
spread over the longitudinal extent of the electron bunch, this statement has to be corrected a
bit. As pointed out by Chang, Ben-Zvi, and Kewisch in [83], the actual focusing in the first
cell varies depending on the individual energy of the transverse segments i.e. slices. In order
to generate an overlap of the phase space ellipses of the slices this effect has to be taken into
account. Expecting the higher energy in the head of the bunch and the lower end of the spread in
its tail, the optimal condition for entering the linac is shortly after the envelope’s waist. The low
energy tail needs to be past its minimum, so already in a defocusing state, since it will receive
the strongest focus by the RF field. Furthermore, the head is required to be still in a focusing
state, so prior to its minimum, while the center of the bunch in between both these ends, so close
or at the minimum state. Using this constellation, the best overlap can be achieved by the focus
of the first cell’s RF field. This is yet another important consideration when optimizing the
dynamics of an entire accelerator. As already stated in the previous chapter, this is beyond the
scope of this particular work. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning as it provides the framework
for the further application of the results and findings presented here.

Examining the early stages of the electron bunch generation back in the SRF photoinjector
reveals a first crucial element of the beam handling. Electrons leaving the photocathode,
which are not relativistic yet, should gain an angle towards the beam axis to avoid an early-on
defocusing by the RF field [83]. In a normal conducting injector this effect is usually generated
with a so-called “bucking coil” solenoid around the cathode region [68]. Due to the limitations
caused by the SC state of the cavity, this is not possible in the case of an SRF injector. Here,
the option of RF focusing can be utilized as described in more detail in the following section.
The approach to implement magnetic solenoid fields for emittance compensation in and after
the ELBE SRF Gun cavity will be elaborated in the subsequent one.

3.2. RF Focusing

The generation of additional magnetic fields to achieve a bending force towards the beam
axis is obstructive to the superconductivity of an SRF resonator, an exception of this rule, in
form of transverse electric RF modes, is discussed later on. Nevertheless, such a focus during
the moment electrons leave the cathode surface is beneficial to the mitigation of excessive
transverse growth of the bunch. The concept of using the RF field itself for this focus is based
on the cavity’s geometry itself. As shown in figure 1.14 in the introduction2, the cathode front is
inserted into the cavity’s half-cell through a narrow tube. By a displacement of the cathode back
into this tube, the geometry of the field lines is altered in such a way that a focusing component

1The studies by B.E. Carlsten for the injector of the Los Alamos FEL in the late 1980ies are a further reference
for this topic, [81] and [82].

2A further depiction and discussion of the cathode tuner, required for adjustment of the RF focusing, is found
in figure 6.14 in section 6.3 of the setup part.
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arises, see figure 3.3. Electrons, emitted from the cathode surface, see this additional radial
field which increases with larger distance from the center. Depending on the magnitude of the
cathode’s displacement, the focusing component is given by∣∣∣Er,max

∣∣∣
r

≥
1
2

Ez,max − Ec

zmax − dz
. (3.5)

With the relation

Ez,max = Ez(zmax), (3.6)

describing the peak of the accelerating field in the cavity. Ec is the field directly at the cathode,
while Er,max represents the peak of the radial field, and dz gives the cathode’s displacement.
Correspondingly, the radial component vanishes for dz → 0. [84]
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Fig. 3.3.: Example of the transverse electrical field lines affecting the cathode tip generated with Poisson
Superfish [85]: The effect of RF focusing becomes visible in the highlighted area as the field
lines indicate the additional focus towards the central gun axis for a retracted cathode.

The obvious disadvantage of the RF focusing concept is the decrease of accelerating field
in the main beam direction in the direct vicinity of the cathode. As a consequence, there
is a gain in the energy spread of the bunch, which is detrimental to its emittance. Hence,
an appropriate compromise for the displacement has to be found. As the actual behavior
of the electron ensemble depends on several factors, such as the total bunch charge, final
optimization requires numerical examinations utilizing tracking codes which incorporate all
involved physical phenomena. Corresponding studies for the ELBE SRF Gun II are presented
in the simulation part of this thesis. Older, more general studies for the SRF injector can also
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be found in [51, 86]. As a rule of thumb, a recommendation by the colleagues of BNL suggests
to retract the cathode “so that the maximum electric field on [it] is about roughly half of the
maximum field on axis” [83]. This approach is in rough agreement with the findings for the
ELBE SRF Gun presented later on. To illustrate the impact of RF focusing on a bunch in the
first half-cell of the SRF Gun, exemplary tracking results are given in figure 3.4.

initial bunch

RF focusing

w/o RF focusing

1 cm 4 cm

Fig. 3.4.: RF focusing for an electron bunch: The figure shows tracking results for the transverse
distribution and trace space of a 100 pC bunch with Astra. The bunch has an initial radius of
3 mm and a uniform transverse distribution. For an average accelerating gradient of 10 MV/m
the upper branch shows snapshots for a cathode displacement of 2 mm, while the cathodes
was placed at the exact start of the half-cell for the lower branch.

A further advantage of the ramification of RF focusing on the bunch level worth mentioning,
is the leveling of the charge density along the longitudinal axis. Since the strength of the
focusing is dependent on the charge density, the head and tail of the bunch, which carry lesser
charge than the center, receive a stronger transverse kick. This helps to reduce the projected
emittance of the total electron ensemble, because the contribution of these slices is reduced
[87].

3.3. Solenoid Magnetic Lenses

3.3.1. Solenoid

Although the common method of emittance compensation by placing a1 solenoid around the
injector cavity is not possible for an SRF gun, static magnetic fields in terms of solenoids play

1Sometimes not just one but several solenoids are used.
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a role for these injectors too. Shielding its far fringe field towards the cavity, the goal is to
get such an electromagnet as close to the gun’s exit as possible to compensate for the last half
cell’s defocusing kick on the bunch. To describe this focusing and to determine a solenoid’s
refractivity, one can use a simplified envelope equation, describing the behavior of a paraxial
electron in the magnetic field of the solenoid, while neglecting all other forces within the bunch
[88]

σ′′ = −

(
qBz

2 mcβγ

)2

σ. (3.7)

In this context, σ describes the radial component of an electron’s trajectory with respect to the
ideal particle. Integrating over the effective length of the magnetic field yields

⇒

∫ z2

z1

σ′′ dz = −

∫ z2

z1

(
qBz

2 mcβγ

)2

σ dz (3.8)

⇒ σ′(z2) − σ′(z1) = −

(
q

2 mcβγ

)2 ∫ z2

z1

B2
zσ dz. (3.9)

As

B2
zσ > 0 ∀z (3.10)

one can already deduce the focusing character of the field since

⇒ σ′(z2) < σ′(z1). (3.11)

Assuming that the radius change within the field is rather small and that the beam is about
parallel when it enters the solenoid, compare figure 3.5, one finds

σ(z) ≈ const. for z ∈ [z1, z2] (3.12)

∧
dσ(z)

dz
= 0 for z ≥ z1 (3.13)

⇒ −
σ′(z2)
σ

=
1
f

=

(
q

2 mcβγ

)2 ∫ z2

z1

B2
z dz (3.14)

⇔

∫ z2

z1

B2
z dz =

4γ2m2
eβ

2c2

q2 f
, (3.15)

with the focal length f of the solenoid, which affects the bunch like a thin lens in this model.
Using this relation, the required field of a solenoid for the envisaged beam focus can be
determined.

A deeper understanding of a solenoid’s impact on a particle bunch can be achieved by
looking at its transfer matrix. Such matrices can be calculated for all kinds of beamline elements,
following the example of geometric optics. Their use gives a first order impression of the beam
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z

σ

f

z1 z2
Fig. 3.5.: Geometrical optics of the thin lens model for a solenoid focusing an electron beam by Reiser

[88]: The incoming parallel beam is refracted by the (thin) lens. It is redirected to a focal
point at f determined by the magnetic field strength as given in equation 3.14.

dynamics in the accelerator. The fundamental vector which is transformed by these matrices has
already been introduced in equation 2.11. In this context, ~x describes the individual coordinates
of a particle in 6D phase space and follows its transformation in the magnets and other beamline
components. A more detailed description of the matrix formalism can be found in [65] or [69].
To determine the matrix for a solenoid field as well as to understand the solenoid’s working
principle, one has to separate it into two or three segments respectively, the fringe fields a
bunch sees when it enters and when it exits the magnet, and the central field inside it. Because
of their orientation, the fringe fields act on the bunch in the transverse plane. Caused by its
large longitudinal momentum, the bunch is rotated. So, when entering the solenoid field the
particles start to spin1. Inside the magnet, the field lines are parallel to the propagation direction
and therefore interact with the earlier induced transverse motion by giving the particles a kick
towards the central axis. As a consequence they describe a helix like trajectory. Due to the
inhomogeneity of the field, this kick is stronger with increasing distance to the center. At the
exit of the magnet, the electrons face another fringe field, this time with the opposite orientation.
It is important to note that this fringe field revokes this transverse spin gained at the magnet’s
entrance. Any induced rotation is compensated here as no additional acceleration changes its
longitudinal momentum within the solenoid. The entire process of this focusing is outlined
in figure 3.6. In this representation the results of the tracking of a bunch at different positions
are shown, illustrating the spin of the particles at the entrance of the solenoid as well as the
counter-spin at its exit. An advantageous feature of this working principle is that neither the
polarization of the field nor the sign of the charge of the manipulated particles matter for the
focusing, as they only determine if the bunch gets rotated clockwise or counterclockwise.

1This spinning movement causes a virtual blow up of their emittance as shown in the tracking curves in
chapter 11.
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Fig. 3.6.: Illustration of the working principle of a solenoid: The drawing on the left depicts the view on
a solenoid field from top with the beam direction indicated at the left (and right) side of the
figure. In the right part of the figure example bunch snapshots from a tracking simulation for
the ELBE SRF Gun II SC solenoid are given. They represent the state of the bunch before, in
the center of, and behind the solenoid. The magnet is located at about 0.7 m from the cathode.
While the highlighted segments of the bunch in the first snapshots illustrate the beginning
rotation of the particles, caused by the entrance fringe field, the last snapshot from further
down the beamline (1.22 m) shows that this rotation is stopped by the fringe fields at the exit
of the magnet. The blur in the center of the illustrated bunches is caused by the increased
overlap of the particles in the graphical representation. The central blue arrows in the figure
indicate the three basic steps of the focusing process.
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In the framework of the transfer matrix formalism the transverse kick can be expressed by a
linearized magnetic field [65]

Br ≈ −
r
2
∂Bz

∂z
(3.16)

⇒ Bx =
x
r

Br = −
x
2
∂Bz

∂z
(3.17)

∧ By = −
y
2
∂Bz

∂z
. (3.18)

Taking for example the horizontal movement of an electron, described by

γmẍ = −qżBy (3.19)

⇒ γm
d
dz

x′
(
dz
dt

)2

= −qżBy (3.20)

⇒
d
dz

x′ = −
q

żγm
By, (3.21)

and integrating over the extent of the fringe fields, yields

⇒

∫ z2

z1

dx′

dz
dz =

q
2 żγm

· y ·
∫ z2

z1

∂Bz

∂z
dz (3.22)

⇒ x′(z2) − x′(z1) =
qBs

2 żγm
· y (3.23)

⇔ ∆x′ = Ky, (3.24)

with the solenoid’s flux density Bs. As in Cartesian coordinates x is perpendicular to y

↪→ ∆y′ = −Kx. (3.25)

The corresponding matrix equation for the entrance and exit field is therefore as follows

~x =



1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 ±K 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

∓K 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


· ~xin/out. (3.26)

The focusing in the central part of the field due to the transverse movement is given by

γmvt = |qBs| r, (3.27)
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with vt the transverse velocity, which can be expressed by the time derivative of the azimuthal
angle α and the radius r

vt = |α̇| r =
|qBs| r
γm

(3.28)

⇒ α = α̇
leff

vz
=

qBs

γm
leff

vz
= 2 Kleff. (3.29)

Equation 3.29 contains the effective length of the solenoid field leff and gives a relation between
the earlier introduced characteristical parameter K and the angle α. Depending on the definition
of the sign of the charge q and the flux density Bs, the relation varies

α = ±2 Kleff. (3.30)

The transfer equation for the central part is given by

~x =



1 leff

α
sin(α) 0 −

leff

α
(1 − cos(α)) 0 0

0 cos(α) 0 − sin(α) 0 0

0 leff

α
(1 − cos(α)) 1 leff

α
sin(α) 0 0

0 sin(α) 0 cos(α) 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 leff

γ2

0 0 0 0 0 1


· ~xin. (3.31)

Consequently, the entire transition through the field of a solenoid can be calculated with

~x = S −fringe · S central · S +
fringe · ~xin (3.32)

= 2 ·



3 − cos(α) sin(α)
K sin(α) cos(α)−1

K 0 0

3 K sin(α) 3 cos(α) − 1 3 K(cos(α) − 1) −3 sin(α) 0 0

− sin(α) 1−cos(α)
K 3 − cos(α) sin(α)

K 0 0

3 K(1 − cos(α)) 3 sin(α) 3 K sin(α) 3 cos(α) − 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 α
Kγ2

0 0 0 0 0 1


· ~xin.

(3.33)

Using α
2 instead of α as argument of the trigonometric functions and rotating the coordinate

system after the solenoid by α
2 , a more elegant expression of the matrix can be generated, which

is commonly found in literature [42, 65]. This representation indicates the similarity to an
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optical converging lens

Ms =
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α
2

)
−

sin( α2 )
K 0 0 0 0

K sin
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0 0 0 0
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−
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K 0 0
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2

)
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)
0 0

0 0 0 0 1 leff

γ2

0 0 0 0 0 1


. (3.34)

If higher orders of the field and self-fields of the particles are supposed to be taken into
account, the use of numerical tracking codes is unavoidable. This was for example done for the
bunch snapshots presented in figure 3.6 and the results presented in part III of this work.

The simple models presented here help to understand the basic impact of a solenoid used
for emittance compensation with an SRF injector. As stated above, the target is to get its field
as close to the gun as possible and control the beam’s envelope. Regarding higher order effects,
one should mention that these introduce additional small contributions to the emittance in
terms of aberration errors. These effects can be reduced by decreasing the bunch’s radius at the
solenoid’s location by — for example — earlier RF focusing.

3.3.2. TE Modes

The use of additional TE modes in an SC resonator is basically the introduction of a solenoid
lens into the cavity by RF methods, circumventing the use of an external magnetic field. While
TM (transverse magnetic) modes are used to accelerate charged particles, as their electric field
lines are parallel to the beam direction (green lines in figure 3.7), TE (transverse electric) modes
in elliptical resonators have the distinction of azimuthal electric field lines, generating magnetic
field lines very similar to the ones of a solenoid (red lines in figure 3.7). Consequently, their
use for the purpose of focusing a particle bunch within an SRF injector is an intriguing concept.

The theoretical implementation of transverse electric modes for the ELBE SRF Gun was
initially researched by Janssen of HZDR and Volkov of BINP with the help of Flöttmann of
DESY, who adapted the Astra tracking code to enable the inclusion of the corresponding fields
[52]. They studied several options of higher order modes by simulation, excluding further
effects as thermal emittance or space charge effects1. The motivation behind the examination of
different modes is that as the resonator is designed for 1.3 GHz TM waves, higher order modes
of TE field distributions have their resonance peaks in different cells. Therefore, different TE
modes would affect the electrons not just at different frequencies, but also at different stages
of their acceleration. One result of these early studies was the finding that the motion of the
electrons in a TE field is in principle the same as in a static solenoid field. Hence, there is also
no energy gain or loss by the addition of this field.

1In the simulation studies of part III these were included.
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ETM

BTE

Fig. 3.7.: Example of the coexistence of a TE011 mode in the second cell of the ELBE SRF Gun cavity
and the basic accelerating TM mode: The electric field lines of the TM mode are in the π-mode
as given in figure 16.2 in the appendix, meaning that they spread over all cells. The depicted
TE mode has its peak field in the second full cell. The field lines shown here represent its
magnetic field. As they form a torus in the second cell, they are very similar to the field lines
of a solenoid.

Although the excitation of a TE field in the ELBE SRF Gun with a corresponding field
strength, like for example achieved with the SC solenoid, requires much less RF power than the
main TM mode, it does not come without limitations. These are namely the increased magnetic
surface field values induced by such fields. A low surface field is crucial to maintaining the SC
state of the resonator1. However, the actual distribution of the TM and TE mode mitigate this
effect. The peaks in the surface field caused by a TE mode are located close to the cells’ irises,
while the main part of the surface field induced by the TM mode is symmetrically distributed
around the cell equators. The critical areas of the combined field are therefore the cavity’s
irises where the electric field is at its minimum2. Since the TE mode carries both, radial and
longitudinal components, whereas the TM mode has only an azimuthal contribution to the
surface field, the summation has to be done quadratically [52]. In conclusion, this additional
limitation has to be considered whenever introducing TE modes into an SRF resonator. In the
case of the ELBE SRF Gun the simulation results presented in those studies as well as the
experimental findings discussed later on, prove that the use of a TE mode for an early-on focus
of the electron bunch is possible and does not interfere with the (so far) achievable acceleration
gradients.

Another important aspect of the focusing with TE modes, which differs from the one with
a solenoid, is the phase dependency of the field. The examined higher order modes operate
at frequencies close, yet not exactly at integer multiples of the 1.3 GHz accelerating field
i.e. 2.5 GHz, 3.8 GHz, and 3.95 GHz. As a consequence, each individual bunch experiences
a different state of this in-cell RF solenoid. This effect was also studied by the simulations
presented later on. For the focal length of the TE mode this means that the integral over the
squared longitudinal component of the magnetic field — compare equation 3.14 — has to be

1As described in the earlier motivation chapter these fields are — depending on the temperature of the system
— in the order of 200 mT for niobium.

2Compare figures 12.1, 12.2, and 14.4.
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extended by a time dependent factor including the individual phase of the TE field for each
bunch, as discussed by Volkov in [89]. The variation over the bunches turns out to be an issue
resulting in a significant, yet acceptable deviation of their emittance1. Suggestions for specific
cavity designs with the objective to minimize this effect can also be found in this publication
by Volkov.

1Compare table 12.2 in chapter 12.
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Chapter 4.

Operation at ELBE

In the following, the experimental setups for the studies of transverse emittance compensation
will be described. Most of the experiments were done with the ELBE SRF Gun II at the ELBE
facility. As described earlier, the SRF injector is located in the main accelerator hall of the
machine. It has its own diagnostics beamline of several meters in parallel to the regular ELBE
injector section, used to characterize the emitted electron bunches. Furthermore, it is connected
to the ELBE accelerator via a dispersive dogleg — two dipoles bracing a quadrupole triplet —
to enable actual user operation i.e. experimental runtime. Once fully characterized and taken
into stable 24/7-run mode, the intention is to swap the SRF Gun with the currently installed
thermionic injector and connect it to the linacs through a straight beamline.

The ELBE accelerator in general and as a consequence the SRF Gun as a part of it in
particular, are controlled by a combination of commercial software and indigenous analogue
solutions and software developments. The decision for this combination dates back to the early
design phase of ELBE in 1999. The baseline structure follows the automation pyramid of
the IEC concept 62264. Lower levels of that pyramid cover machine control and protection,
and the entire data acquisition, while the higher, more abstract levels are used for operation
documentation, maintenance and shift scheduling, as well as general project management. The
control field is divided into the areas of vacuum, media, cryogenics, beam control, personal
safety system — which mostly covers radiation protection requirements —, and the machine
interlock and protection system. Actual control of all affected modules is organized via a
network PLC structure. The experimental and operational data acquisition is often done via
regular PCs and/or PXIs running Labview1 routines. The communication of PCs, PXIs and
PLCs is done via corresponding OPC servers. Finally, the commercial WinCC-system by
Siemens serves as the user interface. Here, all the information and control lines are brought
together and are logged for the shift operators to run the machine. A share of experiences with
this system, as well as a more detailed description is given by Justus in [91].

The RF system of ELBE embodies another unique feature of the facility. Replacing
the conventional klystrons typically used for such accelerators, solid state amplifier (SSA)
blocks were developed in cooperation with the Bruker Corporation. A major reason for this
modification of the existing RF supply were the continuously increasing prices of replacement
parts and entire klystrons on the one side, compared to the vast progress in solid state amplifier

1Labview is a software by National Instruments [90].
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technology on the other side. Year by year the latter ones became more powerful and flexible
at the same time. During the planning phase of the ELBE upgrade in 2008, a doubling of the
available RF power from 10 to 20 kW was taken into consideration. As Bruker was able to
develop a 10 kW prototype for 1.3 GHz CW operation within eight months only, the simple
doubling of the available klystron-based power turned into a less favorable option. The first
SSA-ELBE prototype was taken into operation with a linac in 2010 and was since 2011 chosen
to drive the SRF injector of ELBE — the main object of interest of this thesis. Up until today,
no failures have been recorded. In 2012, the main upgrade with the final version of the RF SSA
system for the ELBE linacs was conducted, making it the first CW linac on SSAs in the world.
Two 10 kW blocks are used per cavity in this setup. [92]

During the first years of operation, the SSA system proved to run smoother and be more
reliable than the klystrons used before. With its high redundancy and easily replaceable
elements, the total runtime could be optimized. In total only 5 of the 576 transistors had to be
replaced in the first two years of operation. [93]

Another important part of the accelerator’s supply framework, which should be mentioned
here, is the helium plant, cooling the ELBE linacs as well as the SRF Gun. The manufacturer
of this plant is the Linde AG, which is also responsible for the larger maintenance work and
repairs. Daily operation and minor service work is done by corresponding experts of the ELBE
crew. On the technical side a modified Claude process with a Joule-Thomson valve liquefies
helium in a closed cycle and supplies the cavities with 2 K liquid helium at about 31 mbar. The
maximum cooling power that can be provided, is 200 W. To minimize the helium consumption,
all the cryostats contain thermal 77 K liquid nitrogen shields and several insulation layers in
between their helium and nitrogen sections, as well as at nitrogen to room temperature transits.
The helium plant additionally provides cold helium gas at about 10 K, which is used for an
intermediate cooling step during cool down. In order to avoid the influence of microphonics
on the highly sensitive RF cavities of the accelerator, the entire helium plant is located in a
separate part of the ELBE building with an individual foundation. [94]



Chapter 5.

Laser and Photocathodes

5.1. Drive Laser of the ELBE SRF Gun

The drive laser of the SRF photoinjector of ELBE is located in a small, separate room, right next
to the main accelerator hall of the ELBE building at HZDR1. Different from all the beamlines,
it is located in a regular optics lab without (radioactive) radiation protection. The temperature
in this room is managed by an air conditioning system to gain higher stability of the optical
component’s performance, while the laser setup itself rests on a massive laboratory bench,
shown in figure 5.2, to compensate mechanical shocks and vibrations. From here, the optical
beamline is connected to the SRF Gun inside the accelerator hall through an about 1 m deep
tunnel under the radiation protection wall. Inside the hall, the beam path is covered by black
aluminum tubes and boxes at locations of optical components to avoid personal beam exposure.

Fig. 5.1.: Overview of the laser beam generation designed by the Max Born Institute: The beam is
generated, synchronized, amplified, and converted from left to right in the diagram. Both
channels (MHz and kHz) are shown. This particular image also serves as GUI of the control
software of the laser with clickable boxes, exposing submenus for adjustments of the individual
elements. A larger version of this overview can be found in figure 16.3 in the appendix.

The scheme of the laser beam generation is given in figure 5.1, which corresponds to the
user interface of the corresponding control software. The beam generation starts in an oscillator

1The location of this room can be seen in the ELBE layout in figure 1.10 in section 1.3.
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Fig. 5.2.: The optical table in the SRF Gun drive laser laboratory holding the main components: Main
oscillator (1), pulse selector as well as the fiber and regenerative amplifier for the 13 Mhz
and the 100 − 500 kHz channel respectively (2), pockels cell for the macro pulse selection
(3), main multi-pass amplifier (4), wavelength conversion stages for both channels (5), a
cross-correlator setup for the pulse length measurement (6) (compare section 5.1.2), and a
covered YAG-screen setup for a transverse profile measurement of the laser spot (7) (compare
section 5.1.1). Eventually, the optical beamline for the UV laser continues through a tunnel
into the accelerator hall. The final mirror of the shown setup is located at the rear wall of the
room as indicated in the picture.

with two active mode lockers, synchronizing it to the ELBE master clock of 52 MHz and the
cavity RF. In addition to continuous operation at a given frequency, this oscillator allows for a
burst mode operation to reduce the average beam current for enhanced diagnostics and adopt
to possible macropulse operation of the RF. The gain medium of neodymium doped glass
generates an IR beam with a wavelength of about 1050 nm. Its beam is extracted and amplified
further in two independent channels. The reason for this are the two different operation modes
of the ELBE SRF Gun, one at 13 MHz for quasi-CW operation with high beam currents, the
other one with a repetition rate of 100 to 500 kHz for higher pulse energies and hence larger
bunch charges in the accelerator. The IR beam in the kHz channel is intensified in a regenerative
amplifier, while the 13 MHz channel utilizes a fiber amplifier. After this initial amplification,
both laser lines are directed into a multi-pass amplifier before being upconverted in two steps
to a 262.5 nm UV beam. Consequently, during operation, only one of the modes is used at a
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time. With this laser system, several 100 mW of beam power are eventually directed onto the
cathode inside the SRF Gun. [48, 95]

5.1.1. Longitudinal Beam Profile

Since the length and longitudinal shape of the UV laser pulse directly define the initial electron
bunch, it is of great meaning to have a direct experimental access to these attributes. Usually,
such parameters of a laser beam are measured in an autocorrelation. For this procedure, the
beam is split in two, roughly equal, halves at some point and recombined in a conversion
crystal, generating a higher harmonic of its original wavelength. While one of the two beam
paths is kept fixed, the other one is equipped with a movable delay track. Adjusting this delay,
the corresponding pulse can be used to scan the pulse of the fixed track in the conversion
crystal. Evaluating the interference signal of the higher harmonic output with respect to the set
delay the duration of the laser pulse can be deduced. For short wavelengths in the UV range
it is, however, difficult to find a proper conversion crystal, not to mention detectors for the
corresponding higher order modes. The method of a cross-correlation is therefore commonly
applied in this wavelength regime. This approach works just like the autocorrelation, despite
the fact that instead of splitting the investigated beam into two parts, it is mixed with another
beam of larger wavelength and known pulse duration or longitudinal distribution respectively.
One of the beams is again used to scan the other one, utilizing a controllable delay stage. This
working principle is depicted in figure 5.3. In the case of an autocorrelator, the two mixing
pulses originate from the same beam and are therefore well aligned in time and space. For a
cross-correlation measurement much more attention to thorough alignment of the temporal and
spatial overlap of the two beams in the conversion crystal has to be paid.

splitter

lens

crystal detector

aperture
filters

mirrors

Fig. 5.3.: The simplified functional schematic of a cross-correlation measurement: Two beams of
different wavelength are sent on split paths and recombined in a conversion crystal. Since one
leg of the individual path section can be adjusted, the corresponding beam can be utilized to
scan the other one. The resulting interference signal measured with the detector gives hint of
the pulse length and longitudinal shape. Different from an autocorrelation, the attributes of
one of the beams have to be known apriori to deduce the other one’s in a cross-correlation.
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The setup of the ELBE SRF Gun drive laser allows for a crossing of its UV beam with
the initially generated IR beam. After the two staged wave length conversion, three beams
— IR with 1050 nm, green with 525 nm, and UV with 262.5 nm — are available. Depending
on the conversion efficiency, which is again depending on the incoming beam power, the
corresponding intensities vary. To compensate for these differences and provide both temporal
and spatial overlap of the two examined beams, an optical setup was placed on a removable
breadboard. The actual correlation measurement is done with a pulseCheck USB by A.P.E.
[96] located on the same board.

photodioderetro-
reflector

Fig. 5.4.: The cross-correlation setup for a measurement of the kHz channel in detail: The IR and UV
beam are aligned in space and separated from the 525 nm beam via dichroic mirrors in the IR
case and a prism in the UV path. The temporal alignment is done with a retroreflector on a
linear stage in the IR path and cross-checked with a photodiode after spatial recombination.
The latter one is eventually removed before both beams are guided into the A.P.E. pulseCheck
USB correlator (blue box).

The setup, as shown in figure 5.4, features a photodiode to determine the arrival time
mismatch of the IR and UV pulses. To create an overlap of the two, a retroreflector (horizontal
black cylinder) on a linear stage can be moved to extend or shorten the IR beam path. In
addition, an attenuator, consisting of a wave plate and a polarizer, is used to level the IR beam’s
intensity to the one of the UV. As a trigger signal for the time overlap measurement, a second
diode observing scattered light of the green part of the beam, is deployed (upper left part of
figure 5.4). As the cross-correlator’s detector is very sensitive in the green light range, special
care to avoid any passive transport of the 525 nm beam of the laser to the final mixing point
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had to be taken. For the IR beam path this is achieved by the use of several dichroic mirrors
along the beamline. In the UV case a Pellin Proca prism separates the investigated 262.5 nm
beam from the longer green wavelength.

Before the actual cross-correlation is performed, the pulse length of the IR beam has to
be determined in an autocorrelation. Conveniently, this can be done with the same setup by
exchanging one mirror and the conversion crystal in the pulseCheck USB. During the first
measurements of this kind, a substructure in the longitudinal pulse shape of the IR beam,
as seen in figure 5.5, was observed. This phenomenon was caused by a secondary spectral
line in the IR regime in the beam’s spectrum due to a misaligned crystal in the regenerative
amplifier. The temporal substructure consequently deformed the cross-correlation of the IR
and UV beam. Most likely, it also caused a substructure in the electron bunch extracted from
the photo cathode, which had been observed with the spectrometer dipole in the diagnostics
beamline1. After a realignment of the optical elements, the autocorrelation was measured again,
followed by a cross-correlation measurement of the mixing of the corrected IR and UV beam.
Example signals of these measurements are given in figure 5.6 and 5.7. These results confirmed
a Gaussian structure of the longitudinal pulse distribution.
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Fig. 5.5.: The spectrum measured for an autocorrelation (non-collinear case) of the IR beam of the gun’s
drive laser before the spectral correction. The measurement yields the RMS length of the IR
beam which, in combination with full width at half maximum pulse length is given in the plot.
The substructure seen in the distribution was caused by a second line in the spectrum close to
the actually intended 1050 nm.

1Compare section 7.1.3.
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Fig. 5.6.: The spectrum measured for an autocorrelation (non-collinear case) after the alignment cor-
rection. The determined pulse length is used together with the result of the cross-correlation
measurement — figure 5.7 — to determine the pulse length of the UV beam, given in equa-
tion 5.9.

Mathematically, the measured signal of the autocorrelation is a convolution of the two
identical, yet temporally shifted IR pulses:

IAC =

∫ ∞

−∞

IR(τ) · IR(τ − t) dτ (5.1)

Assuming a Gaussian pulse shape — despite the observed superposition of a substructure —
one gets

AAC · e
(t−µAC)2

2σ2
AC ≈

∫ 75 ps

−75 ps
AIR · e

(τ−µIR)2

2σ2
IR · AIR · e

(τ−t−µIR)2

2σ2
IR dτ, (5.2)

where the interval [−75 ps, 75 ps] corresponds to the scanning range of the used autocorrelator
and accounts for the fast decline of the Gaussian within that range. As the convolution of the
two Gaussian distributions yields another one1 with an RMS width of

σAC =

√
σ2

IR + σ2
IR (5.3)

⇒ σIR =
σAC
√

2
, (5.4)

1See [97].
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the RMS pulse length of the IR beam can be identified by fitting the measured autocorrelation
signal, as done in figure 5.6. The combined result of the autocorrelation measurements after
the correction is

σIR ≈ 10.47 ± 0.01 ps. (5.5)
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Fig. 5.7.: A cross-correlation signal measured by crossing the IR beam with its converted UV beam
share. Combining the result with the earlier performed autocorrelation — figure 5.6 —
enables the determination of the pulse length of the UV beam hitting the photocathode, given
in equation 5.9. Compared to the autocorrelation signal, the cross-correlation has a lower
signal and higher background. The intensity of the cross signal is determined by the weaker
one of the mixing beams.

Using this result and equation 5.1, the measured intensity for the cross-correlation operation
mode is given by

ICC =

∫ ∞

−∞

UV(τ) · IR(τ − t) dτ (5.6)

⇒ ACC · e
(t−µCC)2

2σ2
CC =

∫ 75 ps

−75 ps
AUV · e

(τ−µUV)2

2σ2
UV · AIR · e

(τ−t−µIR)2

2σ2
IR dτ, (5.7)

with a UV pulse length of

σUV =

√
σ2

CC − σ
2
IR. (5.8)
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The corresponding measurements yield a combined result of

σUV ≈ 7.03 ± 0.08 ps. (5.9)

An example of a measured cross-correlation signal is shown in figure 5.7.

5.1.2. Transverse Beam Profile

Besides the longitudinal profile of the laser pulse, its transverse intensity distribution and extent
determine the initial state of the extracted electron bunch. For obvious reasons, the transverse
dimension is limited to the size of the active region of the photocathode. In the cases of the
later described Cs2Te and Mg cathodes, this corresponds to the area which was coated or laser
cleaned respectively during preparation. The theoretical limit is given by the cathode’s diameter
of 10 mm1. For the emittance compensation tools used for the ELBE SRF Gun a homogeneous
transverse particle density would be favorable. However, the currently installed laser system
does not offer a correspondingly required uniform intensity distribution yet2. Therefore, for the
time being, fixed apertures on the laser table are used to cut out the central peak of the laser’s
transverse distribution. As a matter of fact, the shape of this distribution strongly depends on
the orientation of the crystals used for the IR to UV conversion. As the latter ones are usually
realigned every time the laser power needs to be optimized, a subsequent justification of the
beam on the chosen aperture is necessary. This alignment can at first instance be verified with a
local profiler on the laser table, as shown in figure 5.2 in number (7). At this setup, the image
of the aperture is recorded on a Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet (YAG) screen. With the apertures a
roughly Gaussian distribution profile can be achieved, as illustrated for example for a smaller
beam radius in the plots in figure 5.8.

Aside from several mirrors, the optical transfer line between the laser room and the main
accelerator hall contains two lenses, forming a telescope with a magnification factor of about
2.5. Hence, to achieve a certain spot diameter on the photocathode, the aperture on the laser
table has to be chosen accordingly. In order to review the image on the cathode, a so-called
“virtual cathode” in form of another YAG screen in a shielding box is installed in the accelerator
hall next to the SRF Gun. The distance to this screen is about the same as to the cathode. So,
the laser spot diameter determined here is supposedly identical to one inside the injector. The
right sections of figure 5.8 and 5.9 represent measurements with this instrument.

As mentioned earlier, the transverse profile of the laser can be very irregular3. Therefore,
cutting out a central area to get a Gaussian like distribution on the cathode does firstly reduce
the available energy and is secondly limited by the overall distribution. Tests were made to
widen the beam before sending it through the aperture. Yet, such approaches introduce further

1This would for example apply to the case of a Cu cathode. Due to the curvature at the edge of the cathode’s
front, compare figure 5.10, this limit is not actually met in reality.

2An upgrade to the system based on a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) is currently under development [98].
3Examples of such a total transverse laser profile are given in figure 16.4 and 16.5 in the appendix.
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Fig. 5.8.: Recordings of the laser beam on the YAG screen on the laser table (left) and in the accelerator
hall (right): The beam was generated with a 0.5 mm aperture and has a roughly Gaussian
distribution, indicated by the projections given above and right of the screen images.

sacrifice of intensity, yielding lower bunch charges. Figure 5.9 gives an example of an image of
a larger beam diameter which was used for Gun operation.

Fig. 5.9.: The laser’s transverse profile on the laser table (left) and on the virtual cathode (right) in the
accelerator hall for an aperture of 1.5 mm: As the projections and the profiles themselves show,
the criteria of a Gaussian like distribution is only fulfilled to a certain degree. Figures 16.4
and 16.5 in the appendix give examples of a full, uncut transverse laser profile, recorded with
the YAG screen on the laser table.
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5.2. Photocathodes

As explained in detail in section 1.3.3, the ELBE SRF Gun combines a superconducting
resonator with a normal conducting photocathode. Although challenging in their introduction
into an SC environment, normal conducting cathodes were chosen over their SC counterparts
because of their high quantum efficiency. This quality is defined as the number of extracted
electrons over the number of photons hitting the cathode material:

QE =
Ne−

Nγ

(5.10)

A high QE therefore allows for higher bunch charges and hence increased beam currents.
Besides the initially, during the clean room assembly installed, copper cathodes, the ELBE SRF
Gun I and II were equipped with bulk magnesium and cesium telluride (Cs2Te) cathodes1. The
preparation and inspection of these cathodes took place in a dedicated cathode laboratory in the
ELBE building. Up to five of these cathodes — compare figure 5.10 — can be placed into a
wagon inside the vacuum sealed transport chamber, leaving the sixth slot of that wagon for the
cathode installed in the gun. Docked to the SRF Gun’s cathode exchange system, each of these
cathodes can be inserted into the resonator using two linear vacuum manipulators, compare
figure 1.15.

The photocathodes used for Gun I and II were assembled out of a roughly 10 cm, cylindrical
shaped copper body, a spring loaded bayonet fixing ring, and the functional cathode tip. The
copper body has a hollow rear end, to be attached to the manipulator rod’s tip. Its cone shaped
neck centers it in the cathode cooler and hence, accords for the thermal contact, while the
bayonet fixing locks it into the final position in the gun or on the wagon respectively. The
actually active part of the cathode is a small cylinder with a threaded rod to connect it to the
larger copper body. Both diameter and height of this cylinder are about 10 mm2.

Once inserted into the Gun, the active photocathode is kept at about 77 K by the cathode
cooler, which is filled with liquid nitrogen. Technically, this leads to a decrease of the QE3.
There are two arguments, why this is still favorable or at least not a major disadvantage. On
the one hand, as shown by Dowell and Schmerge in [72], the theoretical change of the QE
via a temperature drop from 300 to 0 K is only about 0.1 %. So, one is facing a rather minor
drawback on the side of the QE. On the other hand, as the main priority in the vicinity of the
cathode is to maintain the SC state of the cavity, any additional heat entry has to be avoided. A
cooling of the cathode is therefore required. In the chosen system, the heat introduced to the
cathode by the laser during the extraction process, is transferred into the liquid nitrogen system
rather than the helium system.

1QECu ≈ 10−5,QEMg ≈ 1 − 2 · 10−3,QECs2Te ≈ 10−1 − 10−2, see following subsections.
2In collaboration with the SRF injector project at HZB, a new cathode design with a plug-tip was developed.

This feature allows to exchange the functional front end of the cathode in vacuum, so that only one copper body is
necessary for several tips, reducing the required vacuum volume, compare chapter 16 [99]

3Yet, also a reduction of the thermal emittance — compare section 2.3.1 — representing a positive side effect.
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Fig. 5.10.: The currently used photocathode design of the ELBE SRF Gun II: The main part constitutes
of a partly hollow copper body with several stainless steel rings forming a bayonet spring
lock to fix the cathode in position either on the wagon in the transfer chamber or in the gun
itself. The actual cathode material is only found in or on the tip of the cathode respectively
(grey cylinder). Here, either a semiconductor coating is applied or the entire tip is made out
of the active material i.e. magnesium or copper.

5.2.1. Cs2Te Photocathodes

The semiconductor cathode material currently in use for the ELBE SRF Gun is Cs2Te. Reasons
for this choice were the high QE of up to 10 % for UV light in combination with the favorable
robustness during handling — favorable in this case, when compared to other high QE semi-
conductors. As mentioned earlier, the cathode heads are prepared in a specific laboratory. This
is done in a dedicated vacuum chamber with cesium and tellurium evaporation sources. For
the coating basically two different recipes are used. In the standard sequence, a telluride film
is deposited at first, followed by an activation of this layer with cesium. The other procedure
applied, is referred to as coevaporation, where both chemicals are evaporated at the same
time. During the preparation, the QE of the coating is monitored with a low power — 0.6 mW
— laser at 262 nm, so the same wavelength as generated by the drive laser. Considering the
experience with SRF Gun I, both schemes generated satisfying results. The head material was
initially chosen to be copper to enhance the thermal conduction. As first tests showed however,
the evaporated cesium reacted with the copper surface, which is why the more chemical stable
molybdenum has been used ever since. Although QE values of up to 5 % were reached right
after preparation, these values dropped soon after and were never successfully transferred into
the SRF injector. The best values measured here were about 1.1 % for Gun I. As these QE
values did not change inside the gun over time periods of several months, the gun operation
itself could be excluded as the cause of the efficiency drop. The degradation more likely
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happened due to poor vacuum conditions during preparation, the transport from the cathode lab
to the injector module, or the transfer into the gun cavity with the mechanical manipulators.
Since a vacuum of at least 10−9 mbar has to be maintained the entire time, these processes are
always related to an increased risk of a quick drop in this vacuum quality and therefore the QE.
[100, 101]

Besides the initial preparation of Cs2Te cathodes, the refreshing of the used cathodes was
studied at HZDR. Previously used cathodes were heat-treated to evaporate adsorbed gases and,
as a second step, reactivated with cesium. The experiments showed that the QE of refreshed
cathodes could be restored by these methods up to a maximum of 70 % of their original
efficiencies. Considering the observed long lifetime of the “fresh” cathodes and the effort of
this treatment, refreshments therefore proved rather impracticable and inconvenient for the SRF
gun application. [101]

After the installation of the cathode exchange system for the ELBE SRF Gun II in the
winter shutdown 2014/2015, a first Cs2Te semiconductor photocathode was transferred into
the cavity in February 2015. This particular cathode showed a suboptimal performance. The
quantum efficiency was almost at zero and right after the installation the RF system of the
cavity experienced severe instabilities. Obviously, a contamination of the resonator had taken
place, lowering its stable gradient to about 7 MV/m. The outcome of this event was studied on
both sides, the cavity as described in [15], and the preparation chamber, where an impurity of
the cesium source was detected, leading to its replacement. As a further consequence of this
incident, the development of magnesium cathodes for Gun II was initiated.

5.2.2. Mg Photocathodes

Magnesium, as an alkaline earth metal, does not provide a photo electron yield as high as
the one of a semiconductor. Nevertheless, deployable in bulk form, it significantly reduces
preparation effort, vacuum requirements, and most importantly contamination risks for an SC
resonator environment. The QE values measured in normal conducting RF injectors and with
the exact same laser wavelength as used for the ELBE SRF Gun are in the order of 0.1 − 0.2 %
[74, 102]. Additionally, the studies at KEK and BNL experimentally confirmed the relation
between QE and the accelerating field on the cathode Ecat, described by√

QE = a ·
√

Ecat + b, (5.11)

which is caused by the Schottky effect and also observed at the ELBE SRF Gun. For the
particular use at HZDR, cathode tips in the shape of the formerly used molybdenum heads
— compare figure 5.10 — were manufactured out of bulk magnesium rods, supplied by the
Goodfellow corporation. Before being mounted on the corresponding copper bodies, the
front surfaces of the magnesium cylinders were polished1 to achieve a homogeneously smooth
face being irradiated by the laser in the gun. As a consequence, all cathode heads have to be

1The average surface roughness generated with the applied, multi-step procedure is about 10 nm, resulting in
a mirror like finish.
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etched and cleaned afterwards to remove residual polishing compound before installation in
the vacuum transport chamber.

During all this handling, contact with air and hence the formation of an oxide layer on the
magnesium is inevitable. The advantage of this effect is the suppression of multipacting in
between cathode stem and cavity. The disadvantage is a significant reduction of the QE. The
resulting degradation however, can be reversed by a processing of the — later active — affected
area with the gun’s drive laser prior to the insertion into the cavity. This laser cleaning is based
on a strong focus of the UV beam on the cathode’s front, which causes a phase explosion in the
magnesium oxide layer, as described in [103]. Therefore, the treated area gets reactivated with
pure magnesium from lower levels. The technical implementation of this cathode processing
was realized with an adapted transport chamber. It features several additional optical ports
for the introduction of the laser beam and local QE measurements for the verification of the
treatment’s success. A picture of the functional setup is given in the appendix in figure 16.6. An
example of such a treated magnesium surface is given in figure 5.11. The QE values achieved
by this postprocessing at HZDR are in the order of 0.1 %.

Fig. 5.11.: An example of a laser cleaned magnesium cathode head: On different areas of the cathode,
different laser intensities, dwell times, and step sizes were tested for the cleaning process.
The picture in the right part of the figure corresponds to the highlighted area and depicts the
transition of the oxide layer to a treated area.
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Chapter 6.

ELBE SRF Gun II

6.1. Cryomodule

The final assembly of the ELBE SRF Gun II cryomodule took place in the first half of 2014,
with the injector eventually being installed in the accelerator hall on May 6th. An overview of
the module is given in the 3D CAD image in figure 6.1. The installed state — as of June 2014,
so without cathode exchange system — was presented earlier in figure 1.18.

Fig. 6.1.: An overview of the ELBE SRF Gun II module with the 3.5 cell niobium resonator at its heart
and the SC solenoid integrated into the cryostat.

The new module is 10 cm longer than the one of the ELBE SRF Gun I to house the SC
solenoid and its horizontal and vertical stepper. The basic design elements are inspired by the
ELBE linac modules to ensure compatibility to the helium system and other supplies, as well
as the existing read-out electronics.
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6.1.1. Thermal Surveillance

Another change in comparison to the Gun I cryostat is the separation of the liquid nitrogen
filling and level metering. As illustrated in figure 6.1, the front chimney of the N2 tank is used
for refilling, while the rear chimney contains an array of four sensors at different heights. Their
temperature readings are integrated into the control system, triggering a corresponding valve
when the liquid level drops below a certain height [61].

Depending on the investigated temperature range, three different types of sensors are
installed. Elements mostly cooled by liquid nitrogen are monitored with Pt100 sensors. Those
in touch with or close to the inner helium system are covered with low temperature RhFe
sensors, except for the ones in close reach of the solenoid. Here, Cernox sensors are used
because of their much lower sensitivity to magnetic fields in comparison with ferrite resistors.
A complete overview of all installed sensors can be found in figure 16.7 in the appendix. In
the same scheme, a simplified representation of the helium system is given. While the SC
resonator is placed in a large titanium vessel, filled with liquid helium, the actual level control
is done in a smaller reservoir of about 5 liters. A control loop combines an electric heater and
a level gauge in that tank to establish a balanced helium consumption. With the RF and the
solenoid turned off, the heater has to make up for the base load. The difference in its power
consumption to maintain a fixed helium level for the idle state to the case of the RF running,
equals the cavity’s cooling power consumption. This way, the resonator’s quality for different
gradients can be determined during operation.

sensor

Fig. 6.2.: The copper block containing the RhFe temperature sensor mounted at the 5 l helium reservoir
tank above the SC solenoid during the equipment phase of the cavity string assembly: The
sensor is referred to as DT02 in the ELBE control system. The purpose of this sensor is to
monitor the filling state of the reservoir and thereby complement the integrated level gauge.
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To crosscheck the level gauges and cooling process, additional sensors are mounted at
specific locations throughout the module. Figure 6.2 for example shows the sensor outside the
helium reservoir. Other sensors monitor the HOM couplers and RF pickup antennas to observe
their thermal behavior during operation. All sensors, like the one depicted, are incorporated
in small copper cuboids which are either screwed or pressed on the points of interest. The
absolute values, recorded with these sensors, strongly depend on the particular environment
and the thermal coupling1. The limited three point calibration of the RhFe resistors increases
the error further. Nevertheless, the relative changes of the readings correspond well enough
with the expectations of the physical processes that they can serve as indicators for a proper
control of the gun’s operation. Improvements of the system are intended and planned for future
setups, yet resolutions in the sub-Kelvin regime for instance, are simply not necessary. Hence,
these enhancements have a low priority.

6.1.2. Magnetic Shielding

Different from other superconducting elements, niobium belongs to the type II superconductors2,
meaning it does not expel magnetic fields entirely when transitioning into its SC state. Weak
external fields, up to the level of the critical field, get trapped in the superconductor, increasing
its surface resistance and hence, decreasing the quality of an RF resonator made out of it [12].
The surface resistance of a cavity equals the sum of the temperature dependent BCS resistance3

and the residual resistance, which is independent from temperature:

Rs = RBCS(T ) + R0. (6.1)

Part of this residual resistance is caused by the trapped magnetic flux Bext:

Rmag =
Bext

2Bc2

· Rn. (6.2)

where Bc2 is the upper critical field of the type II SC state and Rn represents the surface
resistance of the normal state. As described in [10], the following equation can be deduced for
niobium:

Rmag = 0.3 [nΩ] · Bext [10−1
µT] ·

√
f [GHz] (6.3)

for f = 1.3 GHz (6.4)

⇒ Rmag ≈ 3.42
nΩ

µT
(6.5)

1In parts the recorded signals also depend on used read-out electronics, which are currently undergoing a
major upgrade

2Besides niobium, vanadium is the only other element with such characteristics.
3Compare equation 1.24 in section 1.1.1.
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Introducing the geometry factor G, another characteristic figure of merit for RF cavities,

G = Q0 · Rs, (6.6)

⇒ Q0 =
G

RBCS + Rmag
, (6.7)

neglecting other contributions to the residual resistance. Both, the geometry factor and the BCS
resistance of the SRF Gun cavity were determined by Arnold in [104]:

G = 235.5 Ω (6.8)
∧ RBCS = 11.7 nΩ (6.9)

≈
235.5

11.7 + 3.42 µT−1
· Bext

· 109 (6.10)

The last equation makes it possible to estimate the quality factor of the cavity depending
on the external field present during cool down as shown in figure 6.3. According to these
considerations, fields in the order of 2 − 3 µT are tolerable to maintain quality factor values
above 1010.
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Fig. 6.3.: The degradation of the cavity’s quality factor with respect to the present external magnetic
field can be estimated using equation 6.10, resulting in the curve presented above. At about
3.5 µT the predicted quality drops below 1010, therefore values below 2− 3 µT were aimed for
inside the magnetic shielding.
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As this boundary would already be exceeded by Earth’s magnetic field, proper shielding of
the inner cryostat for quality preservation is inevitable. For this reason, all the ELBE modules
feature a room temperature µ-metal shield outside their 77K thermal shielding. Likewise
with Gun I [54], however, with a much increased accuracy, the shield of the Gun II module
was examined with a fluxgate magnetometer1 prior to the installation of the cavity string. A
photograph of the according setup is given in figure 6.4, while the results of the measurement
are summarized in figure 6.5.

The data show that within the shielding container a sufficient reduction of the external field
is achieved. At the position of the niobium resonator, all absolute values observed, are below
2.5 µT. The field was scanned on the central beam axis, as well as on the height of the cavity’s
equators. [106]

probe

µ-metal

Fig. 6.4.: A photograph of the experimental setup for the examination of the magnetic shield of the
gun module: The highlighted fluxgate magnetometer probe is inserted through the central
hole of the µ-shield for the on-axis measurements and through one of the smaller holes for
off-axis measurements presented in figure 6.5. These three holes, which are intended for the
cathode tuner, have a distance of 119± 4 mm from the central beam axis and therefore roughly
corresponding to the cavity’s cell radius of 102.5 mm.

1For details see [105].
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Fig. 6.5.: Combined results of the residual field measurements inside the magnetic shield of the ELBE
SRF Gun II module before installation: The on- and off-axis values were recorded as described
with figure 6.4. The indicated areas mark the position of the outer tank and the 3.5 cell
resonator at the final state, while the green threshold-line represents the limit of 2.5 µT for the
field at the position of the SC cavity according to figure 6.3.

6.2. Superconducting Solenoid

The integration of an SC solenoid into the cryomodule of the ELBE SRF Gun II means a
substantial advantage for the beam focus and emittance compensation. The distance from the
cathode of the solenoid lens is reduced by switching from the normal conducting solenoid
of ELBE SRF Gun I, to this version from 110 cm to about 70 cm. Furthermore, replacing
copper wire with an SC niobium-titanium wire reduced the actual size and not to mention the
power consumption of the electromagnet. More importantly, the SC coil’s operation does not
introduce any critical heat load into the cryostat. The installed device was manufactured by
Niowave Inc. in Lansing, Michigan, USA. It consists of a soft iron yoke, surrounding the SC
coil, with about 2250 windings, a copper cooling ring, housing a C-shaped stainless steel tube
for the liquid helium, and a steel clamp, connecting it to a horizontal platform for mounting, as
seen in figure 6.61. Inside the vacuum tank, the solenoid is mounted on an x-y-stage, which is
controlled from outside of the module, to compensate for asymmetries of the geometrical and
electrical axes. [107, 108]

1The solenoid together with the entire cavity string can be seen in figure 1.17 and also in figure 6.7.
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Fig. 6.6.: Exploded drawing of the solenoid with (from left to right): Support, main bracket, copper
cooling block (orange), indium disc, iron yoke, SC coil (red), and yoke back plate. The inner
bore diameter is 6 cm, which allows for movement around the 4 cm beam pipe. The outer
diameter is about 12 cm at a total length of the device of 11.5 cm of which 6 cm are covered
by the yoke.

6.2.1. Shielding and Degaussing

Inserting an electromagnet right into the cryostat, close to the niobium resonator, raises certain
risks. As derived in the earlier section 6.1.2, particularly in equation 6.10, the quality of the
cavity will be deteriorated by any external magnetic field. Although the implemented iron
yoke already reduces the coil’s fringe fields, additional shielding is necessary. This is already
foreseen in the design by Niowave. A cylindrical magnetic shield for low temperatures, made
out of CryoPerm R©, which encloses the entire magnet’s body, is provided. In the final setup
realized for the cavity string, further shielding is required for the two steppers of the horizontal
and vertical stages below the solenoid, since they are necessarily containing permanent magnets.
As the steppers are not cooled with liquid helium, regular µ-metal is used. The solenoid with
all three shields assembled, is shown in figure 6.7. [106]

To be able to validate the effectiveness of the shielding, a small probe, containing a fluxgate
magnetometer, is fixed to the steel cone at the end of the niobium cavity, as shown in figure 6.8.
This way, the field in front of the SC resonator can be monitored at any time from outside
the module. Motivated by the predictions of the Q0-plot in figure 6.3 and the results of the
field measurements in the empty cryostat, given in figure 6.5, an upper threshold of 2.5 µT was
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Fig. 6.7.: The final state of the solenoid setup in the Gun II module before the sealing of the front
lid: All temperature sensors are mounted and the solenoid’s leads are thermally anchored.
The steppers of both, the vertical and the horizontal stage, are shielded and at the same time
thermally connected to the nitrogen shield with copper straps. The SC solenoid cooling body is
connected to the helium reservoir via two bellows, which are, like the reservoir itself, wrapped
in superinsulation foil. While also being swathed by some layers of superinsulation, only the
CryoPerm R© shield of the solenoid is visible behind the beam pipe in the central part of this
picture.

postulated for the transition into the superconducting state, so during cool down. As the results
of the verification measurements over the first two years of gun operation, given in figure 6.9,
show, this value has not been exceeded by the use of the solenoid so far1.

Over time, the solenoid’s iron yoke experiences a magnetization. To suppress additional
contribution to the background field in the cryostat, Niowave suggests the implementation of a
degaussing routine. The four-quadrant power supply used for driving the magnet [109], allows
for such a procedure. According to the results of [110] a corresponding degaussing cycle was
drafted and implemented into the ELBE control system. The displayed field values of 2016 in
figure 6.9 give the outcome of two tests of this degaussing routine, as indicated in the data. As
the second attempt2 successfully decreased the measured value below the value observed after
the initial cool down — since the solenoid had been in test operation during its commissioning,

1All measurements were performed with the solenoid disconnected from its power supply.
2The measured curves of the current and voltage during this degaussing routine are given in figure 16.8 in the

appendix.
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Fig. 6.8.: The fluxgate magnetometer [108] is mounted at the junction cone between the niobium cavity
(left) and the beam pipe (right) surrounded by the SC solenoid (on the right, behind the black
hand valve).

a previous magnetization of its yoke can be assumed —, it now represents the established
protocol procedure.
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Fig. 6.9.: The magnetic field data recorded with the fluxgate magnetometer during access to the acceler-
ator: Readings, following important events during operation are marked accordingly.
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6.2.2. Field Distribution

Mapping of the Field

Prior to the installation of the solenoid, its field distribution was mapped. This was done at
room temperature with a low current of few tens of mA and a hall probe [111] guided by an
x-y-z-stepper combination. The setup and mapping procedure is schematically illustrated in the
following figure 6.10.

Hall p
robe

Read-out

X

Y
Z Niowave

Fig. 6.10.: The solenoid’s field was mapped with a hall probe by scanning slices of 37 · 37 mm2 with a
resolution of 1 mm inside the magnet, as well as in the fringe field areas in front and behind
the setup.

As an outcome of this scanning, a central field axis — as given in figure 16.9 in the appendix
— could be determined. The base plate of the solenoid’s holding clamp rests on a steel ball,
giving space for limited correction through pivoting. As the consequently deduced tilt and shift
of this axis with respect to the geometrical axis of the solenoid, given in table 6.1, were almost
negligible within the measurements error, only small adjustments were performed. Further
compensations of field misalignment had to be performed with the horizontal and vertical
steppers during operation.

Tab. 6.1.: The result of the solenoid mapping gave a field axis — shown in figure 16.9 in the appendix.
The shift and tilt refer to the x-axis (horizontal) and y-axis (vertical) as defined in figure 6.10.

tilt shift

horizontal 0.71 ± 0.98◦ −1.04 ± 1.33 mm

vertical 1.46 ± 0.26◦ 0.36 ± 1.02 mm
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Field Profile
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Fig. 6.11.: The on-axis field profile of the SC solenoid for Gun II was determined with a hall probe.
As for the currents used, cooling with liquid helium was required. This measurement was
done at HZDR during a test assembly and commissioning of the injector’s cryostat. The data
acquired correspond well with the profile of the Superfish field simulation. A maximum
field of 440 mT was reached at 10 A.

The SC solenoid’s field profile for high currents was also determined prior to the installation.
The corresponding measurement was combined with a test assembly of the cryomodule,
including the nitrogen and helium system, while excluding the actual cavity string. By these
means, the isolation vacuum, cooling and refilling cycles, and other properties of the cryostat’s
system could be revised. The cool down of the solenoid was conducted manually with liquid
helium at 4.2 K from two 100 l dewar vessels. Subsequently, the coil was powered by an
ordinary laboratory power supply, while a hall probe1 was inserted into the solenoid from
outside the tank through an improvised beam pipe. The longitudinal field on the axis was
hereby recorded for increasing currents from 6 to 10 A. The results for 8 and 10 A are compared

1The same one that had been used for the mapping [111].
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with corresponding Superfish [85] simulation results in figure 6.11. Furthermore, the quadratic
field integral, which defines the solenoid’s refractivity — see equation 3.15 — was computed.
For a current of 10 A, a value of

∫
B2 dz = 0.0085 T2m was determined. Compared to the

normal conducting solenoid used in the ELBE SRF Gun I 1, this field level is somewhat lower,
but due to the reduced distance to the photocathode it is sufficient for an adequate beam focus.
So e.g. a focus on the first screen of the diagnostics beamline is possible for electron bunch
energies of up to 8.4 MeV 2. [106, 112]

6.2.3. Operation

Protective Circuit

The SC material used for the solenoid’s bobbin is, as mentioned earlier, niobium-titanium with
a critical temperature of 9.2 K. For the employed wire, it was integrated into a copper matrix
with a ratio of 4.5:1 of normal conductor to superconductor [108]. This circumstance represents
the first level of hardware quench protection. In case of an enlarged field or insufficient cooling,
causing part of the SC wire to become normal conducting, the main part of the current can be
transported in the copper share of that wire, which will have a reduced resistance as well due to
the overall low temperature.

power
supply

solenoid10A
fuse

accelerator hall gun moduleelectronics
room

sensing
wires

interlock

Us

512.5 mOhm

512.5 mOhm

1.61Ohm

1.61Ohm

300 mOhm

300 mOhm

Fig. 6.12.: A simplified scheme of the functional principle of the solenoid’s protective circuit: The
central diode pairs are used to create a bypass for the current if the solenoid becomes normal
conducting, or help to dissipate the stored energy in case the connection to the power supply,
located in the electronics room outside the accelerator hall, is lost.

For advanced protection, a specially designed circuit is installed next to the gun module,
connecting the leads of the power supply from the electronics room to the wires inside the
cryostat. A simplified scheme of this circuit is given in figure 6.12. A picture of the installation

1The quadratic field integral for the old, normal conducting solenoid reached a value of 0.0117 T2m.
2The first screen is located at 147.8 cm from the cathode, using equation 3.15 the necessary field integral

values can be calculated.
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in the accelerator hall, figure 16.11, as well as the complete final design of the circuit, fig-
ure 16.10, are given in the appendix. The purpose of the installation is to provide an alternative
path for the current once the solenoid’s resistance rises above a certain threshold, or, in case
the connection to the power supply is lost during operation, to help the coil dissipate its stored
energy. Besides the analogue safety measures, the power supply’s voltage output, the voltage
rise in the protective circuit, the voltage at the module, as well as a temperature sensor at the
internal helium reservoir are monitored by the control system. In any state indicating a problem,
the power supply’s interlock is triggered.

Thermal Stability

The main reason of heat input into the SC solenoid are its normal conducting leads inside the
cryomodule. From the vacuum feedthroughs at the tank’s ports to the transition point from
normal conducting to SC wire at the copper cooling ring, the current is transferred in two
copper wires with a cross section of A = 1.3 mm2. To minimize the input for the SC wire
and cooling cycle of the solenoid, the cables were thermally anchored at locations inside the
cryostat, which are directly cooled by liquid nitrogen or helium respectively. To optimize this
setup, the heat input with respect to the cable length l was investigated beforehand. Combining
the heat conductivity

dQcon

dt
= λ ·

A
l
· ∆T (6.11)

and the heat generation by electrical dissipation

dQdiss

dt
= I2 · ρ ·

l
A
, (6.12)

with the thermal conductivity λ, the current I, and the resistivity ρ, gives a total heat input of

dQtot

dt
= λ ·

A
l
· ∆T + I2 · ρ ·

l
A
. (6.13)

The minimum entry is hence realized for

l
A

=

√
λ · ∆T
I2 · ρ

. (6.14)

As λ and ρ are functions of T and therefore vary along the wire, depending on the local
temperature, the model gets slightly more complicated. To numerically solve this problem,
the wire can be divided into arbitrarily small parts with an individual ∆T . The corresponding
values for λ(T ) and ρ(T ) are provided by the NIST [113]1. Thus, with the fixed cross section,
the heat input between helium and nitrogen, and between nitrogen and room temperature can

1Compare the plots in figure 16.12 in the appendix.
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be computed with respect to the wire’s length l. The results for a current of 10 A are shown in
figure 16.13 in the appendix. The indicated minima are found at

lHe→N2 ≈ 168 cm
lN2→RT ≈ 40 cm.

Due to mechanical restrictions inside the module, the connection from the feedthroughs to
the nitrogen anchor point had to be increased to about 50 cm during installation. Assuming the
temperature at the port equals about 293 K, a heat input of roughly 0.7 W for an operation at
10 A is expected. Pictures of all the thermal anchors are shown in figure 16.14 in the appendix.

After the installation of the ELBE SRF Gun II in May 2014, all subsystems were tested
during the commissioning phase. Considering the solenoid, all protective interlock systems, the
maneuverability by the steppers, and the thermal stability during operation were checked. The
latter one is monitored by four Cernox temperature sensors, located at sensitive spots around
the magnet. For the test presented in figure 6.13, the solenoid was operated at 8 A for about
six hours. The maximum temperature increase (of 5 K) was measured at the helium supply
connection, where one of the lead wires is anchored. After few hours of operation, all signals
were slowly saturating. The observed helium consumption by the solenoid alone accounted for
0.65 W1.

Fig. 6.13.: The temperature monitoring results of the commissioning test operation of the SC solenoid
at 8 A.

1As for the beam energies reachable with the Gun II, currents of maximum 4.5 A are required. Hence, lower
consumption values of less than 0.5 W are the more common case during beam operation.
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6.3. RF Focusing

RF focusing means that the RF field itself is utilized for a focusing effect at the start of the
bunch generation by retracting the photocathode, as described in section 3.2. In this way, the
field lines of the accelerating TM mode provide an additional direction towards the beam’s
central axis. By reducing the radial component of the bunch extent at this early stage, the
impact of the off-axis RF dynamics in the further accelerating cells and hence the transverse
emittance can be reduced. On the mechanical side of the setup, this is realized by the cathode
tuner.

6.3.1. Cathode Tuner

Since the functional tip of any photocathode in the ELBE SRF Gun is set at the end of an about
10 cm long copper body1, the simplest approach to affect its location inside the cavity is to
in-/decrease the length of the body’s neck before inserting it into the cavity. This option can be
utilized to generate larger offsets for retraction.

Fig. 6.14.: CAD image for the cathode tuner, half-cell (green) of the resonator and the cathode cooler
inside the gun cryostat. The indicated mechanism connects the cathode cooler/holder to
a gear outside the cryostat, making it possible to move the cathode tip in and out of the
resonator during operation. The green bridge left and below of the highlighted area is, besides
providing the mechanical connection, responsible for the thermal decoupling of the cathode
cooler and tuner.

1Compare figure 5.10.
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A more subtle and also much more precise mechanism is realized inside the gun itself. The
device referred to as “cathode tuner”, depicted in figure 6.14, consists of three threaded studs
inside the cryostat, which are connected to three gears outside the cryostat’s lid. The latter
ones are linked to each other via a cam belt. Using a stepper motor and specially adapted
transmission, the belt can be set in motion, simultaneously moving all three gears, and hence
the three studs on the inside. As a result, the entire cathode cooler, holding the installed photo
cathode, translates along the beam axis. The total range of this mechanism corresponds to a
movement of 1.2 mm of the cathode with a stepper resolution of 1 µm.

6.3.2. Cathode Displacement Measurement

As mentioned earlier, the niobium resonator is made superconducting by cooling with liquid
helium. The cathode, on the other hand, is only cooled with liquid nitrogen, staying at about
77 K, while the cathode tuner remains at room temperature as it is thermally linked to the
outside of the cryostat. These different temperatures at different parts of the gun, together with
all other uncertainties during installation, make it rather difficult to predict the exact location of
the cathode’s front surface within the injector when put into operation. One indirect way to
determine the position of the cathode with respect to the half-cell, is to measure its influence on
the resonance frequency of the cavity for different positions of the cathode tuner and compare
the results to simulation. This approach gives a first impression on the siting of the cathode as
well as the functionality of the tuner, as shown by Arnold in [104].

cathode

distance meter

mirror

window
cavity

Fig. 6.15.: Scheme of the experimental setup of the cathode localization: The laser driven distance
meter uses the same mirror, which is used to shine UV light on the photo cathode during
operation.

Recently, a setup for a direct metering was developed [114]. It combines a linear and a
rotary stage to align the line of sight onto the cathode, carrying a laser driven distance measuring
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device, and can be placed in the laser beamline of the gun. During beam generation the drive
laser is reflected onto the photo cathode in the half-cell via a vacuum mirror inside the beam
pipe. The very same mirror, which is placed slightly off the pipe’s center to allow for the
electron bunches to pass by, enables the laser distance measurement system to scan both, the
cathode and the back plate of the half-cell next to it, as shown in figure 6.15.

Subtracting the measured distance of the half-cell’s back plate from the result for the cathode
tip returns the actual retraction. The result of a first measurement with the initially installed
copper cathode at the default central position of the cathode tuner is shown in figure 6.16. The
combined results of two measurements locate the copper cathode’s tip at cp = −1.56 ± 0.02 mm
with respect to the half-cell’s rear plate being at z = 0 on the beam axis.

gap gap

half cell half cell

cathode

Fig. 6.16.: Results of a cathode localization measurement: The distance values on the left and right
side of the center represent the distance of the measuring device to the half-cell around the
cathode, while the middle part represents the distance to the cathode’s front surface. Since
the size of the scanning laser spot is in the order of 2 − 3 mm the gaps in between cathode
and half-cell seem larger than they are in reality (< 1 mm).
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Chapter 7.

Beam Characterization

7.1. Diagnostics Beamline
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Fig. 7.1.: A CAD image of the diagnostics beamline: The ELBE SRF Gun, which is not depicted,
is located at the right end, therefore the electrons travel from right to left. Screen stations
(yellow) can be found at “DV01”, which includes the movable Faraday cup (orange arm),
schematically shown in figure 7.2 at about 150 cm from the cathode, “DV02” at 280 cm,
“DV03” at 355 cm, “DV04” and “DV05” are used for energy measurements with the 180◦

dipole (light blue). The three quadruoles (dark blue) are followed by the connection to the
dogleg beamline for insertion into the ELBE accelerator (red). The corresponding dipole is
not shown in this figure.

The diagnostics beamline for the ELBE SRF Gun was a contribution to the SRF injector
development collaboration by BESSY (HZB) as described in the historical overview given
in section 1.3.3. It features a collection of specific experimental setups, dedicated to the
investigation of all relevant beam parameters of the photoinjecor, as well as several steerer coils
and three quadrupoles for controlling the beam position and dynamics. Since late 2009/early
2010 a dogleg connection to the ELBE accelerator via two dipoles was established. All the
measurements with the ELBE SRF II summarized in part IV, were conducted in this beamline.
Therefore, its essential parts, which were used for this experimental work, are described here.
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Further information is given by T. Kamps of HZB in [55, 56, 57]. A 3D CAD image of the
beamline — with highlighted sections, elucidated in the following — is given in figure 7.1.

7.1.1. Bunch Charge

For the determination of the beam current, three Faraday cups are integrated into the beamline.
Two of them are located in front of the beam dumps, one at the end of the straight beam
section, the other one at the end of the bent section after the spectrometer dipole (light blue in
figure 7.1)1. The third cup is placed in the horizontal arm of the first screen station, highlighted
in orange in figure 7.1. If it is inserted into the beam path during operation, it measures the
current right after the gun. The electron bunches are caught in a copper block with a cone-
shaped opening, as depicted in figure 7.2. In combination with the known repetition rate of the
gun laser, the bunch charge can be calculated from the beam current measured in this way. The
water cooled device was characterized to have a charge leakage of 0.4 % at 1 nC [57], which
is assumed as the error for the corresponding data presented later on. An additional offset,
caused by dark currents, has to be subtracted from the signal. The straightforward approach to
determine this offset, is to block the laser beam during RF operation.

Fig. 7.2.: Schematic drawing of the Faraday cup insert of DV01 (compare figure 7.1): The entire insert
is shown in the left, while the functional part, a water cooled copper block measuring the beam
current by collecting all electrons, is enlarged in the right. Figure courtesy of T. Kamps [57].

Complementing the Faraday cups, three Integrated Current Transformers (ICTs) are situated
in the beamline — turquoise boxes in figure 7.1. Different from the Faraday cup, they measure
the beam current non-invasively as they couple inductively to its image charge. Hence, the ICTs
are used to monitor the current during beam operation and are, together with external Beam

1These two, as well as the beam dumps, are not indicated in figure 7.1.
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Loss Monitors (BLMs) responsible for the detection of possible beam loss that would trigger
a corresponding interlock of the machine. At the same time several stripline Beam Position
Monitors (BPMs) — indicated in green in figure 7.1 — observe the beam’s position in the
vacuum tubes. This system is in conformity with the position monitoring system of the ELBE
accelerator and hence, is supposed to support the machine operators in guiding the beam.

7.1.2. Beam Based Alignment

To check on the beam profile along the beamline, six screen stations — indicated in yellow in
figure 1.16 — are placed in between the beam tube sections. For enhanced vacuum conditions,
each station is additionally equipped with an ion vacuum pump. All the stations contain a set of
different screens for the purpose of transverse beam imaging. Depending on the measurements
objective, these screens can be moved into the beam path via external steppers. The screens
face the beam at a perpendicular angle of incidence, while their image is reflected by aluminum
mirrors, which are located at an 45◦ angle just behind the screen mounts, compare figure 7.3.
This reflection is caught by an external mirror outside a viewport in the beamline and is then
focused on a CCD camera below the diagnostics beamline. In order to gauge the camera’s
resolution, certain screen stations contain a calibration target with an engraved millimeter
scale. As the scintillating screen material itself, cerium doped YAGs were chosen for lower
current analysis and plain aluminum Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) targets — similar to
the screens of ELBE — for high current applications. According to [56], the more sensitive
YAG screens have a resolution error below 40 µm for beam energies of 2 − 3 MeV, decreasing
for larger energies.

Fig. 7.3.: Photograph of the screen insert of DV02 taken in the clean room: The station holds — from
left to right — a tungsten slit mask (compare figure 7.6, an OTR screen, and a cerium doped
YAG screen. In the installed state, each screen or mask can be moved into the beam top-down
by an external stepper.
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As the electrical axis of the resonator, as well as the magnetic axis of the solenoid’s field,
are not apriori known when taking the gun into operation, a beam based alignment is necessary.
For this purpose, for the first part the laser spot on the cathode and for the second the solenoid
itself is moved1. The beam profile is simultaneously observed on the first screen for different
phases of the laser with respect to the RF. Once the beam passes the injector and solenoid
without unwanted steering of the RF field or the solenoid field respectively, the alignment of
the axes is achieved within the measurements uncertainty2.

7.1.3. Energy and Energy Spread

Besides deducing it from the measured cavity gradient during operation, the dedicated tool to
determine the beam energy is the large spectrometer dipole — light blue in figure 7.1 — at the
end of the diagnostics beamline. For the purpose of the measurement, the electron bunch at the
entrance of the dipole gets imaged on a YAG-screen in the fourth screen station for an inactive
dipole3, as well as on another one in the fifth station in case the dipole is turned on. Hence, the
straight distance between the entrance of the magnet and the fourth station equals the one from
the bend’s exit to the fifth station. Using a calibration function of the magnet’s field, determined
during the beamline’s commissioning phase at HZB, the beam’s kinetic energy is deduced from
the current necessary to bend it properly4.

In addition to the kinetic energy, the bunch’s energy spread is made visible on the screen
after the dipole due to the 180◦ deflection. It corresponds to the (RMS) width of the measured
beam’s profile, which has to be reduced by the one measured at the fourth station i.e. DV04:

σE =

√
σ2

DV05 − σ
2
DV04 (7.1)

The actual energy values of the spread can again be determined by the respective dipole
currents.

As the measurements of the energy and energy spread strongly depend on both, the homo-
geneity and the estimation of the magnitude of the field by the calibration function, a relative
error of 10 % of the absolute value is assumed. This error consequently affects the uncertainty
of the results for the normalized emittance given later on5.

1In case of the SC solenoid, this is done by means of the integrated steppers, whereas the normal conducting
solenoid of Gun I had to be moved manually.

2Compare section 13.3.1.
3Inactive in this case meaning that there is a compensation coil correcting for the dipole yoke’s remanent field.
4See equation 16.1 and following in the appendix for the relations used.
5Compare equation 2.25 in the theory and equation 16.21 in the appendix.
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7.2. Emittance Measurement

A single one-point measurement of the beam dimensions can never by itself yield the entire
emittance of the beam, as the momentum information will be missing. Therefore, the combina-
tion of at least two experimental elements is always necessary to determine the particle bunch’s
phase space. There are all kinds of established measurement schemes for the determination of
the (transverse) emittance at a particle accelerator. Whether they focus on the known variation
of a transport element, such as a solenoid or a quadrupole, in combination with a beam size
measurement, or a direct determination of the angular distribution or phase space, respectively,
with some type of beam-interfering masks1, some kind of beam profiler is always required for
the evaluation. Again, a large variation of devices is available to realize this profiling, such as
wire scanners, more complex emission grids, OTR targets or scintillating screens. Overviews of
the commonly used schemes can be found throughout specialized literature, e.g. in [115, 116]
and to some extend also in [42]. The methods used in the diagnostics beamline for this work
are the quadrupole and single-slit scan. As the latter one gives a representation of the beam’s
phase/trace space and regards not just linear beam optics effects, it was applied predominantly.

7.2.1. Quadrupole Scan

A scan of the beam’s emittance right after the gun can be performed with one of the three
quadrupoles shown in figure 7.1 in combination with one of the later screen stations — typically
station DV02. The underlying concept of this scanning approach can be explained using
the linear beam transport matrix formalism. In a basic first order ansatz, one can describe
the quadrupole as a thin beam lens. Utilizing the covariance beam matrix introduced in
equation 2.22 of part I, the transport of the electron bunches from the magnet to the screen can
be described by the following:

σscreen = D Qσquad Qt Dt, (7.2)

where

Q =

 1 0

−kleff 1

 (7.3)

describes the quadrupole with the quadrupole’s strength

k =
B0/a
Bρ

=
g

Bρ
=

1
f leff

[
m−2

]
, (7.4)

given by the aperture radius a, the magnetic field at this radius B0 and the magnetic rigidity
Bρ [42]. As seen above, it can also be described by the field gradient g =

dBy

dx

(
= dBx

dy

)
and

corresponds to one over the focal length f of the quadrupole and its effective length leff. The

1Typically single-slit, multi-slit or pepper pot masks are used.
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matrix

D =

 1 l

0 1

 (7.5)

describes the (force free) drift of the length l from the quadrupole to the screen [65].

The beam matrix at the screen for the horizontal component is consequently given by

σscreen =

 1 l

0 1

  1 0

−kleff 1

  σxx σxx′

σx′x σx′x′

  1 −kleff

0 1

  1 0

l 1

 (7.6)

=

 1 − klleff l

−kleff 1

  σxx σxx′

σx′x σx′x′

  1 − klleff −kleff

l 1

 . (7.7)

As this matrix describes a projection of the entire phase space ellipsoid on a subspace, its first
entry corresponds to the RMS width observed on the screen:

σ11
screen = σxx

screen = σxx · (1 − klleff)2 + σxx′ · l(1 − klleff) + σx′x · l(1 − klleff) + σx′x′ · l2,
(7.8)

with equation 2.23 one directly gets

⇒ σxx
screen = σxx · (1 − klleff)2 + 2σxx′ · l(1 − klleff) + σx′x′ · l2. (7.9)

Varying the quadrupole’s strength k, while measuring the beam’s RMS width on a screen later
on, therefore returns a characteristic relation as indicated in figure 7.4. From a parabolic fit to
the recorded data, the values for σxx, σxx′ and σx′x′ can be calculated, which then, corresponding
to equation 2.25, yield the emittance at the location of the quadrupole.

Fig. 7.4.: Schematic overview of an emittance measurement by quadrupole scan by J. Rudolph [117]:
The beam diameter is varied in one dimension by a quadrupole and evaluated on a subsequent
screen. The data points are fitted according to equation 7.9 versus the set quadrupole strengths
k.
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To extend the first ansatz, the matrix for a thick quadrupole lens can be used, which is,
according to [65], given by

Q f =

 cos
(√

kleff

)
1
√

k
sin

(√
kleff

)
−
√

k sin
(√

kleff

)
cos

(√
kleff

)  (7.10)

for the focusing case and for the defocusing case by

Qd =

 cosh
(√

kleff

)
1
√

k
sinh

(√
kleff

)
√

k sinh
(√

kleff

)
cosh

(√
kleff

)  . (7.11)

Consequently, equation 7.9 becomes somewhat more complex. The corresponding fit to the
theoretical equation is then performed by a least square minimization to obtain the sought
parameters.

In general, a quadrupole or solenoid scan is a useful tool for a quick emittance measurement.
Since both, quadrupoles and beam profilers, such as scintillating screens, are usually found at
not just one location along any accelerator’s beamline, it can easily be realized. Nevertheless,
this scanning method includes some disadvantages. The main two being that no detailed trace
space can be determined by this approach and that it requires a very well centered beam at the
magnet’s location. Minor misalignment at the injection causes chromatic errors, altering the
measurement’s result. Furthermore, the evaluation of the scan concentrates on linear beam
optics and therefore disregards space charge effects, which play an important role for higher
bunch charges.

7.2.2. Slit Scan Method

Setup

Different from a quadrupole scan, a mask scanning setup requires a dedicated screen station
which houses the corresponding mask setup and — in case of the single-slit approach — is
able to dissect the particle beam using this template with sufficient precision. The, in this
way cut out, beamlets have to be analyzed at a further beam profiler not too far down the
beamline. The basic analysis scheme is illustrated in figure 7.5. In the diagnostics beamline,
a setup for such a single-slit scan is given between screen station two and three, which are
separated by a 752.5 mm drift track. While the second screen station insert, which is depicted
in figure 7.3, holds a horizontal slit mask, the third one contains a YAG and OTR screen, as
well as a calibration target, to determine the resulting beamlet’s spacial extent. The slit mask,
which is shown in more detail in figure 7.6, is made out of a tungsten plate with a thickness of
1.5 mm and has a slit width of 100 µm. The reason for the selection of this material is its high
nuclear mass, causing it to have a short radiation length interfering with the signal, and its high
thermal stability. Because of the step size during the scanning being equal to 100 µm too, a
seamless sampling of the bunch is achieved.
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Fig. 7.5.: Scheme of the slit scan routine at the diagnostics beamline by P. Lu [118]: The slit mask
vertically dissects the beam into individual beamlets which are measured on a scintillating
screen. The screen image gets evaluated and combined for the entire beam, returning the
corresponding trace space distribution.

The fundamental idea of the slit-scan is that the separated bunch segments inherit the
beam’s divergence, while they lack the influence of the space charge effect due to their reduced

Fig. 7.6.: Slit mask insert of screen
station two, compare fig-
ure 7.3: The mask has a slit
width of 100 µm and a thick-
ness of 1.5 mm.

individual charge. By analyzing every segment’s distribu-
tion with the beam profiler, the trace space of the entire
bunch can be reconstructed, provided a steady beam op-
eration with invariable electron bunches. In combination
with the earlier described energy measurement1, this trace
space representation enables the calculation of the normal-
ized, RMS emittance according to equation 2.25 [119]. In
this particular case, as the horizontal slit is sampling the
beam top to bottom, the vertical component

εy,n,rms = βγ ·
√
〈y2〉 · 〈y′2〉 − 〈yy′〉2 (7.12)

at the location of the slit mask station is determined. Since
there are no dipoles in front of this point — unless the
beam is guided into the ELBE — it matches the horizontal
component εx,n,rms.

A disadvantage of the scanning with a single slit is that the measurement has to be done
over a large number of individual bunches. Hence, instabilities of the electron beam cause the
main uncertainty of the measurement2

1See section 7.1.3.
2As an alternative a multi-slit mask can be used, which on the other hand has the disadvantage of a poor

resolution for beams of small diameter as a seamless sampling is not possible for fixed slit distances [120].
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Data Evaluation

The transverse beamlet distributions on the screen in the third station are recorded by a CCD
camera, as shown in figure 7.5. Hence, the generated output data are pixel maps with intensity
values, which are proportional to the beam’s intensity i.e. the number of electrons passing
through the screen. In order to evaluate these recordings, a standalone tool based on the
Mathworks Matlab [121] runtime was developed within the framework of this thesis. Its
functions and underlying working principle are described in the following1. The tool, referred
to as “Emitttance Computation”, has a small, functional GUI with a main window for the
primary user interaction and two optional subwindows for adjustments of the applied filters.
Figure 7.7 gives an explained overview of these windows. Graphical representations of the
results of each data manipulation are generated in separate windows on user request. The
operations triggered by the main window’s buttons are as follows:

[

main file location & browse button
load all

recordings
average

per position

apply
filters

calculate
final result

exclude data
set region of interest

(right click "load data")

adapt number of
subwindows to size

(right click "window method")

enable/disaple
graphical output

result and sys.
error output

left buttons
combined

current state
or error message

Fig. 7.7.: A screenshot of the GUI of the data evaluation tool “Emittance Computation” for evaluating
the slit scan data.

browse file The slit scan control software of the diagnostics beamline generates a main “.dat”-
file, which contains general information about the measurement, such as the number of

1The descriptions presented here, are based on version 2.14 as of June 1st, 2016.
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recorded images per slit position and the determined beam energy. It is stored in the same
folder as all the screen images. Therefore, the “browse”-button can be used to locate this
file and consequently the rest of the data for further evaluation. Alternatively, the file’s
address can be given in the text input field to the right of the button.

load data The “load”-button simply reads all the data in the given folder and converts it into
an internal Matlab format. If the associated “plot”-switch is checked, a plot of the sum
of all images, as shown in figure 7.8, is generated.

Fig. 7.8.: A 3D representation of a loaded signal: All images in the selected folder are read in and —
for plotting purposes only — added up. x and y are given in pixels.

A right click on the “load”-button opens the “LimitArea”-subwindow shown in
figure 7.7. This tool can be used to define the area of interest of the analyzed images.
The purpose of this cut is to exclude parts of the evaluated area which are dominated
by reflections of the screen edge, dark current, or any other unwanted contributions to
the signal that can not be eliminated by other filters. Figure 7.9 shows an example of
such a signal. Here, with all filters applied, non beam induced signals (i.e. screen edge
reflections) are still visible and distort the computed emittance result.

averaging images To compensate for statistical fluctuations between the electron bunches
on a short time scale, multiple images are recorded for each slit position. The number of
images is set during the measurement by the user and gets stored in the main “.dat”-file1.
Therefore, this button causes the appropriate averaging for each slit position’s distribution.
Again, a graphical output of the aggregated result can be generated as given in figure 7.10.

1For the measurements presented in this thesis, it typically varies from five to ten.
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Fig. 7.9.: An example for a required region of interest selection: The shown signal was processed with
all available filters, yet reflections of the screen edge and other noise, as indicated, survived.
These unwanted signal contributions strongly distort the computed result for the emittance.

Fig. 7.10.: The same signal as in figure 7.8 is shown with the only difference that the data for each slit
position were averaged over the recorded set, hence obvious change can be detected.

At the same time, the variation of each pixel value is evaluated during this process.
The standard deviation of each individual pixel’s intensity for the same slit position is
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later utilized to calculate the corresponding error contribution to the emittance result as
described in equation 16.37 and following in the appendix.

remove background Removing the (static) noise background is done by subtracting the first
averaged picture set, which contains no signal if the scanning borders are set correctly
during the measurement. As figure 7.11 shows, this method removes a lot of the non-
beam signal and enables a first emittance analysis. Therefore, the “compute emittance”
button is enabled once the background subtraction is performed. Nevertheless, in most
cases further cleaning of the signal is recommended.

Fig. 7.11.: Again the same signal is analyzed as in the figures before. This time the background of the
YAG screen was subtracted.

window method The window filter is based on the concept to subdivide each (averaged)
slit image into a certain number of “subwindows” and check these individually for
extreme peak/noise values. The latter ones are defined as exceeding the mean value of
the corresponding subwindow plus five standard deviations. Values above this limit are
set to the mean value of the corresponding subwindow.

When compared to figure 7.11, the result of this filter, as depicted in figure 7.12,
shows an improved reduction of non-beam related singular spikes, while the actual signal
intensity is left untouched. Yet, the method is sensitive to the number of subdivisions
i.e. subwindows. A value of 30 has proven to be a good choice for the uncut image size.
In case of a reduction of the evaluated area by the “LimitArea”-function, the number of
subwindows has to be decreased accordingly by right-clicking the “window method”-
button. The corresponding menu, as given in figure 7.7, is displayed as a consequence.
The impact on the filtered result can be reviewed in the graphical output.
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Fig. 7.12.: The same signal as in the previous figures has undergone the window scan filter, truncating
outliers in subdivisions of the data of each slit position’s recording.

cluster method The goal of the cluster scan is to decide if an elevated individual pixel
belongs to the beam generated signal or is just random noise. This binary decision is
made by evaluating each pixel’s neighbors up to second order. Before that, a threshold
tc to distinguish “cluster” and “non-cluster” pixel values is defined by the ratio of the
overall mean x̄ and standard deviation σx of the data of each slit position:

x̄
σx

=

≤ 0.5 ⇒ tc = x̄ + 3σx

< 0.5 ⇒ tc = 3 x̄ + σx
(7.13)

If more than half of the neighbors1 are “cluster” pixels, the examined central pixel
is labeled “signal”. Else it gets excluded, which eliminates the main low amplitude
background noise, as seen in figure 7.13.

compute emittance After applying at least one of the filters mentioned above to the loaded
data, the emittance of the resulting data can be computed. The procedure is analogue to
the scheme in figure 7.5. While each slit position corresponds to a spatial position (y), the
projection of the filtered signal on its vertical axis yields the related angular distribution
(y′). Using the expression of equation 7.12, the final result is calculated from the spatial
and angular distributions. Optionally, a graphical representation of the trace space is
generated, exemplarily shown in figure 7.14. Additionally to the result, the systematical
error is given in the GUI.

1The algorithm compares the total sum of the neighbors to twelve times the threshold.
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Fig. 7.13.: At this stage, the recorded data were filtered by the cluster scan which tries to identify the
signal cluster and separate it from the noisy background. Hence, the most obvious change is
the elimination of this background.

Fig. 7.14.: As a final outcome, the executable generates a graphical representation of the computed trace
space of the filtered slit scan data. The variations in the height of each column are caused by
the slit width correction as described in equation 7.14.
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run all The buttons found in the left section of the interface allow for a step-by-step data
evaluation. This way, interim results can be examined and filters can be excluded or their
order of application varied for more detailed signal study. To accelerate the data analysis
of larger sets, the “run all”-button executes all operations in the recommended order in a
one-click manner. The settings chosen in the separate auxiliary windows, as well as the
states of the plot toggles, hold true for this operation.

close figures The “close figures”-button adds a clean up functionality to the sofware, which
closes all generated figures except for the main window.

Especially in the cases of beams with a low divergency, the finite slit width has a non negligible
impact on the emittance result. A correction of the measured width of the angular distribution
by the one of a non-divergent beam1 in the software according to

σreal =

√
σ2

meas − σ
2
s , (7.14)

is supposed to compensate for this deviation. Furthermore, for strongly divergent beams a
collimation error is caused by the spatial dimensions of the mask. The ratio of the 100 µm wide
slit to the 1.5 mm thick mask geometrically only allows for particles with an angle of up to
about 67 mrad to pass. Depending on their position within the beamlet, this angle limit is even
lower, mostly affecting the particles passing at the very edge of the slit. This error is hard to
estimate as the lost angular distribution is unknown. Compared to the other systematical errors
it is of smaller order of magnitude and can hence be neglected2. The main contributions to
the error are found in the uncertainty of the energy measurement, the statistical error of each
evaluated pixel intensity, and the screen resolution itself. According to [56] a systematical
uncertainty of σy = 40 µm or σy′ ≈ 53.2 µrad, respectively, is assumed, while the error of the
kinetic energy measurement is estimated to be σE

Ekin
= 10 %, as described in section 7.1.3. The

consequential error propagation for the normalized emittance, which is implemented in the
evaluation software, is explained in equation 16.21 and following in the appendix.

1See equation 16.12 and following in the appendix.
2This is for example illustrated by the angular distribution given in the trace space plot in figure 7.14.
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Chapter 8.

Transverse Electrical Mode

8.1. RF Coupler and Cavity

Introducing a transverse electric and magnetic mode in an SC resonator at the same time for
additional emittance compensation during the acceleration process is a highly sophisticated
task. Hence, prior to implementing this in a running SRF injector, pre-tests with just a cavity

Fig. 8.1.: This niobium hook coupler
from CEA [122] was used for
exciting the TE mode.

and no cathode or any additional other components, are
advisable. Since two 3.5 cell niobium resonators1 were
manufactured at JLab within the framework of the ELBE
SRF Gun II production, a spare one remained after the
other one had been installed. This second cavity has the
same dimensions as its twin in the current SRF injector
module at HZDR and is therefore offering an option for
such preliminary experiments.

To experimentally investigate the excitation of a trans-
verse magnetic and electric mode in this particular re-
sonator, slight modifications were applied. While the TM
mode at 1.3 GHz could be excited with a small, straight
copper antenna2, the same was done for the TE mode
with a special hook coupler inserted into one of the HOM
ports of the cavity. This means that the coupling is done
inductively in the TM case and capacitively in the one of
the TE mode. The hook coupler itself, which is shown
in figure 8.1, is a niobium antenna formerly used as an
HOM coupler at the Commissariat à l’Energy Atomique
(CEA) center in Saclay, France, [122].

The mode chosen for the first tests was a TE011 mode,
oscillating at about 2.5 GHz. During the later described
RF measurements, the frequency was adjusted so that the main field of this mode got generated

1One of the cavities was made from regular high purity material, while for the other one special large grain
material was used. The regular resonator is the one currently installed in the Gun II.

2A picture of this antenna is given in figure 16.15 in the appendix.
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in the second full cell of the cavity, so close to the setting schematically indicated in figure 3.7
in the theory part. The coupling of the antenna dedicated to this mode can be adapted by three
factors, its orientation in terms of the angle of the hook to the beam axis, its distance to the
surrounding walls, and its penetration depth into the port. The latter one, replacing one of the
HOM couplers as mentioned above, was added to the cavity as part of the modified endgroup
depicted in figure 8.2. Apart from this new terminal, the updated endgroup features a reduced
gun exit diameter. While the original cavity design had an exit aperture of 78 mm, this diameter
is reduced by a steep cone to 40 mm in the new design. In case of the ELBE SRF Gun a similar
diameter reduction is necessary, since the beam pipe diameter is also roughly 40 mm. Yet, in
the existing gun module this transition is achieved with a steel cone right after the cavity itself
[60]. The motivation for the earlier diameter reduction in case of the TE test cavity is given by
the characteristic cut-off of a circular waveguide. According to [123], this frequency is for a
TE mode given by

fc =
χmn

2π r
√
µ0ε0

, (8.1)

for a waveguide of radius r in vacuum. χmn represents the first root of the corresponding Bessel
function of the excited mode — in the investigated case χ ≈ 1.84. Consequently, the larger
radius of 39 mm of the old endgroup has a cut-off frequency of about 2.25 GHz, meaning that
the examined 2.5 GHz TE mode is not sufficiently suppressed and may lose part of its power at
normal conducting components at this end of the resonator i.e. the connected beamline inside
the gun. The reduced radius of 20 mm corresponds to an fc of roughly 4.4 GHz, resulting in
strongly decreased power leakage out of the SC section of the setup.

Fig. 8.2.: The modified endgroup of the second gun cavity at JLab: On the left is a CAD drawing of
the new endgroup design with the hook coupler of figure 8.1 in the modified upper left HOM
port and the niobium cone in blue, reducing the cavity’s aperture from 78 to 40 mm. The
photograph on the right shows this very endgroup of the 3.5 cell cavity during the final clean
room assembly prior to the cold RF measurements.
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8.2. RF Setup

The second cavity, still being located at JLab, offered the opportunity to make use of the
local facilities for first prove-of-principle measurements. Besides the infrastructure itself, the
pre-existing expertise on the examination of TM and TE modes in an SC single cell cavity was
of further advantage1 [124, 125]. Prior to the actual cold measurement, an RF characterization
of the resonator was performed at room temperature. As a result, an angle of 45◦ between the
hook coupler and the beam axis was chosen for the final installation to optimize the coupling
to the TE mode. Due to a vacuum leak, the aluminum gasket, initially intended for the hook
coupler port, had to be replaced by thicker steel gasket and an indium seal during the clean
room assembly2. This altered the previously measured quality factor of this mode, as discussed
in chapter 14.

The schematics of the RF setup for the vertical test stand in the cryostat are depicted in
figure 8.3. A large share of the components, especially for the 1.3 GHz branch, could be used
from the JLab test area infrastructure, which is described in more detail in [126]. Further
parts, specifically required for the selected TE mode were provided by HZDR. Besides the
described hook coupler (figure 8.1) and the straight antenna for the TM mode (figure 16.15 in
the appendix), another small field probe was installed at the cavity exit to provide a feedback
signal of the transmitted power for the input amplifiers. Since all three antennas couple to
both excited modes, their output has to be divided by frequency as shown in the schematics.
For this purpose, dedicated diplexers were used in the coupler channels and a resistive splitter
combined with high and low pass filters in the case of the field probe. To complete the RF
power balance, the input and reflected powers were measured via bi-directional couplers3.
Missing in the schematics shown here, is the spare HOM coupler, who was not connected to
the outside. The main reflected power from the cavity of both modes was dumped in dedicated
loads via two circulators in the corresponding channels. To accomplish precise measurements
in the power metering, a thorough calibration of all cables and additional attenuators in the
individual channels was done prior to the actual experiments4.

1The laboratories at HZDR would not have allowed any comparable test.
2A photograph of the cavity prior to the installation in the helium cryostat is given in figure 16.16 in the

appendix.
3Most of the components of this RF setup are shown in a photograph in figure 16.17 in the appendix.
4The control room at JLab, where the meters were read out and the amplifiers were adjusted for both modes,

is shown in the picture of figure 16.18 in the appendix.
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Fig. 8.3.: Scheme of the RF setup for the parallel excitation of the TM and TE mode: Both antennas and
the field probe couple to both modes, hence their signals have to be separated by frequency to
obtain the total power balance of each mode. The field probe’s signal — transmitted power Pt

— is used for a feedback to the amplifiers. In case of the two couplers the forwarded powers
P f , as well as the reflected powers Pr and transmitted powers Pt−mc/hc of the correspondingly
other mode are determined. The latter ones have to be measured for both channels as the
reflected power is given by the sum of the one from the main coupler (mc) and the one from
the hook coupler (hc). The separation from the forwarded power is done by bi-directional
couplers. Figure 16.17 in the appendix shows the experimental setup on top of the helium
dewar for the cold test, while figure 16.16 displays a picture taken of the vertical insert with
the cavity before the actual cool down.
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Chapter 9.

General Considerations

The goal of any simulation is to prepare or complement expensive and extensive experiments
in order to achieve a better understanding of the examined physics. Hence, simulations may
provide numerical predictions of the expected physical effects and in this way help to adapt
experimental setups accordingly. Serving this very purpose, there is a huge selection of particle
tracking codes provided by different institutes and research facilities of particle accelerator
physics [42]. In case of the ELBE SRF Gun project, the Astra (A Space charge TRacking
Algorithm)1 is among the most suitable and as it is also commonly used in the entire community,
was chosen for this work. The package offers a standalone particle bunch generator, which
generates an input file for the main tracking algorithm2. This generation includes the thermal
emittance effects, such as the Schottky effect, as described in section 2.3.1. All physical
parameters, like the initial spatial extent and distribution of the bunch, can be set by the user.
As mentioned in the setup part, for the setting of the SRF Gun this is defined by the laser
pulse parameters and the installed type of photocathode. The actual tracking in the program is
performed with a fixed number of pseudo or macro particles, composing the artificial bunch.
This number is also determined by the user. For the results presented later on, this number was
typically chosen to be 104, since it proved to be a convenient compromise between computation
speed and precision of the result.

Besides the bunch input file itself, Astra requires field files for a successful tracking. These
files describe the field distributions present in the cavities, magnets, and anywhere else along the
beamline. They usually contain the on-axis field amplitudes of either the magnetic or electric
field. Astra uses this information for a field expansion to conduct the tracking computation
for the macro particles3. In the case of the rotationally symmetric fields of the cavity and the
solenoid dealt with in this work, two programs were used to generate such files. The transverse
magnetic mode of the RF fields and the DC field in the cavity, as well as the solenoid’s magnetic
field were generated with Poisson Superfish4, while the fields of the different examined TE

1The Astra package is provided by DESY [76].
2The generator uses an internal pseudorandom number generator which causes a small variation of the

outcome of the tracking algorithm each time a new bunch is generated. This explains the minor fluctuations in the
results presented e.g. in figure 10.2 and following.

3The field expansion is performed up to third order terms as explained in detail in the appendix of [76].
Alternatively, files describing the complete field distribution can be used with Astra. This option however, was
not applied here.

4The Poisson Superfish code package is provided by the Los Alamos National Laboratory [85].
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modes were computed with the commercial CST Microwave Studio Suite program [127].
Examples of the generated field distributions are given in the following chapters in figures 10.1,
12.1, as well as in figure 6.11 in the earlier setup part1. Given these fields, Astra calculates
the net fields which affect the electrons inside the bunch, including the self-fields caused by
space charge. For this purpose, the bunch gets subdivided in small segments in longitudinal
and transverse direction. Depending on the chosen number of segments, so basically the
resolution of the meshing, the results for these fields alter. A short extract of the analysis of this
circumstance for this work is given in figure 16.20 in the appendix.

The very next chapter presents a study of the effect of the initial beam parameters on
transverse emittance. This includes the cathode’s dislocation i.e. the concept of RF focusing.
On the basis of these optimizations, the subsequent two chapters deal with the impact of the SC
solenoid and TE modes individually. For all these simulations, the location of the slit screen
station at about 2.8 m from the cathode, described in section 7.2.2, is used as a reference point
to generate commensurable results. All parameter scans and further modifications, just like the
evaluation of the results, were performed with Matlab [121]. In detail, generic input files for
Astra’s generator and tracking algorithm were generated and adapted in their parameters by a
Matlab script. After each successful tracking, this script imported and interpreted the output
data. An example input file for a single tracking execution is listed on page 203 and following
in the appendix.

For the sake of completeness, one might mention in conclusion that besides the use of
Astra in the SRF Gun group an independent tracking code was developed specifically for the
ELBE SRF Gun by K. Möller of HZDR. This code, which goes by the name “SGun Motion”,
is used by Möller for crosschecks to confirm the results gained with Astra [67].

1An example of a combined DC and RF field generated by Astra can be found in figure 16.19 in the appendix.



Chapter 10.

Initial Parameters – RF Focusing

10.1. Parameters

When studying an RF photoinjector, there is a large number of parameters which influence its
output beam. These parameters can be examined individually, but to see the actual impact on
a bunch, their interaction has to be analyzed. With the goal to optimize the current version
of the ELBE SRF Gun II as an example of an SRF injector, certain parameters are already
fixed to specific values or ranges. One of them is the accelerating gradient of the cavity. As
of 2015 the stable gradient for a CW operation of the gun was about 8 MV/m [15], which has
therefore been chosen as the reference for all beam dynamics simulations1. Besides the RF
field’s amplitude, its phase shift with respect to the incoming laser pulse is an important factor
during the bunch generation. In this case, the technical definition of the control system of
the ELBE SRF Gun is referring to the phase as the laser phase, defining the RF phase as the
reference signal. For the simulation studies, the value was fixed to the maximum energy gain
phase. This has two reasons, the first being the obvious output energy optimization. The second
cause is motivated by the fact that the minimum energy spread of the bunch in the case of the
3.5 cell resonator is induced by roughly the same phase as the maximum energy2. Reducing
this spread is a vital aspect of handling the beam in the magnetic dogleg when transferring
it into the ELBE accelerator3. So, in order to gain simulation results that eventually help to
improve this SRF injector’s performance, this aspect has to be taken into account as well. As
the analysis of the effect of RF focusing is a major part of the parameter scan, the cathode’s
position in the simulation was varied throughout the investigation. This alters the value of
the maximum energy gain phase. Consequently, the input values were adjusted during the
scan. A plot of the corresponding phase values for 8 MV/m can be found in figure 16.21 in the
appendix.

The cathode itself determines further aspects of the injector simulation. On the one side, the
chosen cathode material influences the bunch’s characteristics in terms of thermal emittance

1The gradient of the installed niobium resonator degraded over time due to the activation of one or several
field emitters. This is the reason why most of the experimental results presented later on are not measured at
8 MV/m.

2Compare section 13.1
3Compare figure 7.1 in section 7.1.
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as elaborated in section 2.3.1. Because of its contemporary use in the ELBE SRF Gun II
and since it presented itself as the best candidate for stable operations so far, the attributes of
magnesium were modelled in all simulations. As shown in figure 2.2 this material generates a
comparable thermal emittance as Cs2Te, which, for the time being, represents the alternative
material at HZDR. Therefore, no large deviations are expected. The other parameter defined
by the photocathode is the initial transverse bunch size i.e. the spot size of the laser in the
gun. Following the dimensions of the installed cathode’s head — presented in section 5.2 —
this parameter is limited to about 8 mm in the simulations. The cathode itself has a diameter
of 10 mm. However, due to its round edges, radii larger than 4 mm are not feasible for an
activation, which is either laser cleaning or coating for Mg or Cs2Te respectively.

Besides the variation of the laser’s spot size, its intensity distribution plays an important
role for the transverse beam characteristics. Transverse emittance compensation schemes for
example work better with a homogeneous charge distribution. Therefore, despite the fact that
the UV laser at its current state has at best a Gaussian like transverse distribution, a uniform
intensity spread was assumed for the simulation studies. Ongoing studies to manipulate the
laser’s transverse profile for generating such a uniform distribution are discussed in the outlook
i.e. chapter 16. The longitudinal shape of the laser pulse is also set to be normally distributed,
which is corresponding to the findings presented in section 5.1.1. Here, the span scanned in the
simulation covers a range from 1 to 20 ps.

Finally, a central part of the numerical tracking studies is the bunch charge itself. All
absolute results vary by smaller or larger amounts depending on which total charge is effectively
supposed to be optimized with respect to the bunch’s transverse emittance. Therefore, two
example charges of 250 and 500 pC were selected. The first corresponds to charges which
have already been extracted from the magnesium cathodes in the ELBE SRF Gun II1. The
second one gives a perspective on the beam dynamics for increased charges, which can be
achieved either through an upgrade of the available laser power or switching to a different
cathode material e.g. Cs2Te.

10.2. Scan Results

With the given parameter ranges, numerical representations of electron bunches were generated
and tracked through the injector and all the way to the emittance measurement station at about
2.8 m from the cathode by Astra. When the cathode is displaced i.e. retracted in the simulation,
the fields experienced by the particles change accordingly. Basically, everything down the
beamline is shifted when the cathode is being retracted. Figure 10.1 gives exemplary plots of
the absolute on-axis field values in beam direction of the DC and RF fields in the cavity for
cathode displacements from 0 to 4 mm. Here, the zero on the z-axis is defined by the cathode’s
(front) surface. The most obvious effect is the reduction of the accelerating field at the cathode
in the case of the RF field. This is the reason for the sacrifice of kinetic energy for enhanced
RF focusing mentioned in the theory part. According to the simulation, the decrease of energy

1So far, charges of up to 300 pC were recorded.
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by cathode retraction of a maximum of 4 mm is about 1.2 % for a bunch charge of 250 pC
compared to the non-displaced case. In the case of 500 pC it is about 1.8 %.
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Fig. 10.1.: On-axis fields for different cathode positions: The curves give the on-axis field magnitude in
beam direction of the DC field in the upper plot and the first part of the RF field in the lower
one. The data were generated with Superfish for different cathode displacements from 0 to
4 mm and therefore visualizes the reduction of accelerating field on the cathode by increasing
retraction. The zero of the z-axis is moved with the position of the cathode to show the entire
field of acceleration. Although, the accelerating field is raised in the DC case, the loss in RF
acceleration is of higher order of magnitude.

Focusing on the transverse emittance of the electron bunch, one can compare the effect of
the set cathode position, initial spot size, and pulse length on it. Figure 10.2 presents several
representations illustrating the impact of these quantities in terms of minimizing the projected
transverse emittance for a 250 pC bunch charge. Figure 10.3 does the same for the 500 pC
instance. The 3D plots all follow the same scheme. Each point in a plane marks the minimum
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emittance — z-coordinate — one can achieve for the fixed parameters, given in its x- and
y-coordinates, by varying the third, free parameter. In other words, for each fixed combination
of two quantities, the third parameter is scanned to return the minimum transverse emittance.
Missing areas in the depicted surfaces mark parameter ranges for which no successful tracking
was possible, meaning that parts of the bunch were lost on their path through cavity and beam
pipe.

A first general conclusion of theses scans is the circumstance that for initial spot sizes as
low as 1 mm in most cases for 250 pC and in all for 500 pC particles are lost during the beam
transport. Hence, small laser diameters on the cathode are less favorable for the generation
of increased bunch charges. Aiming for proper emittance compensation, this is also true for
larger diameters. In between small and large values, a charge dependent minimum of the
emittance is found. For 250 pC this is located around 3 mm, for 500 pC roughly at 4 mm. The
reason for larger spot sizes beyond these values causing a slow gain of the achievable transverse
emittance, is the increased contribution of thermal emittance. Consequently, there is an area
of compromise between small diameters, where the increased space charge density during the
early bunch generation causes a blow up of the transverse emittance, and larger diameters,
enhancing the thermal addition to the emittance. Accordingly, with growing bunch or space
charge, respectively, this tradeoff region shifts towards larger diameter values.

Another aspect worth emphasizing is the circumstance that for small diameters, stronger
RF focusing, meaning further cathode displacement, is disadvantageous for the emittance. As
seen in the bottom plots of the two figures, this effect is also visible for enlarged diameters.
Especially with regard of spot extents of 1 to 2 mm, this issue will become relevant again when
analyzing some of the results presented in section 13.2.

A further interesting behavior can be observed in the interaction of pulse length and cathode
position. For lower RF focusing i.e. displacements less than about 1.5 mm, shorter laser pulses
are more favorable to suppress transverse emittance generation. With increasing cathode
retraction this property is inverted and longer pulses generate less transverse emittance. The
latter combination, strong RF focusing and long laser pulses, returns the overall best emittance
results. In principle, a further increase in pulse length and/or further displacement of the
cathode’s head is at this point generating an even smaller emittance. Yet, extending the scope of
the analysis to other bunch attributes, it becomes obvious that these improvements are bought
at the price of a deterioration of the longitudinal emittance and in particular the bunch’s energy
spread. This issue is in general unfavorable and should be avoided, especially in the case of
the ELBE SRF Gun and its dogleg connection. In this context, figure 10.4 gives the relative
energy spread with respect to each scanned parameter interval for 250 and 500 pC. The values
given here are still moderate — less than 3 or 5 % respectively — nevertheless, the trend for a
continued retraction and even longer laser pulses is visible and limits the feasible amount of
emittance compensation realizable by these means.
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Fig. 10.2.: Results of the parameter scan for 250 pC: In each diagram the two given parameters on
the x- and y-axis are fixed, while the emittance value given on the z-axis is the result of an
optimization/scan of the free third parameter. The red star highlights the total achievable
minimum in transverse emittance of the scanned area.
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Fig. 10.4.: Relative energy spreads for the scanned parameters: The three upper curves give the aver-
aged relative energy spread with respect to each scanned parameter for 250 pC. The same
information is given by the three bottom curves for a bunch charge of 500 pC. Both studied
cases show a continuous increment for larger pulse lengths and cathode retraction. Conse-
quently, these methods are limited in their potential of transverse emittance compensation
by the simultaneously induced energy spread. Reduced spot diameters generate a similar
problem, as shown by the two bottom plots of each group.
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The parameters found for the total minima in both scans are summarized in table 10.1.
Comparing the results, one notices that the optimal cathode position remains the same, which
is in agreement with [84]. Furthermore, despite the charge being doubled, the transverse
emittance gain can be kept below a factor of two by adopting these initial beam characteristics.

Tab. 10.1.: Optimized results of the parameter scan, both, spot diameter and pulse length are given as
RMS values.

bunch charge Eacc cath. position pulse length spot diameter εn,rms rrms

[pC]
[

MV
m

]
[mm] [ps] [mm] [mm mrad] [mm]

250 8 −3.9 14 3 1.86 5.43

500 8 −3.9 17 4 2.91 5.89

For a more detailed impression of the impact of RF focusing, one can additionally compare
the evolution of the transverse emittance, as well as the bunch radius, along the simulated track.
This is done in figure 10.5 for both charge cases. The solid lines in the diagrams represent
the parameter set of table 10.1, while the dashed lines give the evolution for the same pulse
length and diameter, but with the cathode being at the height of the half cell’s backplate i.e. no
additional RF focusing. The comparisons illustrate the benefit of RF focusing for both, the
transverse emittance and the radius. With regards to the latter one, the cathode’s displacement
clearly helps to reduce the spatial extent of the bunch. However, even with active RF focusing
the bunch experiences a fast gain in its transverse extent once it leaves the cavity. This is caused
by the defocusing of the RF field in the last half cell of the resonator. The transverse expansion
makes an additional focusing element close to the cavity’s exit inevitable for a proper beam
transfer to following accelerator elements.
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Fig. 10.5.: Tracking curves for emittance and radius: The upper plot contains the results of the tracking
with Astra for the case of a 250 pC bunch charge in terms of transverse emittance and
radius of the bunch. The solid lines represent the result of the optimized set of parameters
given in table 10.1. The dashed lines depict the result of the same parameters, only with the
cathode displacement set to zero, so deactivated RF focusing. Both plots indicate a large
suppression of transverse emittance growth by RF focusing. The bunch’s transverse extent is
also reduced, however, still leaves the injector with a large divergence. Without RF focusing,
the 500 pC case, which is depicted in the bottom figure, shows a conflict with the beam pipe
limit at about 2.6 m from the cathode.
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Chapter 11.

Superconducting Solenoid

11.1. Solenoid Current

The SC solenoid of the ELBE SRF Gun II presents itself as an advancement to the normal
conducting solenoid outside the ELBE SRF Gun I cryostat, as explained in the setup and
history part of this thesis. Since it is much closer to the gun cavity’s exit, its beam dynamics
manipulation can be utilized at an earlier stage. In combination with a retracted cathode, the
solenoid allows for further improved emittance compensation and beam transport, therefore
it was also studied by simulation. Again, bunches of 250 and 500 pC were tracked up to the
location of the first experimental emittance measurement point.

To emphasize the benefits of the combination of RF focusing and the magnetic lens of the
solenoid, it is instructive to analyze the impact of the solenoid alone first. For the simulations
this means to use a set of parameters with a non-retracted cathode and examine the electron
bunch’s behavior for different magnetic field strengths i.e. solenoid currents. Such a set of
reference parameters was gained from the scans described in the previous chapter1. The results
for both, the transverse emittance as well as the bunch radius are given in figure 11.1 for a bunch
charge of 250 pC. Here, the curve for the emittance has a shallow minimum between 2 and 3 A,
while the one for the radius shows a distinct nadir at approximately 3.9 A. For currents less
than about 1.5 A and more than 5.2 A the evolution of bunch radius exceeds the beam pipe limit
of 16 mm. Consequently, without RF focusing or the solenoid or any other focusing device, no
successful beam transport of charges as large as 250 pC and above is possible for more than one
or two meters. This is also visible in figure 11.6 where the tracking curves for emittance and
radius are compared for a solenoid at the minimum emittance current. Although the solenoid
mitigates the defocusing of the last half cell when optimized for emittance compensation, it
does not reduce the beam in its radius. Both plots exhibit a major disadvantage which appears
when only the solenoid is used for emittance i.e. space charge compensation of high bunch
charges. The total minimization of the beam radius as well as emittance is not possible with the
same field. Currents between the two optimal ones may generate an acceptable solution with
compensation of the gain of both aspects.

1The settings for both bunch charges are summarized in table 16.2 in the appendix.
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Fig. 11.1.: Transverse emittance and bunch radius versus the solenoid current for a 250 pC bunch:
For this scan initial beam parameters without RF focusing, according to table 16.2 in the
appendix, were used in Astra. Emittance and radius are given at the reference point of 2.8 m
from the cathode for varying field strengths of the simulated SC solenoid. The indicated
beam pipe limit corresponds to the regular beam pipe diameter used at ELBE.
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Fig. 11.2.: The tracking curves depict the development of emittance and radius in space. While the
solid lines represent the simulation with the minimum emittance current i.e. field strength
of figure 11.1, the dashed lines give the result without solenoid. In the latter case, the beam
pipe limit is already met at 2.4 m. The large peak in the solid emittance curve right after the
cavity corresponds to the virtual emittance blow up by the transverse rotation of the bunch in
the solenoid — compare section 3.3.
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Fig. 11.4.: In analogy to figure 11.6, this figure gives the tracking curves for the 250 pC case, this time
including RF focusing. Dashed lines again represent the outcome lacking the solenoid field
— so the exact same optimization level discussed in figure 10.5. The solid lines illustrate
the improvement achieved by the solenoid, which is mostly in compensating the radius gain
after the gun cavity.
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The combination of optimized RF focusing and solenoid, however, yields much better beam
attributes, as depicted in figure 11.3 and 11.4. The first one shows the result of a solenoid
current scan with the optimized initial parameters of the 250 pC case in table 10.1. The
included RF focusing induces a dip in the transverse emittance at roughly the same current
which generates minimal beam radius. The compensation of transverse extent by the solenoid is
more significant as the one of emittance, as especially the tracking curves of the second figure
reveal. Like in figure 11.2, figure 11.4 illustrates the impact of the solenoid field by comparing
the development of emittance and radius along the beamline with and without present magnetic
field, only this time with included RF focusing. The given tracking curves of the addition of
the two effects represent a reasonable approach to emittance compensation and an invariant
envelope as introduced in section 3.1 of the theory part. In particular, when comparing these
results with the ones of the sole RF focusing in figure 10.5, the benefits of the added solenoid
are apparent.

11.2. Trace Space

Another way to understand the meaning of previous RF focusing for the effectiveness of
the solenoid is to look at the trace space of the electron bunch at different stages during the
tracking. In this context, figure 11.5 holds the same tracking curves of the optimized cases in
terms of solenoid current with and without RF focusing as the earlier figures with additionally
highlighted positions along the track. Those are set in between cavity and solenoid, just after the
solenoid at 1 m, at 2 m, and eventually at the end of the simulation at about 2.8 m. Figures 11.6
and 11.7 give the corresponding four trace spaces at those positions as computed by the
simulation for a 250 pC bunch. Not just the dimensions of the trace spaces, but also their shapes
and orientation indicate the strong difference of a bunch without — figure 11.6 — and with
— figure 11.7 — RF focusing passing through the solenoid. While the magnet compensates
the spatial defocusing of the bunch, which RF focusing alone cannot suppress sufficiently, RF
focusing itself enhances the solenoid’s impact by modifying the bunch’s dynamics beforehand.
The larger the beam diameter is at the location of the solenoid, the more spherical imaging
errors occur due to its field’s inhomogeneity. Hence, RF focusing helps impeding these effects.
The lower trace spaces of figure 11.7 represent the optimized current of figure 11.3, therefore
they generate a minimum in emittance as well as radius at 2.8 m. As the images illustrate,
this is possible, because the solenoid flips the trace space’s orientation and thus generates a
focusing trace space, which minimizes radius and divergence at the final position of the track.
Such a flip is probably also possible for the non-RF focusing case with a current that was
not investigated in detail in the figures presented above. As such a scenario corresponds to a
strongly reduced radius, it is safe to assume this being realized by the minimal radius current
of figure 11.1. Nevertheless, without RF focusing the trace space dimensions at the solenoid,
as given in the first segment of figure 11.6, prevent an emittance reduction to a larger degree
than in the presented case optimized for emittance compensation alone. Accordingly, there is a
small kink in the emittance versus solenoid current curve of figure 11.1 at about 4 A, which is
still larger in value than the shallow minimum around 2.3 A.
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Fig. 11.5.: The tracking curves for the solenoid optimization with respect to transverse emittance and
radius for the two scenarios of RF focusing: For the solid lines the optimized parameters
including a retracted cathode were used, while for the dashed lines the reference input with
a non-displaced cathode was chosen. The obvious improvement for both, emittance and
beam radius, underline the importance of combining the two techniques. At the highlighted
positions, bunch distribution files were generated during the simulation. The corresponding
trace spaces, illustrating the evolution of the bunch, are given in figure 11.6 and 11.7.
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Fig. 11.6.: Trace spaces gained from Astra for the case of optimized solenoid without RF focusing:
The positions of the snapshots correspond to the markers on the dashed lines in figure 11.5.
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Fig. 11.7.: The transverse trace spaces of a 250 pC bunch along the beamline demonstrate the interaction
of RF focusing and SC solenoid. The depicted distributions were recorded at the highlighted
positions in figure 11.5. The first one gives the trace space of the bunch between cavity and
solenoid. Different from the second distribution (red) in figure 11.6, the trace space recorded
after the solenoid shows a focusing distribution i.e. over time or a drift, respectively, in the
beamline, the bunch’s spatial extent is reduced as shown in the following two pictures.

All the simulations discussed for 250 pC, return very similar results when conducted with
500 pC. Figure 16.22 in the appendix shows about the same behavior for the transverse
emittance and beam radius with no RF focusing, while figure 16.24 locates the optimal solenoid
current for 500 pC with enabled RF focusing at about 4 A. Analogue to all results presented for
250 pC, the outcomes for 500 pC are given in figure 16.23, 16.25, 16.26, and 16.27. The results
of both optimizations of the solenoid current regarding the transverse emittance compensation,
are listed in table 11.1. In conclusion, the simulations indicate that the conjunction of the
two techniques enable appropriate bunch handling according to the theoretical emittance
compensation schemes introduced in the theory part.

Tab. 11.1.: Optimized results for the scan of the solenoid current for different scenarios: The relative
improvement is given with respect to the transverse emittance results without solenoid field.

bunch charge RF focusing Is εn,rms rel. improvement rrms

[pC] [on / off ] [A] [mm mrad] by solenoid [mm]

250 off 2.34 5.59 19.6 % 11.88

250 on 3.92 1.44 22.6 % 0.36

500 off 2.39 10.18 21.5 % 13.54

500 on 3.95 2.10 27.8 % 0.52
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Transverse Electrical Mode

12.1. Field Distribution
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Fig. 12.1.: The on-axis, magnetic peak fields of the TE011 modes around 2.5 GHz for the ELBE SRF
Gun: The field distributions are normalized to 100 mT. With small variations of the frequency,
the peak resonance of the mode can be shifted between the three TESLA cells. For a better
orientation the accelerating field of the TM mode at 8 MV/m is given in blue.

The concept of TE modes for emittance compensation is based on the introduction of a
magnetic field — much like the one of a solenoid — into the cavity, not by a permanent or
electromagnet but by the means of an RF mode. Therefore, one has to determine a higher order
mode which can be excited in the same cavity as the 1.3 GHz acceleration TM mode. As a first
approach to this matter, the TE011 mode at about 2.5 GHz was selected. Theoretical studies
of other modes, including the option of specially adapted and customized cavity shapes are
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discussed in [89]. In the case of the already existing 3.5 cell cavity, the resonance peak of the
TE011 mode can be shifted between the three full cells by small adjustments to the frequency.
The corresponding on-axis distributions of the magnetic fields are given in figure 12.1. The
maximum field amplitudes are normalized to 100 mT in this figure, while the electric field
distribution of the TM mode is given with respect to a second y-axis for a better orientation.
All three modes possess reduced side peaks in the cell(s) neighboring their global resonance
maximum.

Besides the focusing part of its field, a TE mode also generates an additional contribution
to the magnetic surface field, thus giving a certain limitation to this compensation technique.
As described in section 3.3.2, these surface fields are at their maximum in the iris region of the
resonator’s cells. Accordingly, the different variations of the 2.5 GHz TE mode each introduce
their load in terms of surface field mostly in the cell affected with their peak field. Hence,
during operation, the choice of the particular mode determines which cell receives an increased
field when compared to the sole TM mode1. In case there are localized defects in the niobium
resonator, this offers the option to avoid more sensitive i.e. limited regions. For the 100 mT
fields introduced in figure 12.1, the resulting maximum surface fields of the combination with
an 8 MV/m accelerating TM mode are given in figure 12.2.
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Fig. 12.2.: Combined surface fields of the TM mode and the TE modes presented in figure 12.1: While
the thicker green baseline displays the surface field of the sole acceleration mode, the other
lines represent the resulting combination with the three TE mode variations around 2.5 GHz.
Due to the characteristics of the TE field distribution, the major contribution to the surface
field is located at the cells’ irises.

1Furthermore, the surface fields of TE and TM mode have to be added quadratically, compare equation 14.13
in chapter 14
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12.2. Optimization and Cell Comparison

Since Astra allows the inclusion of transverse electrical fields1, the effect of a TE mode on
the electron bunch dynamics could be studied analogously to the one of RF focusing or the
solenoid. For this purpose, the three modes presented above, were examined. Electron bunches
of 250 and 500 pC were tracked through the cavity and the succeeding beamline under the
same conditions as in the previous two chapters, excluding the solenoid’s field. In this context,
figures 12.3 and 12.4 compare the outcome for the beam’s mean2 emittance and radius for
different field amplitudes of the TE mode in the second full cell. The two plots correspond to
the results with the reference parameters without RF focusing and the ones with optimized RF
focusing — both for a 250 pC bunch charge — as given in table 16.2 and 10.1. Different from
the results gained with the solenoid, the best compensation of emittance and transverse growth
in both cases is achieved at about the same field. The actual field value varies by a few tens
of millitesla between the case with and without RF focusing, yet, the minima for radius and
normalized emittance overlap in each plot. Despite this similarity, the absolute values achieved
by compensation are roughly a factor of two lower if RF focusing is included. This result is
similar for the other modes, as well as for the case of a 500 pC bunch charge. Hence, in the
following only the results of simulations including RF focusing are discussed.
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Fig. 12.3.: Transverse emittance and bunch radius versus the peak amplitude of the TE mode in the
second cell for a 250 pC bunch: This plot displays the result of a scan without RF focusing
according to table 16.2 in the appendix.

1The type of RF field selection is achieved by dedicated nomination of the input field.
2As the TE mode oscillates at a frequency different from an integer multiple of the accelerating mode or laser

repetition rate, respectively, its effective field varies from bunch to bunch. This phase dependency is discussed
later on.
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Fig. 12.4.: Again emittance and radius for a 250 pC bunch versus the amplitude of the magnetic field by
the TE mode with its resonance in the second full cell: This time RF focusing is included.
The curves show similarities to the result of the solenoid scan in figure 11.3.

When comparing the shape of the curves for different field strength to the ones the solenoid
scan yielded, a certain conformity can be found, especially for the results including RF focusing.
The relative impact on the emittance is by far lower than the one on the radius. As the TE
mode’s field is very similar to the one of a magnetic solenoid lens, this result is expectable.

Focusing on the comparison of the three variations of the inspected TE mode, a trend
becomes visible. The later the cavity cell in which the peak field is located, the larger is its
impact on emittance and radius. At the same time, later cells yield increased field amplitudes
for the best compensation, as given in table 12.1. Expressed in the words of (beam) optics this
means that a lens placed later in the track, at a wider beam, generates an increased focus of
the bunch under the condition of a higher refractivity. So, with respect to the TE mode, an
earlier focus does not cause the better beam optimization1 at least when it is combined with RF
focusing. Studies of the sole focusing by a TE mode, excluding RF focusing, show a different
result for the emittance. The beam extent is still reduced the most by a late RF lens, whereas the
smallest outcome for the emittance is achieved with the mode in the first cell. Looking at the
tracking results without RF focusing of figure 10.5 and the discussion of the simulation results
for the static solenoid in the previous chapter this can easily be understood. In the absence of an
early-on emittance compensation at the cathode, the earliest manipulation yields the best result.
However, similar to the case of the solenoid, the minimum in emittance is not gained with the
same settings as the minimum in transverse extent if no RF focusing is applied. Therefore,
the combination of the two aspects is always favorable. In general, as mentioned before, the

1This statement does of course also depend on the choice of the position at which the results are compared.
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Tab. 12.1.: Results of the emittance compensation optimization with TE mode: The minimum TE field
corresponds to the TE amplitude yielding the minimum emittance. Results without TE
mode correspond to the findings of chapter 10. Values for emittance and radius are given at
about 2.8 m from the cathode — the location of the emittance measurement station in the
diagnostics beamline.

TE freq. peak cell bunch charge εn,rms rrms min. TE field

[GHz] # [pC] [mm mrad] [mm] [mT]

— — 250 1.86 5.43 —

2.564 1 250 1.73 1.76 110

2.505 2 250 1.46 1.11 170

2.512 3 250 1.35 0.86 220

— — 500 2.91 5.89 —

2.564 1 500 2.72 2.55 100

2.505 2 500 2.34 1.71 160

2.512 3 500 2.12 1.37 210

absolute values for the transverse emittance are about a factor of two larger for the RF focusing
free case.
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Fig. 12.5.: Tracking curves for a 250 pC electron bunch for different TE mode fields: For the depicted
results the phases yielding the minimum emittance were used for all three modes, while the
solid line corresponds to the results of chapter 10.
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Figure 12.5 compares the outcome of tracking 250 pC bunches through the gun and beyond
for optimized parameters of the three different modes. The solid line in the figure corresponds
to the optimization of the input parameters without TE field, also shown in the upper part of
figure 10.5. The mean results for all modes and both bunch charges are given in table 12.1.
Furthermore, the peak fields required for these emittance compensation results are listed,
displaying the described trend. The comparison of the two charge cases additionally shows
that roughly the same fields are required to achieve an optimum beam focus. There is a
constant reduction of 10 mT from the 250 to the 500 pC cases for all three modes. Yet, as this
corresponds to the resolution of the simulation scan, it is not a significant change. Overall,
when comparing the mean results of the compensation by TE mode to the ones by solenoid —
see table 11.1 — the values for the transverse emittance are roughly the same, while the beam
radius can be reduced using the SC magnet by another factor of about 3.5. This again confirms
the optical rule for a later lens mentioned above.
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Fig. 12.6.: The emittance of a 250 pC bunch with respect to the phase and amplitude of a TE mode: The
chosen mode is the one with its main resonance in the second cell, which is also studied in
practice later on. The 3D surface indicates the phase dependency which is generated by the
variable relation of the 2.5 GHz TE mode and the 1.3 GHz TM mode, the resulting minimum
curve at 170 mT is highlighted. Figure 16.28 in the appendix displays the analogue result for
the bunch radius.

Due to their RF nature, the impact of the TE modes on the beam varies for each bunch.
For the examined instances around 2.5 GHz a sort of superposition of this frequency with
the 1.3 GHz of the accelerating TM mode for the bunches of the entire beam is the result.
Emittance, as well as radius, alternate in their value, depending on the phase difference the
individual bunches experience between these modes. For the example of the TE011 mode at
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2.505 GHz, with its peak field in the second cell1, figure 12.6 displays the outcome for the
emittance at 2.8 m for different peak fields with respect to the phase of the mode. Figure 16.28
in the appendix shows the result for the radius with respect to the same parameters. Both
representations feature the characteristic curvature of figure 12.4 regarding the field’s amplitude
and oscillating numerical results regarding the phase.

To quantify the phase dependency, the absolute and relative standard deviations for emittance
and radius for all three simulated modes and both bunch charges are given in table 12.2. As
shown here, the deviations increase with the peak cell number, the relative ones faster than the
absolute values due to the decreasing mean values for later cells. Even for 500 pC the deviation
itself stays well below 10 %. Nevertheless, this marks a disadvantage when compared to the
outcome of the solenoid simulation studies.

Tab. 12.2.: The standard deviations for transverse emittance and radius for each examined TE mode
and both simulated bunch charges: The mean results for emittance and radius are given in
table 12.1 above.

TE freq. peak cell bunch charge εn,rms deviation rrms deviation

[GHz] # [pC] [mm mrad] [%] [mm] [%]

2.564 1 250 0.05 3.1 0.08 4.7

2.505 2 250 0.09 6.1 0.06 5.1

2.512 3 250 0.09 6.9 0.07 7.5

2.564 1 500 0.08 2.8 0.10 3.8

2.505 2 500 0.15 6.2 0.10 6.0

2.512 3 500 0.18 8.7 0.11 7.9

1This corresponds to the mode tested during the measurements at JLab with the second 3.5 cell resonator, see
chapter 14.
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Chapter 13.

ELBE SRF Gun II

13.1. Energy and Phase

The experimental verification of the presented emittance compensation schemes was mainly
conducted with the ELBE SRF Gun II at HZDR. The successor of the first 3.5 cell SRF injector,
which was installed in the summer of 2014, was operated with different types of photocathodes.
During the commissioning phase and for certain test runs, a bulk copper cathode was used.
After negative results of the test with a first Cs2Te cathode, which affected the cavity’s quality,
magnesium cathodes were introduced as a less contamination critical alternative for medium to
high bunch charges. Consequently, the measurement results discussed here, were all obtained
with one of these bulk metal cathodes. Currently, a second test of a Cs2Te cathode in the injector
is planned for the near future. The differences of all relevant cathode types are discussed in
more detail in the earlier section 5.2 of part II.

The measurement of the electron bunch’s emittance takes place in the diagnostics beamline,
introduced in section 7.1. In order to determine the normalized emittance, a calibration of
the electron’s energy versus the synchronization of laser pulse and RF field i.e. the phase is
necessary. The corresponding measurements were conducted with the 180◦ spectrometer dipole
at the end of the diagnostics beamline, as described in section 7.1.3. Due to the mentioned
cavity deterioration after the installation of the first Cs2Te cathode, the acceleration gradient
was limited to about 8 MV/m1. Figure 13.1 summarizes the results of energy and energy spread
measurements for different phases performed at this gradient with a copper cathode.

During a measurement dedicated to examine the impact of RF focusing, there was an
incident2. Although the exact cause could not be clarified, ramifications of this incident were
the activation of a field emitter close to the photocathode. As a consequence thereof, the stable
operation gradient was again reduced due to the increased helium consumption. Hence, later
measurements were conducted at 7 to 7.5 MV/m. The corresponding calibration of the energy
and energy spread for 7 MV/m is given in figure 13.2. This measurement was conducted with a
magnesium cathode at a different cathode position and pulse length then the one at 8 MV/m.
Furthermore, the increased dark current, which, as the emitter’s location is in the direct vicinity

1Before, stable gradients of up to 10 MV/m were successfully tested in CW operation.
2Compare the following section 13.2, particularly figure 13.3 and 13.5.
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Fig. 13.1.: Energy and energy spread versus the laser phase: The results were obtained with a below 1 pC
bunch charge measurement at about 8.1 MV/m accelerating gradient. The zero is defined by
the RF phase at the moment the laser hits the photocathode.

of the cathode, gets transported through the entire cavity, beamline and eventually spectrometer
dipole, increases the measured spread of the energy significantly. Compared to the earlier
calibration, the results are further apart from the simulation values. For the normalization
of the emittance values, however, only the energy results, which are in good agreement with
simulation, are required.
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Fig. 13.2.: The energy and energy spread measured with an accelerating gradient of approximately
7.2 MV/m and a bunch charge of 4 pC after the activation of a field emitter due to cathode
movements: The additional dark current affects the measured energy spread.
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13.2. Initial Parameters – RF Focusing

Following the earlier presented simulation studies, the ELBE SRF Gun II was used to examine
the impact of the initial beam parameters on the electron beam’s behavior in terms of transverse
emittance. The investigated parameters are therefore the cathode position with respect to the
cavity, the laser pulse length, and the initial bunch diameter i.e. laser spot size on the cathode.
All experimental settings of the measurements of interest are summarized in table 16.3 in the
appendix.

13.2.1. RF Focusing

First experiments with a varying cathode displacement were conducted during the commis-
sioning phase of the SRF injector [51]. These tests were performed with the initially installed
copper cathode. Hence, the studied bunch charges were in the 1 to 2 pC domain. At this level
thermal emittance and RF contributions are dominating and space charge compensation plays
a negligible role. The results for a scan of the entire range of the cathode position, so about
1.2 mm, are shown in figure 13.3âŢd̄. The plot concludes the outcomes of two experimental
sessions for the same bunch charge of about 1.7 pC and a laser spot diameter of 2.3 mm. Within
the systematical uncertainty, the results are in good agreement with the prediction by simulation.
The small kink in the depicted trend can be explained with minor deviations in the setup from
the first to the second experimental session1.
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Fig. 13.3.: Result of a scan of the transverse emittance versus the cathode position performed with a
low (≈ 1.7 pC) bunch charge using the copper cathode.

1Although great attention was paid to achieving identical conditions for systematical studies, small variations
in e.g. temperature affect the laser performance and after retuning its transverse profile.
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When, after the suboptimal experiences with a semiconductor cathode1, the first adequately
cleaned and prepared magnesium cathode was available in the SRF injector, studies of RF
focusing with increased bunch charges could be conducted. Prior to the beam dynamics
measurements, the displacement of this cathode with respect to the niobium resonator was
determined, using the setup introduced in section 6.3.2. The result of this measurement is
given in figure 16.29 in the appendix. In the first experiment bunches of about 120 pC were
generated using a relatively small laser spot with a radius of only 0.4 mm. As a consequence,
the simulation of the beam — as shown in figure 13.4 — did not indicate any benefit for
the transverse emittance by further cathode retraction i.e. increased RF focusing. This is a
characteristic of a small initial beam extent, which is already described in chapter 10 and
illustrated by the results of figure 10.2. Apart from that, the beam radius itself at the reference
point2 gets significantly reduced for an increased displacement not larger than 1.5 mm. Both
trends, the one for emittance as well as the one for radius, set by the simulation, are confirmed
by the experimental data in figure 13.4. Albeit, an offset between measured values and
simulation is visible. As this one is roughly independent from the actual cathode position, it
hints towards further contributors to the emittance not covered in simulation. Those might arise
from inhomogeneities in the transverse laser distribution as well as pointing instabilities of the
laser beam itself on the cathode3.
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Fig. 13.4.: Measurement for 120 pC of transverse emittance for different cathode positions: As the used
spot diameter was about 0.8 mm the emittance is increased for a further retracted cathode
(compare chapter 10). Since during the measurement a strong field emitter was activated,
only four positions could be evaluated.

1The first Cs2Te cathode was installed in the ELBE SRF Gun II in early 2015 once the prerequisite cathode
transfer system had been installed.

2As mentioned in part II, the transverse beam attributes are recorded at about 2.8 m from the cathode, which
represents the location of the second screen station.

3For a further discussion, refer to section 13.3.3.
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During the measurements for different cathode locations an incident occurred after or while,
respectively, moving the cathode from the fourth to the fifth position. Before each emittance
measurement, a phase scan of the beam current in the Faraday cup was conducted to record the
phase shift caused by the altered cathode retraction. The resulting curves of these scans for the
measurement discussed above are given — without any systematical errors — in figure 13.5.
There is a strong increase of the background dark current visible between the earlier recordings
and the ones at −0.91 mm. Obviously, an additional emitter, independent of the laser, had been
activated. The first suspicion of a mechanical contact of the cathode to the cavity in the course
of the movement could be excluded by evaluating other surveillance data of the injector1. The
dark current itself was still visible after returning the cathode to its starting position. At first, the
analysis of the dark current’s energy spectrum indicated an emitter very close to the cathode’s
center, probably even located on the photocathode itself [78]. RF measurements after a later
removal of the cathode during a maintenance shift of the accelerator proved, nevertheless, that
the field emitter was still present, hence, sited on the cavity surface itself. In situ processing of
the resonator did not yield any improvement. The only measure to mitigate the dark current
was (and still is) an inversion of the bias DC voltage to +5 kV. There is reason to believe in a
connection of the field emitter activation to the unsuccessful test of the first Cs2Te cathode as
the surface layer of that particular photocathode, which was found to be contaminated, may
have left residues i.e. particles in the cavity. One of these potential emitters may have been
activated due to changes in the RF field distribution caused by varying the cathode position.
Because of the inaccessibility of the affected region, no further evidence could be gained so far.
The increased dark current, however, raised the gun’s heat load during operation and therefore
lowered the stable operation gradient once more. To avoid any other deterioration of injector
operation, any further studies including cathode movements were canceled for the time being,
limiting the experimental RF focusing survey to the results presented above.
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Fig. 13.5.: Phase scan signals of the RF focusing measurement recorded during the experiment of
figure 13.4: After moving to the fifth position at −0.91 mm from the back plate of the half
cell, a strong increase of dark current was recorded.

1In the circumstance of such a contact, a short of the bias DC voltage would have been recorded.
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13.2.2. Pulse Length

Besides the cathode displacement, the laser pulse length represents another control variable of
the initial bunch characteristics. In a first order description, a longer bunch should always induce
less transverse emittance as it experiences lower transverse space charge forces. When further
effects, such as the time variance of the RF field, are introduced, this changes as discussed
and analyzed by simulation in chapter 10. The results presented there1 indicate a rather small
impact of the pulse length on the transverse emittance even for higher bunch charges unless
extreme conditions for the spot diameter or cathode retraction are chosen. The disadvantage
of increasing the pulse length with respect of the energy spread is also discussed in the that
chapter. Longer electron bunches are more sensitive to the RF nature of the accelerating field,
inducing a disparity in the energy gain. Like described at earlier occasions, the dogleg/dipole
section, used for the connection to the main accelerator, is the main limitation in the case of the
current ELBE SRF injector.

For an experimental examination, the laser pulse length has to be varied while ideally no
other parameter at the gun itself is changed. Due to several reasons, such as a longer downtime
of the main oscillator of the laser, this could not be realized with the SRF Gun II. However, at
least one additional pulse length was made available by exchanging a birefringent crystal in
the 100 kHz amplifier. The new RMS pulse length was determined via cross-correlation to be
9.81± 0.11 ps, which is a gain of about 40 % compared to the earlier length of 7.03± 0.08 ps —
compare equation 5.9. Since in between measurements with this pulse length and the previous
one the stable accelerating gradient was reduced2 and an exchange of the magnesium cathode
was conducted, commensurable experimental conditions could hardly be generated. Figure 13.6
for example shows the results of emittance measurements versus different laser phases with a
bunch charge of 35 pC for both pulse lengths. Yet, although in both cases about the same laser
spot size was used, the differences in gradient and cathode position i.e. RF focusing make the
already small distinction in terms of emittance even less significant as the simulation curves in
that figure indicate. The measured values themselves only show a clear gap for lower phases.
However, the corresponding results in the case of the shorter pulse length exhibit an additional
large deviation from the simulation as well as the other experimental results, indicating a
systematical error of these recordings.

In order to achieve a thorough analysis of the impact of the laser pulse length on the
transverse emittance compensation, supplementary measurements with at least several more
laser settings at stable gun parameters are necessary.

1Compare figure 10.2 and 10.3.
2Compare previous section.
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Fig. 13.6.: Emittance versus the pulse length: The transverse emittance was recorded versus different
phases for two different pulse lengths, in both cases the same bunch charge of about 35 pC
was used. Most of the other parameters had been changed in the meantime, as the variation
of the pulse length was performed about half a year after the first measurement was done.
Hence, the differences for the two cases — excluding the first three data points of the shorter
pulse length — are barely resolvable.

13.2.3. Spot Diameter

The initial transverse extent of the electron bunch, determined by the laser spot size on the
photocathode, represents the transverse counterpart of the longitudinal pulse length. Very
similar to the latter one, the adjustment of this parameter for emittance compensation presents
itself as a tradeoff. Smaller spot sizes cause an increased space charge density during the
low energy bunch generation, so where it is very sensitive to these radial forces. Larger laser
diameters, on the other hand, generate an increased initial transverse extent, in turn enhancing
the emittance because of the RF field’s deviation off of the beam axis. Hence, the goal of any
optimization is to find the best compromise in between both extremes. In general, this ideal
value gains with increasing bunch charge — as for example shown in table 10.1 in chapter 10.

While in the discussed simulations a uniform transverse intensity distribution of the laser is
assumed, the real profile is much closer to a Gaussian one, as descried in section 5.1.2. This
circumstance shifts the optimum spot radius and alters the absolute improvement in terms of
emittance, however, the fundamental concept stays the same. With the currently available laser
power density and in particular the sub-percent QE of the magnesium cathodes, increased laser
spot diameters are already a prerequisite to generate bunch charges beyond 100 pC. The area of
sufficient intensity in the transverse distribution is limited, as shown for example in figure 5.9.
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Therefore, enhancing the spot size is confined by the radius of this area, which is typically
around 0.8 to 1.2 mm.

In order to experimentally review the impact of a varied laser spot size on the transverse
emittance, all other parameters have to be kept constant while only this one is modified. This
is achieved by the use of different apertures in the UV laser path during stable gun operation
at fixed settings. Consequently, the (maximum) bunch charge generated with the smallest
aperture defines the benchmark value for the other ones1. The results of such an experiment
for a charge of 70 pC are given in figure 13.7. The data were generated with a magnesium
cathode at −1.8 mm and an accelerating gradient of about 7.2 MV/m. As the simulation curve
in the plot shows, the optimum value is expected to be around an RMS diameter of 1.7 mm.
For larger spot sizes, the emittance gains slowly while a steep rise can be observed for values
smaller than 0.9 mm. Although showing an offset of almost 50 % of the simulated data, the
measurements confirm this trend. An explanation for the deviation might again be given by the
inhomogeneous real laser distribution as well as the bunch to bunch instability of the laser spot
position, increasing the signal measured on the YAG screens2.
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Fig. 13.7.: Emittance versus the spot size: The transverse emittance was recorded for a bunch of 70 pC
generated with different laser spot sizes on the cathode. The four data points correspond to
the RMS size measured on the virtual cathode using the four available apertures in the UV
track of the drive laser.

1The adaption of the bunch charge generated with larger apertures is realized with an optical attenuator in the
laser beamline.

2For a further discussion, see section 13.3.3.
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13.3. Superconducting Solenoid

13.3.1. Steering

The solenoid rests on a platform connected to two steppers, which are able to move it around
the beam pipe, inside the cryomodule. As described in section 6.2, the purpose of this setup
is to enable compensation for potential asymmetries of the magnet’s field with respect to the
beam axis. Although the coil’s field was characterized as accurately as technically possible
— compare section 6.2.2 — and the magnet itself geometrically aligned, deviations from the
electrical axis of the cavity can not be excluded neither determined before cool down. Therefore,
the idea of this design is that by slightly shifting the magnet with respect to the beam, the
accordingly expectable transport errors can be counterbalanced during operation.
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Fig. 13.8.: Examples of the solenoid steering recorded during the commissioning phase: The spots in
the left part of the figure were recorded for different solenoid currents on the first YAG screen
after the SRF injector. Besides focusing the bunch, the solenoid moves the electrons in the
transverse plane, as the combination of the recordings on the right shows. Using the installed
steppers, this steering can be compensated according to the chosen current.

In the course of the commissioning process of the ELBE SRF Gun II the impact of the
solenoid operation on the beam position was analyzed using small bunch charges. Figure 13.8
gives the result of such a measurement for different solenoid currents determined with the first
screen station1 after the gun. The quantitative effect of steering measured at this position is
rather small, as depicted in the overlap image in the right part of the figure. Depending on which
current yields the best focus or emittance compensation, respectively, the depicted horizontal
and/or vertical translation can be corrected with the earlier described steppers. In case of a
different orientation of the magnetic and electric axes, a minor amount of beam modification
will always remain present as no remote tilting of the magnet is possible2.

1The first screen is located about 1.5 m from the cathode, so roughly 0.8 m from the center of the SC solenoid
in the gun module.

2As a consequence, advanced concepts of remote movement control of the integrated magnet are being
discussed for future versions of the ELBE SRF injector.
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13.3.2. High Bunch Charge Measurements

Using the increased QE of magnesium cathodes, the experimental check of the emittance
compensation by the SC solenoid was performed. In this context emittance measurements of
bunch charges around 100 pC and above were conducted at different solenoid field strengths
i.e. operation currents. At this charge level a certain minimum of focus of the beam is required
to avoid beam loss and have sufficient signal on the screen of the measurement setup. As a
result, only a confined interval of solenoid currents can be scanned properly. The outcome of
such an experiment for a bunch charge of 160 pC is presented in figure 13.9. The results with
their systematical uncertainties are accompanied by emittance values gained from an Astra
simulation for the same underlying parameters.
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Fig. 13.9.: A solenoid scan for a bunch charge of 160 pC: The signals were recorded with the second
magnesium cathode. Varying the solenoid current obviously changes the transverse emit-
tance. Although the minimal emittance current roughly corresponds with simulation, the
absolute values recorded in experiment differ from the theoretical prediction. Reasons for
the additional emittance are discussed in section 13.3.3.

Within the covered range of solenoid currents a clear minimum for the transverse emittance
is found around 3.5 A. For larger currents, the measured values follow a trend parallel to the
one of the simulation, while for lower currents a steep decay towards the minimum is visible.
As discussed in the simulation part, the combination of RF focusing and a solenoid induces an
overlap of the minimum of transverse extent and emittance with respect to the magnet’s field
strength1. Thus, the strong decline in the left part of the experimental results can be explained
by an increased sensitivity of the emittance measurement to the bunch radius, which shows

1Compare e.g. figure 11.3.
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a similar behavior for the corresponding currents1. Reasons for the general offset between
measurement and simulation are discussed later on.

To proceed the investigation of the solenoid’s impact on the electron bunch, the shape of
the recorded trace space with respect to different fields is — for the same experiment discussed
above — illustrated in figure 13.10. Analyzing the evolution of the depicted distributions and
their simulated counterparts, a certain trend, similar to the one found in section 11.2 in the
simulation part, is observed. The development shows the transition from a focusing (tilted
backwards) distribution to a defocusing one, where the optimum is given by the compressed,
minimal area in trace space in between both situations. In a simplified explanation, this outcome
is caused by the opposing movement of the upper and lower half of the trace space parallel to
the horizontal (y-) axis. The difference in the findings of the simulations of section 11.2 and the
experimental as well as simulated results presented here, is that the simulation models different
trace spaces corresponding to different positions along the beamline, whereas in figure 13.10
the trace spaces refer to different solenoid fields. Consequently, a similar development of the
bunch’s trace space for lower currents, yielding a transverse minimum at a later location in the
beamline, is to be expected. In summary, controlling the solenoid’s focus i.e. its field amplitude
allows to shift the emittance minimum along the beamline — within, of course, certain limits.
This explains — and experimentally proves — the purpose of the SC solenoid within the
concept of the invariant envelope for emittance compensation, introduced in section 3.1. As
illustrated in figure 3.1, the solenoid’s focus is supposed to be adjusted to coincide with the next
accelerating module to use its large energy boost for a conservation of the emittance minimum
and hence a compensation of space charge forces.

1The radii measured at the different solenoid currents for 160 pC (and other cases) are given in figure 16.30 in
the appendix.
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Fig. 13.10.: Trace space distributions of the electron bunch for different solenoid fields/currents: The
images on the left correspond to reconstructed trace spaces from the measurement data,
while the ones on the right were generated by simulation. Both sides show the rotation of
the bunch in trace space, resulting in a minimal area around 3.5 A. As the last recorded
trace space on the left indicates, the bunch already expands over the screen of the beam
profiler due to overfocusing by the solenoid at the location of the recording.
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In total, four solenoid scans were performed with two different magnesium cathodes for
bunch charges of up to 220 pC. The results, including the ones discussed above, are summarized
in figure 13.11. The displayed comparisons — each one is for one cathode, hence, the same RF
focusing and pulse length — illustrate the influence of the bunch charge itself on the transverse
emittance and its compensation. In both cases the charge is roughly doubled. In order to
achieve this, the laser spot size on the photocathode had to be increased. Hence, the gain in
emittance — in simulation as well as experiment — is reduced as compared to a lineup of
doubled bunch charges for equal parameters. In the upper plot this effect is further enhanced by
an increase of the gradient and thus the beam energy.
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Fig. 13.11.: All measurements of transverse emittance for different solenoid currents: The upper plot
gives the results of measurements with the first magnesium cathode and shorter pulse length,
while the lower one contains results gained with the second cathode and longer pulse length.
The correspondingly measured radii for all scans are given in figure 16.30 in the appendix.
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13.3.3. Discussion of Deviations

Similar to the results presented in the context of the solenoid scans, all experimentally found
emittance values for increased bunch charges exhibit a significant deviation from the results
gained by the Astra driven simulations. In the following, a summary of known effects being
responsible — individually as well as in combination — for this discrepancy of the theoretical
prediction and experimental results is given:

• The inhomogeneity of the transverse laser distribution as described in section 5.1.2 and
illustrated in the examples in figure 16.4 and 16.5 in the appendix, represents a major
difference between theoretical assumption and experimental reality. Especially for larger
bunch charges, where larger spot diameters are used, the deviation from the Gaussian
distribution presumed in the modeling is relevant. One way to resolve this issue is to
switch to other simulation codes which allow non-symmetric input files or even manually
extend Astra to do the same. Other options include approaches from the experimental
side. Increasing the QE of the photocathode, by switching to another type of material,
enables to optically widen the central, more Gaussian part of the laser distribution and cut
more of the irregularities. Alternatively, the profile itself can be modified i.e. corrected
early on on the side of the laser1. So, for this subject the choice is basically between a
better description of the existing state by simulation or an improvement of the same one
in reality.

• During the bunch generation the transverse asymmetries in the laser pulse are facing
inhomogeneities in the QE distribution on the surface of the cathode. After laser cleaning
or coating of the cathode head, the emission of electrons shows different efficiencies for
different areas which contribute to an asymmetric charge distribution in the generated
bunch [101].

• Looking at the cathode itself, another unknown contributor to the thermal emittance is
given by the surface roughness, as discussed in [71] and [72]. This factor is not accounted
for in the simulations. Due to the photo cathode layer’s sensitivity, there is no practical
way for an in situ determination of the surface roughness of activated i.e. laser cleaned or
coated cathodes. An approach to determine this parameter after the use of a cathode in
the injector might give a first impression of its nature.

• The pointing stability of the laser is another issue increasing the measured emittance. On
the one hand, it becomes relevant in combination with the asymmetric QE distribution of
the photocathodes. On the other hand and even more important is the resulting stability
of the electron beam. Along the entire optical beamline, the used transport elements
— i.e. mirrors and lenses — face mechanical vibrations, causing pointing fluctuations.
Although the laser table itself is adequately stabilized, the rest of the optical beamline
has no such vibrations compensation. Especially the very last mirror inside the beam
pipe is affected by vibrations originating from vacuum pumps. As the measurement is
averaged over several bunches, the result of the transverse emittance is hereby increased,

1See [98].
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depending on the particular size of the beam at the slit. Larger beams consequently
induce even larger deviations of the measured emittance — compare figure 13.11.

• Another difference between the description by simulation and reality may be caused by
the RF field’s distribution inside the cavity during beam operation. While the numerical
model assumes an ideal distribution, the actual field in the cooled cavity as experienced
by the electron bunch may succumb certain variations. As mentioned in section 7.1.2
the electrical axis of the cavity is determined by a beam based alignment procedure.
This technique, however, is not free of uncertainty or error and does not reflect on all
deviations of the field symmetry which increase the bunch’s emittance.

• In addition to the RF field, the tilt in the magnetic field axis of the solenoid causes
aberration errors in the beam transport, enhancing the transverse emittance. Again such a
deviation is not covered in the simulation.

• The increased dark current in the ELBE SRF Gun II represents another contributor to the
measured emittance. For larger bunch charges though, this factor is of less relevance.

• Further, unconsidered effects in the simulation are wake fields due to sudden changes in
the beam pipe radius1 and external fields which may reach the beam in the unshielded
beam pipe2.

• Beyond all physical reasons causing an increase of the actual beam emittance, the mea-
surement setup itself features sources of uncertainty. In the case of the slit measurement,
which was used for all high bunch charge measurements, most of them are represented in
the given systematical error intervals. Albeit, pixel errors of the used cameras and screens
can hardly be estimated. In general terms of improvement of the existing setup, an
upgrade of the cameras is another option worthwhile considering. Eventually a revision
of the at times unreliable data acquisition software3 should also not be unmentioned.

1Screen stations — an analysis of this minor effect is made in [78].
2The installed vacuum gauges of the ELBE accelerator operate with permanent magnets. One such magnet,

which was found to slightly rotate the SRF Gun’s beam, was already removed.
3The obviously missing data point for 3.5 A in the 80 pC case of the bottom plot in figure 13.11 is, for example,

caused by the fact that the corresponding data set was corrupted during recording. Unfortunately, at this particular
time the issue was discovered after the experiment. On other occasions measurements could be retaken.
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Chapter 14.

TE Mode – Large Grain Cavity at JLab

14.1. RF Measurements

To understand the results of the TE mode experiments conducted with a second 3.5 cell gun
cavity at JLab, one has to understand the fundamental steps of an RF quality measurement.
The necessary equations and variables are introduced here according to the setup description
in chapter 8. In particular figure 8.3 is helpful to understand the origin of the used variable
denomination. A more detailed analysis and general discussion of such measurements can be
found in chapter 8 of [10].

With the goal of determining the intrinsic quality Q0 of a mode in a cavity1 at high fields,
certain physical values have to be measured during a low field characterization. One of them is
the decay time τ, which is received from an exponential fit to the decay of the stored energy

β

β β

β

Fig. 14.1.: Defined by the type of coupling,
the reflected power for a forwarded
power pulse as in the lower left
curve is given by one of the four
upper curves [126].

once the input power is turned off2. Using τ, the
so-called loaded quality can be determined,

Ql = 2 π f τ. (14.1)

Another important parameter is the coupling factor
β, which is obtained from the ratio of the reflected
to the forwarded power,

β =

1 ±
√

Pr
P f

1 ∓
√

Pr
P f

. (14.2)

Depending on the type of coupling — over, under,
or critical coupled —, the numerical value of β
varies. The type of the present case can be found
by analyzing the reflected power signal for a pulsed excitation during a measurement, as
illustrated in figure 14.1. In the instance of an over coupling, which was the case for both

1Q0 is defined in equation 1.26 in part I.
2The stored energy is usually deduced from the reflected or transmitted power.
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modes, TM and TE, for the presented measurements, the upper signs in equation 14.2 are used.
This is motivated by the physical reason that the coupling itself has to be positive.

The power balance for each mode, generated from all individually recorded power measure-
ments, yields the dissipated power of each mode in the cavity,

⇒ Pd = P f − Pt − Pr. (14.3)

P f equals the forward power and Pt the transmitted power, which is the sum of the correspond-
ing powers measured for each mode at the small field probe (pickup antenna) and the other
coupler

Pt = Ptp + Ptmc/hc , (14.4)

while Pr gives the reflected power, being labeled as Prhc/mc respectively in figure 8.3. Combining
the earlier determined values for Ql and τ with the dissipated power enables the computation of
a Q0 for lower field amplitudes,

⇒ Q0 = Ql ·

(
1 + β ·

(
1 +

Pt

Pd

)
+

Pt

Pd

)
. (14.5)

From this parameter, the external quality factor of the transmitted power at the field probe, Qt,
can be deduced. This factor stays the same independent of the field intensity.

⇒ Qt = Q0 ·
Pd

Pt
(= const.) . (14.6)

Therefore, it can be utilized to determine the intrinsic quality, Q0, at higher fields,

⇒ Q0 = Qt ·
Pt

Pd
. (14.7)

Knowing the geometrical factor R/Q, which describes the scaling of the electric field by the
input power, the corresponding accelerating field gradient of the TM mode can be determined,

Eacc =

√
R
Q · Q0 · Pd

l
. (14.8)

To calculate the on-axis magnetic field of a TE mode, the scaling factor Bρ is required. The
corresponding equation for the field, which is depending on the frequency f , is then given by

Bz = Bρ ·

√
Q0

2π f
· Pd. (14.9)
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Both values, the one for R/Q and the one for Bρ, were gained by simulation. In equation 14.8√
R
Q

l
= 36.5

√
Ω

m
(14.10)

was used [104], while for the examined TE mode

Bρ = 83
mT
√

J
(14.11)

was determined [128].

(14.12)

14.2. Results

Once the niobium resonator had been cooled down to about 2 K at the JLab vertical test stand,
the RF equipment was installed and calibrated. The central measurements were conducted in
three separate steps. At first, the sole quality of the TM mode was determined at high fields.
This measurement yielded a quench limit of the performance at about 10 MV/m accelerating
field. As this value had been observed for this particular cavity in tests prior to the endgroup
modifications, it matched the expectations. At the second stage of the experiment, the TE mode
had to be identified in the resonance spectrum of the cooled cavity. Afterwards, a similarly
isolated quality determination of this mode was conducted. The quality factor found for the TE
case was in the order of 7.7 · 107, therefore somewhat lower than expectation of about 1.1 · 1010

gained from simulation.

Combining the two individual modes in the third stage of the measurements marked the
true novel character of the experiment. For this purpose, the TM mode was excited first and
ramped up to a level just below its quench limit. The Q0 results for the corresponding fields are
given in figure 14.2. With this mode held at a steady level, the TE mode was excited in parallel
and also slowly raised. Figure 14.3 gives the induced on-axis peak field versus the forwarded
power.

During all stages of the experiment, the external quality factors — so basically the coupling
— of all three antennas to the two modes was determined. As only the TM or TE mode,
respectively, was excited in the first two measurements, the coupling could be characterized
via direct connections. For the parallel measurement, the setup depicted in figure 8.3 had to
be connected to separate the RF signals. The combined results are given in table 14.1. The
external quality of the hook coupler with respect to the TE mode was far less than measured
at room temperature before1 and expected from simulation. This induced an increased RF
power demand of this mode. The available resources eventually limited the field advance at

1At room temperature a Qext of 3.4 · 109 was found.
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Fig. 14.2.: Q0 measurement for the TM mode: The quench limit of the resonator is around 10 MV/m.

roughly 47 mT on-axis field inside the cavity. Part of the reason for this might be the exchange
of the gasket of the TE mode’s hook coupler during the clean room assembly, as described in
section 8. The normal conducting steel ring could have reduced the Q0, while the coupling
was possibly changed due the consequent alteration of the penetration depth. Nevertheless, the
actual reason for this deviation of two orders of magnitude remains unclear. It is possible that
the field distributions differs significantly from the one assumed in simulation1. The agreement
of the measured values in single and combined mode, however, proves that no significant
interference in the coupling was induced by the additional components of the RF setup and the
simultaneous mode operation itself.

Tab. 14.1.: External quality factors determined for both investigated modes at all three connected RF
antennas of the measurement: Each coupling was characterized for the modes individually
by a direct connection (single) during the first and second part and with the installed RF
setup shown in figure 8.3 in the third part of the experiment (combined).

Qext main coupler hook coupler pickup antenna

TM mode at 1.3 GHz single 5.13 · 109 6.75 · 1010 8.29 · 1010

combined 6.05 · 109 8.81 · 1010 7.47 · 1010

TE mode at 2.5 GHz single 1.11 · 1010 1.40 · 107 7.62 · 1010

combined 1.23 · 1010 1.63 · 107 4.18 · 1010

1In addition to the mainly examined one, other TE modes were studied during the second part of the experiment.
The determined coupling values were all in the range as the one given in table 14.1. This indicates a general offset
of this antenna from its theoretical model, which expects Qext values in the order of 109 to 1010.
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While the TE mode was increased, an error in the measurement of the reflected power
occurred. As a consequence, the computed result for the dissipated power Pd turned negative,
which lacks any physical justification. This is the reason why figure 14.3 gives the field versus
the forwarded power instead of the mode’s quality factor over the induced field. The field levels
at which this error was present, are recognizable by the large error bars in the same figure.
Because of the limited time frame of the experiments, the reason for these deviations could not
be investigated any further.
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Fig. 14.3.: On-axis magnetic peak field generated by the TE mode in the central full cell of the gun
cavity: The field was excited in parallel with the 1.3 GHz TM mode at about 10 MV/m.
Between about 45 and 75 W the measurement of the reflected power — compare figure 8.3
— had an error, which caused the disproportionately large error bars of the calculated field
values in this region. A maximum field of approximately 47 mT was generated, limited by
the available RF power in the 2.5 GHz branch of the setup.

In conclusion, the experiment at JLab remains the first successful test of the parallel
operation of a transverse magnetic and electric mode in an SC injector cavity. The expectable
challenges of the instability of the superconductivity by increased surface field, as well as RF
difficulties like crosstalk of the couplers, did not cause any major limitations to the operation
and hence, proves the basic concept applicable. Nevertheless, when looking at the actually
realized field values, figure 14.4 shows the simulated result for the combined peak surface field
met at the experiment, the contribution by the TE mode was rather small. Hence, an impact
on the maximum accelerating gradient by larger fields of the TE mode are still plausible. The
combined surface field of

Bs =

√
B2

sTM
+ B2

sTE
(14.13)
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has a maximum value of about 47 mT for the realized case. For an on-axis focusing field of, for
example, 150 mT the TE contribution is larger and the combined surface field reaches values
of up to 82.3 mT. This is still below the theoretical limit of 200 mT1, but might exceed local
limitations of impurities specifically in the iris region. Therefore, further tests in which either
the coupling of the hook coupler or the available RF power or both are improved, are advisable.
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Fig. 14.4.: The peak combined surface field generated during the measurement at JLab: The chosen TE
mode has its maximum field in the second full cell of the gun cavity, compare figure 12.2.
Therefore, it mostly contributes to the surface field in the region of the second and third irises.
Due to the distribution of the TM mode’s surface field, the relative elevation is less than 4 %.

1Compare figure 1.4 and [10].
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Chapter 15.

Summary

Summarizing the content of this work, the concept of an SRF injector provides an exciting
and relevant research topic in the field of accelerator physics. The motivation for it is given
by its advantages over the other commonly used electron source technologies. While DC
injectors are restricted to lower accelerator gradients by field emission, normal conducting
RF guns are limited in their duty cycle by their heat load. SRF injectors offer a way out of
these constraints. Although, when compared to the state-of-the-art representatives of the more
experienced technologies1, SRF injectors might not exceed, their physical concept possesses
a lot of potential where other approaches have already reached the end of their tuning and
optimization abilities. The compact size and ability to operate in full CW at high gradients are
therefore reason enough to continue the research and development of this technology2. The
ELBE accelerator facility, as a multipurpose machine with a strong focus on CW operation,
represents an ideal example for the application of the SRF injector concept. In this context, the
history of the ELBE SRF Gun program — see section 1.3 — demonstrates the innovation and
progress made so far.

Focusing on the subject of emittance compensation, which marks a major challenge in
comparison to normal conducting injectors, this thesis presents and discusses the concepts
for the ELBE SRF Gun II in detail. The successor of the pioneering SRF Gun I features
the implementation of an SC solenoid in its cryomodule. The successful operation of this
magnet provides links and valuable experiences to other projects in the community. So, while
for example an earlier application of a similar magnet at the Navel Postgraduate School in
Monterey, California, failed and could only be operated in pulsed mode [34], the technologies
developed and described within the framework of this work solved the corresponding cooling
problems and provided stable operation conditions. These are experiences from which, for
example, the ongoing development of a 1.6 cell SRF injector at the HZB benefits via its
cooperation with the HZDR.

As another compensation scheme, RF focusing is examined. On the practical side, this was
done by the development of a direct measurement setup for the in situ determination of the exact
cathode displacement. Using the integrated cathode tuner, this information was then combined

1In case of DC injectors the Cornell injector may serve as one of the best examples [129], while the RF gun at
the Photoinjector Test Facility Zeuthen (PITZ) reflects the state of contemporary RF injector technology [130].

2Furthermore, SRF injectors offer interesting vacuum conditions and a cryogenic environment for the
application of newly developed, sensitive photocathodes, a topic which was also briefly touched in this work.
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with emittance measurements to analyze different focusing strengths. And, although the high
bunch charge measurements were limited by the throwback of a field emitter activation, the
proof-of-principle as well as a partial characterization of the effect were concluded successfully.

Part III of this thesis provides an extensive analysis and illustration of the introduced
emittance compensation schemes for the particular case of the ELBE SRF Gun by simulation.
Special attention is paid to the discussion of the externally controllable bunch parameters and
their interaction. As a result, the spot size and pulse length are found to have a tradeoff character
in their impact and need to be optimized for the particular requirements of the application.
Similar insights are gained for the cathode retraction itself. Furthermore, the importance of
the combination of the latter one with the solenoid becomes apparent in the course of the
interpretation of the linked simulation results. RF focusing enables the potential of the SC
magnet to combine the focus in emittance and transverse extent at one location for an optimized
beam transport, realizing the invariant envelope concept introduced in the theory part.

As mentioned above, the experimental examination of the compensation schemes with the
ELBE SRF Gun II faced certain challenges. Besides the one for RF focusing, the comparison
of different pulse lengths turned out to be a difficult task to undertake under the given circum-
stances, offering room for improvement of these conditions1. By the cross-correlation setup,
developed and implemented as part of this work, a first improvement in terms of the corre-
sponding diagnostics was achieved. The results of other emittance measurements, especially
the ones conducted with the solenoid, demonstrate the working principle of the compensation
techniques. They follow the general trends predicted by simulation, with the specific conditions
and difficulties of the experimental measurements2 causing larger deviations of the results from
the predicted ones. These are discussed in section 13.3.3. Some of the reasons for additional
contribution to the measured transverse emittance may serve as recommendations for future
enhancements and/or corrections of the existing setup.

Besides initial bunch parameters, RF focusing and an SC solenoid, the novel scheme
of a TE mode for emittance compensation was studied. The corresponding experiments,
conducted at JLab, are the first to cover the parallel excitement of a TM and TE mode in a gun
cavity and serve as an initiation for further tests. Again, although slightly limited, this first
experiment proves the feasibility of the fundamental concept. As an extension to the plain RF
measurements, the impact of the chosen TE mode on the electron bunch during acceleration
was examined in detail, using the same simulation tools applied for the modeling of the other
emittance compensation schemes. Similar to the findings for the solenoid, these simulations
show the advantage of the combination of the electric focusing at the cathode and the magnetic
later on. The second element is in particular important to maintain a small beam diameter,
which RF focusing cannot achieve on its own. In combination, both effects yield an overall
improvement of the beam’s transverse attributes. When comparing the impact of the TE mode
to the one of a static solenoid, the latter one seems favorable, mostly because of its phase
independent compensation. Nevertheless, the actual argument for or against one of these two
options is given by the complexity of their technical realization. As explained in much detail in

1Compare the outlook of the following chapter on this subject.
2The experimental setup itself, including the custom developed evaluation software, is also presented in detail

to transparently depict the entire evolution of the presented data.
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part II, the integration of a SC magnet into a gun module poses certain technical challenges. If
the parallel excitation of a TE mode in the SC cavity can be realized by lesser means, it might
represent the preferable compensation tool, not to mention that the combination of both might
also be an attractive concept in the future.
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Chapter 16.

Outlook on Emittance Compensation
and the ELBE SRF Gun Project

As the ELBE SRF Gun project at HZDR is supposed to proceed in taking a leading role in
the worldwide efforts of SRF injector development, it requires continuous improvements and
advancements. One important topic in this context are the photocathodes. In the near future,
the installation of a Cs2Te cathode, currently located in the transfer chamber at the SRF Gun,
is planned as the second attempt of operating a semiconductor cathode in this injector. With
the experiences of the first test of a Cs2Te cathode and its contaminated surface in 2015 in
mind, the new one was thoroughly checked for any irregularities by optical inspection. Due
to the positive results of this examination, it was chosen for installation. Although the latest
measurements of its QE yielded results below 1 %, so less than usually expected of this type of
material, it still offers an improvement of about one order of magnitude when compared to the
currently deployed magnesium cathode. This increase of QE offers the earlier discussed option
to cut more of the outer, asymmetric and less energetic transverse distribution of the laser pulse
and can therefore help to increase control over the transverse emittance. Nevertheless, the at
times disappointing results of the photocathode preparation call for a general improvement
of the utilized processes, especially when it comes to the systematical reproducibility of the
achieved results with respect to QE as well as cleanliness and vacuum conditions. Thus, this
goal has become a priority of the recently installed cathode laboratory at the ELBE accelerator
hall.

When it comes to the development of new technologies in the field of photocathodes, GaAs
should also be mentioned. They are subject of a cooperation with the HZB, which includes the
development of a complete new transfer system, offering the option of an exchange of cathodes
between the two facilities [99]. The main advantage of GaAs as a material itself is that no
UV light is required for its photoelectric emission. Lasers operating at green wavelengths
(≈ 500 nm) are sufficient, so that a lot more power can be made available at this side of the
injector [131]. Even further ahead on the road to new techniques, the application of a tilted
cathode surface or something like a visor [132] to enhance the RF focusing field, has the
potential to establish a direct link to emittance compensation at the cathode itself. Similarly,
the investigation of the surface roughness of installed photocathodes may provide essential
information in the context of thermal emittance. Existing studies [133, 134] motivate the
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development of corresponding concepts for the ELBE SRF Gun, which is — as mentioned
before — certainly not a trivial task given the current circumstances of the preparation schemes.

In general within the framework of the Helmholtz Association, the installation of a new
Gunlab at the HZB for the development of SRF injectors is of great importance [135]. The
project is currently in its commissioning phase and as it also strongly focuses on the evaluation
of emittance compensation schemes for high bunch charges, will hopefully deliver new insights
in this field. Further scientific contributions may in addition arise from the SRF gun project at
DESY, where recently outstanding cavity performance results were achieved [33]. Although
the gradient of the cavity is not primarily an emittance compensation tool, it directly affects the
bunch’s dynamics with increased gradients reducing the impact of space charge. Consequently,
these findings are a motivating aspect with regard to future injector development. Beyond
the scope of Helmholtz, other international projects in the field of SRF injectors yield new
technological approaches, such as the transparent photocathodes of KEK1, which may enhance
the way emittance compensation can be dealt with. Therefore, constant communication and
cooperation with the concerned research facilities will continue to play an important role for
the progress in this field.

Back at HZDR, the UV laser of the ELBE SRF Gun offers the most room for improvement.
This bears the advantage that — different from the cathodes — it does not directly interfere
with the highly sensitive SC cavity of the injector. At first, the laser’s pointing stability might be
improved by several simple measures. Preliminary measurements with an accelerometer on the
electron beamline indicated oscillations at about 20 to 25 Hz, pointing towards a certain type of
vacuum pumps. A redesign of the vacuum system i.e. the connections to the corresponding
pumps should solve this problem. In addition, dedicated shielding in form of tubes around the
open tracks of the optical beamline2 were discussed and are being planned to avoid the influence
of air i.e. dust circulations in these sections. A much greater issue is given by the transverse
intensity profile of the laser, which eventually generates the initial bunch charge distribution.
As often discussed throughout this entire thesis, this distribution is far from ideal. Furthermore,
as consequence to necessary retuning of the optical beam path to maintain sufficient conversion
efficiency, it changes somewhat arbitrarily from measurement to measurement. This impedes
reproducible experiments. A possible way to overcome this limitation and — as also described
before — move even further to generate a uniform distribution, is to modify the transverse
profile using a Spatial Light Modulator. Implementing such a device in the IR track of the
laser and connecting it to a feedback sensor in the UV part, should enable appropriate tuning
procedures. Such a system was developed for the current SRF Gun drive laser, as described in
[98], and is currently waiting for its installation and commissioning.

The transverse distribution is, however, not the only challenge in context of the UV laser.
The general reliability of the system, for example with respect to significant changes of the
ambient temperature, has shown certain weaknesses. This might, among other reasons, be
caused by the lack of local experts covering required maintenance tasks. As the system is
serviced in cooperation with the Max Born Institute in Berlin, prompt repairs as well as
modifications are an issue. This does also apply to the described delay in the modification of

1Compare section 1.2.
2Compare figure 5.2 in section 5.1.
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the pulse length, which prevented comparative measurements, as well as the failure of the main
oscillator of the laser, which caused a downtime of SRF Gun operation for a period of three
month in 2016. Increased efforts for the maintenance and advancement of the existing laser
system could improve this situation, especially with the goal of stable user operation in mind.
Furthermore, developments increasing the performance yield of the drive laser would decrease
the QE requirements for the installed cathodes. Eventually, this could reduce the necessity to
install cathodes with an enlarged contamination potential.

Another subject within the framework of the laser is its longitudinal pulse. Issues here were
the irregular distribution found during the pulse length measurements1, as well as a for example
lately discovered second pulse within the same cycle. This phenomenon was revealed with
several phase scans like the one given in figure 16.1. The problem could eventually be resolved
by a mirror adjustment. The source of this doubled pulse is, however, still unknown. Besides
dealing with these complications, dedicated research in this field provides the opportunity
to improve the electron beam dynamics and therefore the bunch’s emittance even further by
introducing optimized longitudinal bunch shapes, as for example studied in [136].
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Fig. 16.1.: A phasescan conducted after the exchange of the laser’s main oscillator: Usually the plateau
of the successful electron acceleration spreads over about 120◦. The sudden increase of the
measured current in the Faraday cup indicates a second pulse of the laser, roughly delayed
by 90◦ which corresponds to about 200 ps in time or 5.8 cm in space.

Inside the cryomodule of the ELBE SRF Gun II a lot of improvements were possible by
making use of the experiences gained with Gun I. Consequently, new lessons were learned
for the newly introduced components of Gun II. In case of the SC solenoid, one possible
improvement is to establish an option to remotely tilt the magnet. Corresponding designs,
including hexapods located outside of the cryostat, were developed at HZB [29]. Furthermore,
the temperature surveillance of the magnet by Cernox sensors showed certain difficulties. An

1Compare figure 5.5 and 5.6 in section 5.1.1.
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improved cooling of the sensor leads was therefore discussed with the manufacturer (Lakeshore)
and is envisaged for the next injector.

Looking at the bigger picture of the future of the ELBE SRF Gun program, a decisive new
project is becoming apparent. The Dresden Advanced Light Infrastructure (DALI) is supposed
to be the successor of the ELBE center, shifting the focus to the generation of THz radiation.
The early facility concept features an SRF injector as a vital component of its accelerator. As a
consequence, the development of the ELBE SRF Gun shall receive an increased attention. Part
of the plan is to provide a dedicated Gun Lab with an independent helium supply line. Such a
development would offer a much improved accessibility compared to the current operations in
the main accelerator hall. The latter ones often restrained the experimental work and progress.
In addition, this new setup offers the chance for a complete redesign of many of the diagnostics
elements in order to adapt them to the lately gained experiences. So, for example new screens,
cameras or masks may be implemented.

Except for the installation of a new laboratory with an additional SRF injector, the currently
installed SRF Gun II is scheduled to receive a new cavity string in 2017, turning it into the
ELBE SRF Gun III. The 3.5 cell resonator intended for this project, is the one of Gun I, which
was lately cleaned and retreated at DESY, Hamburg. In combination with an SC solenoid,
structurally identical to the installed one, it is supposed to replace the core of Gun II to yield
a performance upgrade of the current degraded situation. This electron source is foreseen to
remain the alternative injector for the existing ELBE accelerator. Furthermore, the option to
replace the thermionic injector and supply the machine via a straight beamline remains, which
would eliminate the reduced energy spread constraint by the dogleg connection.

Supplementary to the experimental studies, the simulation of the SRF injector should be
extended for a better understanding of the present emittance sources. This means that in
addition to further investigations using the same numerical tools, other programs should be
consulted. Such tools include CST Particle Studio [127] as well as the General Particle Tracer
(GPT) [137] code package.

Apart from the developments for the SRF Gun project in the near, intermediate and in parts
also far future described above, the study of TE modes for emittance compensation remains a
topic of interest within the program. Subsequent to the measurements described in this work,
new experiments are planned at JLab. For this purpose, a modification of the dedicated coupler
i.e. its orientation and/or penetration depth may help to increase the excited field amplitude
of the TE mode, yielding new information about the cavity’s RF behavior. Switching from
the concept of two independent antennas, tests to excite both modes with the same coupler
are also envisaged. In this context, a dedicated diplexer was developed earlier at HZDR [138].
Despite certain problems during its first test due to an increased heating, this draft may help
to enable the introduction of TE modes into a running injector, enabling corresponding beam
dynamics studies. Especially with regard to the phase dependency of this compensation scheme,
such an application — for example in a new injector test laboratory — could reveal insightful
experiences. On the simulation side a further study of different parameter combinations is also
advisable. The implementation of an early focusing by a TE mode could reduce the need for
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cathode retraction and therefore increase the energy gain in the injector. Additionally, studies
of the combination of a TE mode and a solenoid outside the gun cavity should be conducted.

Concluding the outlook on the future of the SRF injector project at HZDR, it is apparent
that there are still many interesting concepts as well as concrete ideas for improvements. With
dedicated resources most, if not all, of them can be realized and studied within the given
frameworks, providing valuable knowledge to the entire accelerator physics community. Since
a huge opportunity for advancement lies — as explained in detail above — in improved
operation conditions of the injector’s drive laser, an extension of the locally available expertise
is advisable. One way to achieve this, may be in cooperation with other facilities that are
dealing with similar projects. The need for SRF injectors for future accelerator projects — not
just the upgrade of the ELBE, but also bERLinPro, a CW XFEL, the BNL ERL and more —
justify this effort.
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Adjoint Equations

Kinetic Energy from Dipole Current

The kinetic energy is given by

Ekin = C1 ·

(√
m2

ec4 + p2c2 − mec2
)

(16.1)

with C1 = 6.242 · 1012 MeV
J

, (16.2)

me = 9.109 · 10−31 kg, (16.3)

c = 2.9979 · 108 m
s
, (16.4)

p = q ·
leff

π
· B, (16.5)

where B = B1 ·
ID [A] − B2

1 + exp
(
−

B3

(ID [A]−B2)2

) · 10−3 T, (16.6)

B1 = 2.2238, (16.7)
B2 = 0.7334, (16.8)

B3 = 26.75 · 103, (16.9)

leff = 621.6 · 10−3 m, (16.10)

q = −1.602 · 10−19 C, (16.11)

and ID equals the dipole current in ampere.
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A non-divergent Beam

The RMS width of an electron beam going through a slit of width d = 0.1 mm is defined as

σs :=

√√
n∑

i=1

(x̄ − xi)2

n
. (16.12)

Assuming a non-divergent, homogeneous beam
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2
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⇒ lim
n→∞
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(16.19)

Hence, a non-divergent beam has an RMS width of

σs =
d
√

12
. (16.20)
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Error of the Emittance measured by Slit-Scan

The horizontal component of the transverse, normalized, RMS emittance is, according to
equation 2.25, given by

εn,rms = βγ ·
√
〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2. (16.21)

With the given errors σE, σx, and σx′ for the kinetic energy, spatial, and angular distribution,
one can estimate the individual contribution to the total error of the emittance as follows:

i) γ =
Ekin

me
+ 1 (16.22)

⇒ βγ =

√(
Ekin

me

)2

+ 2
Ekin

me
(16.23)

⇒
dεn,rms

dEkin
=

Ekin
me

+ 1√
E2

kin + 2Ekinme

·
√
〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2,

(16.24)

ii) “total squared differential”
δεn,rms

δx

∣∣∣∣2 :=
∑

i

(
∂εn,rms

∂xi
· σxi

)2

(16.25)

with
∂εn,rms

∂xi
= βγ

∂

∂xi

√
〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2, (16.26)

where 〈x2〉 =

∑
i x2

i
∑

j ni j∑
i, j ni j

(16.27)

∧ 〈x′2〉 =

∑
i x′2i

∑
j n ji∑

i, j n ji
(16.28)

∧ 〈xx′〉2 =

(∑
i, j xix′jni j∑

i, j ni j

)2

(16.29)

∧
∑

i, j

ni j = N. (16.30)

Here, xi defines the i-th pixel for the spatial distribution, while x′i corresponds to the same for
the angular distribution. Accordingly, ni j gives the intensity of the i, j-th pixel in the resulting
trace space, which is proportional to the number of electrons passing through this position.
Hence, N equals the total intensity of the measured signal.
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⇒
∂

∂xk
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as σxi = σx ∀i. (16.35)

iii) Analogous
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j

x jn ji


2

· σ2
x′ .

(16.36)

iv) Taking into account the statistical fluctuation of the measured pixel values σni j , one gets an
additional contribution of

⇒
δεn,rms

δn

∣∣∣∣2 :=
∑

i

(
∂εn,rms

∂ni j
· σni j

)2

(16.37)

⇒
∂εn,rms

∂ni j
= βγ

∂

∂ni j

√
〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2 (16.38)

=
β2γ2

2Nεn,rms
·
[
〈x′2〉 ·

(
x2

i − 〈x
2〉
)

+ 〈x2〉 ·
(
x′2j − 〈x

′2〉
)

−2〈xx′〉 ·
(
xix′j − 〈xx′〉

)]
(16.39)

⇒
δεn,rms

δn

∣∣∣∣2 =
β4γ4

4N2ε2
n,rms
·
∑

i, j

[
〈x′2〉 ·

(
x2

i − 〈x
2〉
)

+ 〈x2〉 ·
(
x′2j − 〈x

′2〉
)

−2〈xx′〉 ·
(
xix′j − 〈xx′〉

)]2
· σ2

ni j
. (16.40)

Accumulating all the parts via the proper error propagation, the total error estimation results in

⇒ σεn,rms =

√(
dεn,rms

dEkin
· σE

)2

+
δεn,rms

δx

∣∣∣∣2 +
δεn,rms

δx′

∣∣∣∣2 +
δεn,rms

δn

∣∣∣∣2. (16.41)
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Error of the RF Measurements

The error of the determined quality factor, given in equation 14.7, is computed as follows

σQ0 =

√(
Pt

Pd
· σQt

)2

+

(
Qt ·

Pt

P2
d

· σPd

)2

+

(
Qt

Pd
· σPt

)2

(16.42)

with the deviation of Qt given by

σQt =

√(
Pd

Pt
· σQ0

)2

+

(
Q0

Pt
· σPd

)2

+

(
Q0 ·

Pd

P2
t
· σPt

)2

(16.43)

and the one of the dissipated power Pd as

σPd =
√
σ2

P f
+ σ2

Pt
+ σ2

PrTE
+ σ2

PrTM
, (16.44)

where the second level indices TM and TE indicate the reflected power measured at the
corresponding coupler antenna. The power measurements here, are all taken into account with
a roughly estimated relative uncertainty of σPx

Px
= 5 %.

The uncertainty of the calculated accelerating field in the cavity is given by

σEacc =
1

2 Eacc l2 ·

√(
R
Q
· Q0 · σPd

)2

+

(
R
Q
· Pd · σQ0

)2

+

(
Q0 · Pd · σ R

Q

)2
+ (2 Eacc l · σl)2,

(16.45)

compare equation 14.8. The uncertainty on the scaling factor R/Q is estimated to be about 5 %
of the value, while the uncertainty of the cavity length is set to be σl = 5 mm.

In the case of the TE-mode, the on-axis field Bz is determined by equation 14.9. Its
systematical deviation is given by

σBz =
B2
ρ

2Bz
·

√(
2 B2

z

B3
ρ

· σBρ

)2

+

(
Pd

2π f
· σQ0

)2

+

(
Q0

2π f
· σPd

)2

+

(
Q0

2π f 2 · Pd · σ f

)2

. (16.46)

Here, a 5 % deviation on the simulated derived value of Bρ is assumed again. Furthermore, a
systematical error on the measured frequency of σ f = 100 Hz is taken into account.
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Additional Figures and Tables

E

e-

Fig. 16.2.: π-mode in a TESLA nine-cell cavity, one cycle of the standing RF field spans two cells.

Tab. 16.1.: Simulation parameters of the tracking curves presented in figure 2.4, the corresponding
fields were computed with Poisson Superfish [85].

parameter value

accelerating gradient 10 MV
m

phase 50◦

transverse profile (flattop) 4 mm (RMS)

laser pulse length (gaussian) 15 ps (RMS)

bunch charge 100 pC

cathode position (retracted) −2 mm

DC voltage −5 kV
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Fig. 16.3.: The schematics of the ELBE SRF Gun laser according to [95], compare to figure 5.2 for a
photograph of the actual laser table at the ELBE accelerator.
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Fig. 16.4.: The transverse profile of the UV beam of the ELBE SRF Gun laser recorded on a YAG
screen by a CCD on the laser table itself.

Fig. 16.5.: Another example of the transverse UV laser profile measured on the laser table during another
day after an optimization of the laser power by realigning the beam and the conversion
crystals.
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transfer chamber

UV laser

attenuator

mirror with
steppers

power meter

Fig. 16.6.: A picture of the laser cleaning setup by J. Teichert in the ELBE accelerator hall: The
magnesium cathode tips are cleaned with the gun’s drive laser, which gets focused down
to a 125 µm spot. Before the cleaning the laser intensity can be determined with a power
meter, while after the treatment a QE measurement determines the success of the operation.
In the cleaning mode, the UV laser has an average power of 130 mW, which gets focused
on a 250 µm diameter spot on the cathode. This results in a cleaning power density of
2.65 W/mm2.
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Fig. 16.7.: Schematics of the thermal surveillance of the gun cryostat: All installed sensors, color-coded
by their type, as well as the different temperature domains are indicated. Furthermore, their
wiring to the two side ports of the module is illustrated. Besides the temperature sensors, the
installed fluxgate magnetometer, high voltage connection, solenoid, level gauges, heater, and
steppers of the solenoid platform are displayed.
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Fig. 16.8.: The time curve of a degaussing of the SC solenoid: The current of the solenoid’s power supply
— and consequently its voltage — is linearly ramped down with an underlying sinusoidal
oscillation, compare section 6.2.1. The 15 periods are spread over roughly seven minutes.
The curve represents a successfully tested degaussing routine of the magnet. Variations to
the number of oscillations and the amplitude can be adjusted in the ELBE control system.
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Fig. 16.9.: A plot of the determined field axis of the SC solenoid: For each measured longitudinal field
slice — compare section 6.2.2 — a barycenter is determined via a two dimensional Gauss fit
(blue dots). As only the longitudinal field component is recorded by the probe, these centers
represent the absolute maxima outside and minima inside the coil. The linear regression is a
weighted fit of all these barycenters, giving a total deviation of the field axis in spacial shift
and tilt, compare table 6.1.
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Fig. 16.10.: Circuit diagram of the protective circuit of the SC solenoid (in German) by the electronics
department of HZDR: The simplified mode of operation is explained in figure 6.12, while a
picture of the circuit installed in the accelerator hall is given in figure 16.11.
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Fig. 16.11.: Photograph of the installed protective circuit for the SC solenoid: The installation is located
in an electronics well in the accelerator hall next to the SRF Gun cryostat. Left of the small
circuit cabinet on the the right are an ampere meter and the read out unit of the fluxgate
magnetometer, which is installed in the vicinity of the solenoid. The two devices were used
to observe the solenoid’s operation during the commissioning phase.
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Fig. 16.12.: These two curves, provided by the NIST [113], were used to determine the resistiviy (upper
plot) and thermal conductivity (lower plot) of the SC solenoid’s copper leads. Assuming
RRR = 50 material, the distances between the thermal anchor points “room temperature”,
“liquid nitrogen”, and “liquid helium” were optimized as described in section 6.2.3.
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Fig. 16.13.: The summarized result of the numerical computation for the heat input by the solenoid
leads: The upper plot shows the result for a theoretical copper wire of 1.3 mm2 with one
end at 2 K and the other at 77 K following equation 6.13. The bottom plot depicts the same
for a connection from 77 to 291 K. The minimum heat lengths found for 10 A, are indicated
on both curves. As both cases show a rather broad area of heat input minimization, the
actual lead lengths set during installation could be adopted to geometrical constraints.
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Fig. 16.14.: Photographs of the thermal anchors of the SC solenoid’s normal conducting leads: The
upper picture shows the thermal connection of both wires to a pipe of the liquid nitrogen
system. In the lower picture the leads are individually anchored at the U-shaped cooling
tube of the solenoid itself. Each lead consists of a thicker main wire and thinner sensing
wire. In all cases the wires are stripped of their insulation and jammed between two copper
blocks, which were coated with Kapton foil.
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Fig. 16.15.: The straight copper antenna used as main coupler in the TE mode test with its flange holding
an aluminum gasket before the installation on the 3.5 cell cavity in the clean room at JLab.
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Fig. 16.16.: A picture showing the vertical installation of the modified 3.5 cell cavity at JLab prior to
the insertion into the vertical helium tank: At the bottom the RF connections of the hook
coupler and the field probe are visible.
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Fig. 16.17.: Photograph of the RF setup explained in figure 8.3: The setup is placed just on top of the
lid of the vertical test stand containing the insert shown in figure 16.16.
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Fig. 16.18.: A picture of the control room at the cavity test area at JLab: The controls and read-out
electronics of the TE branch of the RF setup shown in figure 8.3 are located in the center-left
rack [125]. The racks in the rear right of the image host the controls for the 1.3 GHz TM
mode measurement part of the experiment [126]. The desk in the front center is used for
data processing of the measurement results.
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Example Input File for Astra

&newrun
head = ’ SRF_Gun_Long ’
run = 1
d i s t r i b u t i o n = ’ bunch . i n i ’
t r a c k _ a l l = t
h_max = 1e−2
h_min = 1e−4
max_step = 1 e5
c h e c k _ r e f _ p a r t = t
a u t o _ p h a s e = f
/

&o u t p u t
z s t o p = 2 .7995
z e m i t = 100
z ph as e = 1
s c r e e n ( 1 ) = 0
h i g h _ r e s = f
l p r o j e c t _ e m i t = f
l o c a l _ e m i t = t
l s u b _ l a r m o r = f
l s u b _ c o u p = f
l m a g n e t i z e d = t
r e f s = f
e m i t s = t
c _ e m i t s = t
c 9 9 _ e m i t s = f
t r _ e m i t s = f
s u b _ e m i t s = f
p h a s e s = t
t _ p h a s e s = f
t r a c k s = t
t c h e c k s = f
d e n s i t y s = t
c a t h o d e s = f
l a n d f s = f
l a r m o r s = f
/

&c h a r g e
l s p c h = t
n l o n g _ i n = 35
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n rad = 25
l s p c h 3 d = f
nxf = 32
nx0 = 15
nyf = 32
ny0 = 15
n z f = 64
nz0 = 31
smooth_x = 10
smooth_y = 10
smooth_z = 10
/

&c a v i t y
l e f i e l d = t
f i l e _ e f i e l d ( 1 ) = ’A : / F i e l d F i l e s / DC_cavity1 −2 . 5 0 0 0 . da t ’
c_smooth ( 1 ) = 10
c _ h i g h e r _ o r d e r ( 1 ) = t
nue ( 1 ) = 0
maxe ( 1 ) = −1.0861
f i l e _ e f i e l d ( 2 ) = ’A / F i e l d F i l e s / RF_cavi ty1 −2 . 5 0 0 0 . da t ’
c_smooth ( 2 ) = 10
c _ h i g h e r _ o r d e r ( 2 ) = t
maxe ( 2 ) = 20 .48
nue ( 2 ) = 1 . 3
p h i ( 2 ) = 51 .204
f i l e _ e f i e l d ( 3 ) = ’A : / TE−Mode / F i e l d s CST / TE_Mode1 . da t ’
c_smooth ( 3 ) = 10
c _ h i g h e r _ o r d e r ( 3 ) = t
nue ( 3 ) = 2 .5054
maxe ( 3 ) = 0
p h i ( 3 ) = 110
c_pos ( 3 ) = 0 .0025
/

&s o l e n o i d
l b f i e l d = t
f i l e _ b f i e l d ( 1 ) = ’A : / SolenoidSC / S o l e n o i d F i e l d 1 A . da t ’
s_smooth ( 1 ) = 2
s _ h i g h e r _ o r d e r ( 1 ) = t
maxb ( 1 ) = 0
s_pos ( 1 ) = 0 .551
/
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Fig. 16.19.: Example output of the combined DC and RF field in the cavity used for the tracking in
Astra: The average accelerating field was set to 8 MV/m and the DC voltage to 5 kV. The
figure was generated with the fieldplot-program included in the Astra code package.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(I) (II) (III)

Fig. 16.20.: Space charge plots for different densities of the grid meshing in Astra: From top to bottom
the radial component of the electrical field along the z-axis (a), the radial component as
function of the radial position (b), the longitudinal field component along the z-axis (c),
and the longitudinal component versus the radial position (d) are shown. The columns
(I) to (III) represent different choices of the grid meshing, from 5 radial and longitudinal
bins in column (I), over 25 radial and 35 longitudinal in column (II), to 50 radial and 70
longitudinal bins in column (III). The three lines of each plot describe the field different
positions with respect to the ideal trajectory. The aim of this investigation is to find a proper
compromise for the binning, which avoids field distribution errors like the positive values
in the upper right half of plot (a)-(I) or field distribution artifacts like in plot (a)-(II)/(III) or
(c)-(III). For the results presented in part III the combination of 25 and 35 cells was chosen,
so the central cases in this figure.
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Fig. 16.21.: The optimized RF phase versus the cathode displacement: The RF phase for which the
maximum energy gain of the electron bunch is achieved, changes with the cathode position
with respect to the half cell. The given curve is the outcome of an optimization by Astra
for an accelerating gradient of 8 MV/m, compare chapter 10.
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Fig. 16.22.: Emittance and radius of a 500 pC bunch versus the current of the SC solenoid without
RF focusing: The results originate from simulations with the input parameters given in
table 16.2.
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Fig. 16.23.: Tracking curves for the 500 pC case without RF focusing: The curves including the solenoid
correspond to the best emittance compensation current in figure 16.22.
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Fig. 16.24.: Emittance and radius of a 500 pC bunch versus the current of the SC solenoid with optimized
RF Focusing: The input parameters for this scan are given in table 10.1.
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Fig. 16.25.: Tracking curves for the 500 pC case with RF focusing: The curves including the solenoid
correspond to the best emittance compensation current in figure 16.24.
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Fig. 16.26.: The tracking curves for the two scan results of the solenoid for emittance compensation
with and without RF focusing: At the highlighted positions, the trace spaces of the electron
bunch were recorded. Projections are given in figure 16.27.

Tab. 16.2.: Initial beam parameters for reference tracking simulations with Astra: To investigate the SC
solenoid’s impact on the electron bunch, particle tracking studies for inactive RF focusing
were conducted with these settings. The values represent an optimization with respect to
transverse emittance under the condition of a non-retracted cathode.

bunch charge Eacc cath. pos. pulse length spot diam. phase

[pC]
[

MV
m

]
[mm] [ps] [mm] [◦]

250 8 0 5 3 67.5

500 8 0 6 5 67.5
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Fig. 16.27.: Trace spaces for a 500 pC bunch: The plots correspond to the markings in figure 16.26, the
upper four represent the tracking without, the lower including RF focusing. The behavior is
similar to the one observed for the 250 pC case shown in figure 11.6 and 11.7.
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Fig. 16.28.: The radius for a 250 pC bunch at 2.8 m under the influence of RF focusing and a TE mode in
the second full cell of the 3.5 cell ELBE SRF Gun cavity: Phase and peak field correspond
to the ones of the TE mode. The plot is generated analogue to the one for the transverse
emittance in figure 12.6.
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half cell half cell
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Fig. 16.29.: Result of the cathode localization measurement (section 6.3.2) for the first magnesium
cathode used for beam operation. The values left and right of the center represent the
distance to the half-cell around the cathode, while the middle part gives the distance to
the cathode’s front surface. Reflections in the left gap generated signal errors during this
measurement, which are irrelevant for the displacement result.
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Fig. 16.30.: The beam radii determined during the emittance measurements, given in the legend, versus
different solenoid currents: The corresponding emittance values are given in figure 13.11 in
chapter 13.

Tab. 16.3.: Experimental Parameters used for the measurements presented in part IV.

date Eacc charge cath. pos. p. length spot diam. phase Is

yyyy-mm-dd
[

MV
m

]
[pC] [-mm] [ps] [mm] [◦] [A]

2014-08-26 8.06 ≤ 1 1.56 8.12 1.5 [−10; 65] 0

2015-06-18/26 7.16 1.7 [0.96; 2.06] 8.12 2.3 60 0

2016-04-26 8.03 36 1.41 7.03 0.9 [20; 65] 3.8

2016-04-27 7.67 36 1.41 7.03 0.9 [20; 65] 3.3

2016-05-12 8.03 120 [1.11; 1.41] 7.03 0.8 70 3.8

2016-06-10 7.50 100 1.41 7.03 1.0 50 [3.4; 3.9]

2016-06-21 7.67 220 1.41 7.03 1.3 50 [3.4; 3.8]

2016-11-08 7.16 4 1.80 9.81 1.4 [0; 85] 2.5

2016-11-09 7.16 35 1.80 9.81 1.1 [20; 80] 3.4

2016-11-10 7.16 80 1.80 9.81 1.6 55 [2.6; 4]

2016-11-12 7.16 70 1.80 9.81 [0.8; 2.4] 50 3.4

2016-11-13 7.16 160 1.80 9.81 1.9 55 [3.2; 3.8]
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List of Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current

ASTRA A Space charge TRacking Algorithm

BCS Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (theory)

bERLinPro Berlin ERL Project at HZB

BESSY see HZB

BINP Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics

BLM Beam Loss Monitor

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

BPM Beam Position Monitor

CAD Computer Aided Design

CBS Compton BackScattering

CCD Charge Coupled Device

CDR/CTR Coherent Diffraction Radiation/Coherent Transition Radiation

CEA Commissariat à l’Energy Atomique – French Alternative Energies and Atomic
Energy Commission

CEBAF Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility at JLab

CERN Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire – European Organization for
Nuclear Research

CST Computer Simulation Technology (GmbH)

CW Continuous Wave (usually referring to continuous wave mode operation)

DALI Dresden Advanced Light Infrastructure

DAQ Data AcQuisition

DC Direct Current

DESY Deutsches Elektronen-SYnchrotron
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DRACO Dresden laseR ACceleration sOurce

ELBE Electron Linear accelerator with high Brilliance and low Emittance

ERL Energy Recovery Linac

FEL Free Electron Laser

FLASH Free Electron LASer in Hamburg at DESY

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

GUI Graphical User Interface

HOM Higher Order Mode

HZB Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (formerly BESSY)

HZDR Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf

ICT Integrated Current Transformer

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IR InfraRed

JLab Jefferson Lab – Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility

KEK Kō Enerugı̄ Kasokuki Kenkyū Kikō – High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization

LHC Large Hadron Collider at CERN

Linac Linear accelerator

MBI Max Born Institute

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

NPS Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California

OPC Object linking and embedding for Process Control

OTR Optical Transition Radiation

PC Personal Computer

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect

PENELOPE Petawatt ENergy-Efficient Laser for Optical Plasma Experiments

PITZ Photo Injector Test facility at DESY, Zeuthen

PKU PeKing University
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PLC Programmable Logic Controller

Pt100 Platinum temperature sensor with R = 100 Ω at T = 0◦C

px Pixel

PXI PCI eXtension for Instrumentation

QE Quantum Efficiency

QWR Quarter-Wave Resonator

R&D Research and Development

RHIC Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at BNL

RMS Root Mean Square

RRR Residual Resistivity Ratio

SC Superconducting

SLM Spatial Light Modulator

(S)RF (Superconducting) Radio Frequency

SRF Gun The “SRF Gun” refers to the SRF injector project at HZDR (currently with Gun
I, II and the planned III), while the expression SRF gun regards the general
concept of an SRF injector.

SSA Solid State Amplifier

TE Transverse Electrical

TESLA Terra Electronvolt Superconducting Linear Accelerator

TM Transverse Magnetic

USB Universal Serial Bus

UV UltraViolet

UW SRC University of Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center

WinCC Windows Control Center by Siemens

XFEL European X-ray Free Electron Laser at DESY

YAG Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet
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